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INIMCDUCTION

On Jaimary 23, 19a, President Johnsen delivered a message to the Congress

on older Americans in which he urged renewed efforts to further the employment

of older workers. This goal vas to be achieved through action against dis-

crimination and through a variety of improved employment services. The

President's exhortation folleoed the 1966 amendments to the Narpower Development

and Training Act which also called for special counselling, training and

placement services for older workers.

This report evaluates four community efforts to obtain employment for

hard-core unemployed workers over 59 years of age. The community projects

differed in approach and techniques, and frequently the approach and techniques

actually adopted differed from those initially planned. However, the projects

taken as a whole provide a basis for evaluating testing, counselling, training

and placement services along the lines espoused by the President and in the

amendments.

The older worker projects were carried out by specialized agencies in

Baltimore, Boston, Milwaukee and Buncombe County, Borth Carolina. Funds

were provided by the Office of Manpower Policy, Evaluation and F,esearch to each

of the community agencies. Separate funds were provided by OVER in a contrac-

tual arrangement with th. National Council on the Aging. The H.C.O.A. provided

services and supervision for the community agencies, and they were administra-

tively responsible to N.C.O.A. However, N.C.O.A. officials felt that the fund-

ing arrangement weakened their control over the individual projects. This report

also appraises the effectiveness of this administrative approach Le experimental

and demonstration employment programs for older workers.

The Case for Special Efforts

The recent amendments to the N.D.T.A. were designed to correct an

obvious underrepresentation of older workers in Federal retraining

programs. In 1966 more than one-fourth of the unemployed were 45 and

Then called the Office of Manpower, Automation and Training.
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over, but only 10 percent of all 14.D.T-A. trainees were in this older

age category. Even a smaller percentage of older workers were enrolled

in on-the-job training programs, a form of training that will be increas-

ingly e-phasized by N.D.T.A. officials in coming years. Since older

workers suffer a disproportionate share of long-term unemployment and

have relatively fewer years to recoup a training investment, both

Moyers and training programs are prone to pass them by.

Like the regular 14.D.T.A. programs, the various facets of the uar

on poverty emphasize youth rather than age. ind yet older persons and

families headed by older persons constitute a substantial proportion of

the poor. Even the Work Experience and Training Program (Title V of the

Economic Opportunity Act), designed to increase the employability of

public assistance recipients and other needy persons, includes only a

little more than 10 percent of workers over 50 among its participants.

Title V is one of the very few 0.E.0. programs that could be expected to

include older workers. It is the one which comes closest to the community

projects evaluated in this report.

In spite of exhortations and legislative amendments, increased

employment for older workers will not be readily accomplished. There

is not likely to be a marked early improvement in the percentage partici-

pation of older workers in regular }1.D.T.A. and O.E.O. programs. The

obstacles lie not only in the adverse attitudes of employers, reflected

in the selection criteria of the employment service; but just as fund-

amentally in the attitudes and motivation of the older workers themselves.

Belbin found motivational factors to be of key importance in his compre-

hensive international review of the literature on older-worker training

programs prepared for the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development in 1965. In their extensive survey of labor market adjustments
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of the unemployed, Eeb-i..1 and Folk found that the proportion of persons

with no interest in retraining was much higher among older workers than

amzng younger uorkers." Studies at the University of Elsconsin indicate

that older workers are even much less aware of the opportunity and

availability of retraining programs for the unemployed.

As Belbin and others have shxon, intensive counselling is required

to restore the confidence and increase the awareness of older workers,

especially among the long-term unemployed, as a prerequisite to their

labor-market rehabilitation. But the reluctance of many unemployed

older workers to apply for employment-oriented service programs is rooted

in their knowledge of the realities of the labor market. The experience

of their peers gives justification to fears that they may fare poorly

in the selection process; and if accepted, that their employment and

income may not be appreciably improved. Thus, even on the score of

motivation, vigorous efforts to improve selection techniques and ultimate

placement ratios are essential.

The Challenge and Response

If it is clear that special efforts are required to restore the

employability of displaced older workers, it is not so clear that a

successful formula has been discovered. The specialized literature on

this subject stresses the opportunities, but the results are a perplexing

mixture of victories and defeats. Studies indicate that older workers

can be motivated through specialized counselling stressing awareness and

the restoration of confidence and initiative; that their skills can be

enhanced through a modification of customary training techniques, with a

new emphasis on activity rather than memory and on a relaxed pace rather

than time constraints; that employers can be induced to open up training

opportunities and jobs if a suitable approach is made on behalf of the

older worker.

1
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However, the notable sacce:s stories have seldcm included the hard-

core unemployed. Yost t f tF.:victeris ale scored by programs designed

to upgrade or facilitate the transfer of older urrkers who are already

employed. Even :hen a training program is directed at the unemployed, as

in the /01.D.T.A. or our surveys in West Virginia, the reasonably high

placement ratios for older workers often reflect other, more favorable,

characteristics. Tt is frequently found that the most successful older

trainees have higher educational levels or a sounder previous skill base

than the average. There is little evidence, as yet, that hard-core

unemployed older workers can be restored to employment security, especially

when low education or racial factors compound their labor-market dis-

advantages.

Demonstrat Proiects

Although the nation has apparently accented the announced goal of

increased employment for older workers, it is unlikely that the drive in

this direction can be sustained without some demonstration of positive

results. If resources devoted to this end produce very meager benefits in

employment and income, or if the costs of employment rehabilitation are

very high relative to benefits, pressure will emerge for income maintenance

schemes rather than eJiployment creation.

Even if it should be accepted that hard-core unemployed workers over

50 can be returned to Secure employment, the question remains as to the

most effective techniques. Is retraining for such workers a sound invest-

ment? Or should emphasis be placed on direct placement activities and

work experience? How important are selection procedures and counselling?

An economic evaluation of programs for older workers is not--and probably

should not-dislodge us from our nationally-determined goal of older

worker employment, but it can play its principal role in defining the most

efficient techniques for achievement of that goal.
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Because regular progrzms desii.:n,-A to increase employment are prone

to bypass older workers, special demonstration projects provide a

necessary vehicle for effective action as well as research evaluation.

Earlier demonstraticn projects have been geared primarily to the problerts

of youth, but the lS66 amendments to ELD.T.A. encourage such prograTns for

unemployed older workers. Several are now under way, to test community

aaministrative procedures, counselling techniques and a variety of

employment and placement services. Unfortunately, many demonstration

projects provide less effective lessons than thy might because they have

not been followed by a careful research evaluation. Even when this is

later initiated, it is frequently found that the requisite records and

data have not been collected or preserved. The evaluations reported

here have not fully escaped from these pitfalls.

N.C.O.A. Project Evaluations

The N.C.0-A. older worker projects in four communities were designed

to test and demonstrate the types of techniques discussed above. The

projects were established to increase employment opportunities for un-

employed older workers through a variety of procedures. They were not

set up for a research evaluation, and "picking up the pieces" after the

fact created inevitable problems of access to data, workers, employers

and community officials.

Since each project had its peculiar configuration in spite of common

initial goals, the research approach in each community also had its own

peculiarities. The eminent community research investigators had their own

views concerning the most effective mode of inquiry, given the nature of

the project and the availability of data and research resources. None-

theless, there was a major effort to establish some common lines of

investigation so that cross-community comparisons could be made. Through
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a series of =_setin,s, cflez-tic.,... aires cdcpted fzr gaining

infornation fr.= xprkers em7lcoy:.=rs; and ce=men guidelins were

utilized in shaping tEe questions tc be asked of cc--unity ad=inistrators.

Details of the research Im.ethodolozy are included in each of the separate

co unity evaluaticns.

In the rPT-ninder of this report, each of the ccnnunity evaluations

constitutes a separate chapter, and the final chapter provides a sum=ary

analysis as well as some general conclusions to be derived from the

comparative investigation.

11,7e were especially fortunate to obtain the research expertise of

highly qualified scholars in this field for each of the community inves-

tigations. Garth Eangum, research Professor of Economics at George

Washington University, conducted the evaluation of the Baltimore project;

David Taylor, Assistant Professor at The Alfred P. Sloan School of

Management, evaluated the Boston Project; Juanita Kreps, Director

of Undergraduate Studies in the Department of Economics and Business

Administration at Duke University, carried out the iqvestigation in

Buncombe County, North Carolina; and Richard Perlman, chairman of the

Department of Economics at the University of WisconsinMilwaukee, is

author of the Milwaukee evaluation. None of these should be held

responsible for ideas expressed and generalizations offered in the final

chapter.

As is indicated in the authorship of the final chapter, I am indebted

to Professor Graeme NcKechnie for his assistance at all stages of this

research. I am also grateful to Mrs. Pauline Fosdick for her unfailing

aid. To the National Council on The Aging, especially Norman Sprague,

and ONPER go my thanks for this opportunity to make what is hoped to be

a useful contribution to the study of older workers.

Gerald G. Somers
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S

Evaluation of the Balti:..--or.e Older Worker's Project

iiiTtIODUMCN

The Baltimore On-the-Job Training Program for Rorkers over Fifty,

more commonly known as the Older worker's Project (CAP) was a Labor

Department financed Experimental and Demonstration Project to develop

employment for workers over 50 years of age in the Baltimore area. The

Program was originally structured to provide subprofessional on-the-job

training positions generally in health, education, welfare, recreation,

urban renewal and other related community service agencies which did

not specifically compete with openings sought by younger workers. There

were two assumptions, (l) that employed older workers were a

homogeneous group who because of their age, would be willing to accept

jobs which were vacant primarily because they offered low pay and

status and (2) that the agencies could be persuaded by the underwriting

of training costs to hire the older workers. Neither of these assumptions

proved valid.

The original Project hypothesis was revised two times. When the

original intent failed, the Program was redirected to a search for

employment opportunities within the business and industrial community

in addition to the community service agencies. During this second phase,

the Project lost much of its experimental and demonstration emphasis,

thus requiring a further revision to make the Project a meaningful

developmental activity.

The third Project phase attempted to test whether third party inter-

vention on behalf of unemployed workers whose only substantial handicap

was having passed the half-century mark could assist them in their job

search activities. The Program included extensive job counselling and

job referral with Project staff preparing the way with employers.



Lath ...Ike benefit of iii .z, several cuesticns are raised ccncerni-g

the design and administration of the Project. The National Council on the

(NCOA) was chosen to act as a developmental contractor for the selec-

tion of local agencies in five cities to administer projects designed to

expand services for older corkers. In Baltimore the Health and !Ielfere

Council (C) Tsas chosen and made responsible for negotiating a direct

contract with the Office of 1.5P1-4pm-er Policy Evaluation and Research (ONPM)

but conceptually EWA was expected to provide technical assistance both in

program formulatioll and operations because of its assumed expertise. However,

ECOA gave relatively little guidance to the 0:1P staff until the final Project

phase and there is no evidence of any special insight into older worker

problems or reactions.

The ONP staff was dedicated but inexperienced and much of the year passed,-

in learning unfamiliar technical tasits such as counselling and job development.

The purpose of the Project was never clear. If the purpose were an experiment

to test whether older workers could be placed in on-the-job training positions

in public service agencies, the project lacked the rudimentary elements of

experimental design. If the purpose were demonstration, there should have

been more prior consideration of what would be demonstrated. The assumptions

of homogeneity and willingness to accept low status and poorly paid employment

could have been subjected to pretesting. The basis question appears never

to have been asked: "Is there something unique about age which makes it

more significant than other characteristics in determining the appropriate

treatment of a group of workers?"

B. THE PROJECT

1. Origin and Description of the Older Worker Project (MP)

The Baltimore Project began as a joint planning effort by the NCOA

anJ a2ER. NCIII was commissioned for a demonstration project involving six cities

Then designated Office of Manpower, Automation and Training.
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each studying a different prelllem of the older worker and the Baltimore

Commission on Aging uns contact d concerning the possibility of including

Baltimore as one of the test sites. In the fall of 1963 the Health and

welfare Council (E C) was asked to function as the operating agency for

carrying cut the Baltinore activity. After it was agreed that the ENC

would operate the program, that agency proceeded to develop a project

hypothesis and negotiated the necessary contract with OMPER. Feasibility

studies were not conducted on the proposal although several meetings were

held with persons and agencies on the practicality of the suggested

program including the local Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and the

Earyland State Employment Service. In addition, several hospitals

representing the comity service agencies of the type which would

ultimately provide needed job opportunities were consulted and a consensus

was reached on the general applicability of the project.

The OWP contract outlined three priority responsibilities: "(1) OJT

development, (2) Pre-placement counselling and placement, (3) Continued

counselling, training, education, and other required services." It was

the second component of two related activities designed to assist displaced

and unewployed workers in the Baltimore area At least 200 workers over

50 were to be referred from Component I of the project, the Job Counseling

and Referral Clinic Project (JCC),* for the purpose of being placed in

sub-professional skilled and unskilled on-the-job training activities. In

determining possible training situations emphasis was to be given to

community service agencies for jobs which were "especially appropriate for

older workers and not competitive with youth, because they may hold little

promise for long-range advancement and career making."

The Project was originally intended to include a three-month planning

and staffing phase from October through December, 1964. However, WC was

*See Appendix for description of project.
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unable to find a qualia-,Z Ti!refcre, it gave one of its c...m

employees a year's leave 0; abs.:mc-la and assizeed him the task. The

Project became epsrative on January 4, ?.5.5 with only three, of a pro-

jected eight, on its professional staff. Steps were taken to fill, the

remaining staff positions at the same time efforts of the on-board staff

1r-embers were directed to finding training opportunities, enployment

openings, and processing a backlog of erplovment searching applicants

who had been badgering the parent EFC office from the d...y the contract

authorizing the Proj_f:t was announced in the local nevs media.

Interim staff progress reports indicate the most pressing concern

was the necessity of placing clients in job opportunities. the LUC staff

an who prepared the Project proposal (and incidentally, claimed he was

never consulted by the staff operating the ON?) suggested that much of

the OJT training envisioned uas of a broad informal type rather than

specific contracts negotiated through federal -manpower agencies. Though

job placement was the ultimte justifiable goal, this philosophy tended

to relegate training to a subordinate position even though it was of

first priority contractually.

During this first phase, job development was limited exclusively to

nonprofit community service agencies. Although numerous jobs and applicants

were processed by an expanding OF staff there was nearly a complete

rejection by the applicants of the menial low paying and low status jobs

made available. At the same time, the training subsidies proved unattract-

ive to the public administrators who were willing to meet their training

needs at their own expense if applicants were available. The staff

recognized the futility of this limited approach and in February expressed

a need to expand job development activities to the business and industrial

community.
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alc stren-nt.-ned by the failure to fill its

ranks (the final job counselor did net repezt until :arch 29) and the

resignation of the Chairman of the Anvist)ry Cemmittee after its first

meeting. In resigning he said the GNP, as it V2s presently structured,

would result in increased unemployment in the ccmmunity and could only

provide marginal employment opportunities for older workers.

In March, OMPER permission uas obtained to expand job development

to business and industry and beginning April 1 the second phase of the

project became operative. For the first time active recruitment of

applicants for employment was attempted. Prior to this applicants had

come because of (1) general public announcements about the project, (2)

in response to appeals for employer assistance to provide jobs, and (3)

in response to TV and radio announcements about OWP activities which

originated from a source unknown to the Project.

The second phase was characterized by general job development and

placement procedures similar to other employment services but generally

limited to persons over 50. Between April 1 and July 31 the Project Blade

over half of its direct placements but at the same time lost all semblance

of an experimental and demonstration activity.

In July Miss Frances Echon of the ECOA staff consulted with the OWP

staff. A subsequent staff report commented: "For the first time, Project

staff has a sense of what it is about and how to go about it." (June-

July Interim Report, page 9). This redirection not only resulted in the

development of an E&D orientation for the OWP but also provided for the

first meaningful cooperative relationship with the Maryland State Employment

Service.

During the last five months of the year the OWP was designed to

demonstrate that 50-60 year old workers whose only handicap was "age"
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could be place] by intenci7%? L71/ rsdua1 p1ac2=ent ccuns lling and jeb

develc;ment prccedures. aT applicants was limited to

50-60 year olds who had no phyAcal or =.,...ntal handicaps and a long-term

attachment ty, the labor force. Job development efforts with employers

were directed to placing people in specifically solicited positions.

An important progzam activity was the intervention of ONP specialists

with employers who placed age restrictions on USES jcb orders thus

demonstrating that employer attitudes could be altered if he were pre-

sented with a qualified person beyond the age range he initially requested.

Through November (December and subsequent data not available) the

OOP reported 11SES forwarded information on 193 job orders of which 126

contained age restrictions. The Orr:P. followed up on 67 of these orders

38 of which denied any age bias. Subsequently job interviews were

arranged for 21 applicants and three were hired. The remaining jobs in

which Project applicants were placed resulted from the independent job

development activities of the OWP staff.

2. Project Staff

The professional staff of the OUP included the Director, an

Administrative Assistant, two Job Specialists and three Job Counselors.

A projected group counselor position was never filled because of the

relationship with Component I, the group counselling activity.

When the Project began, one job specialist and the three job counsel-

ors were yet to be hired. Although several good prospects tentatively

accepted OWP offers they subsequently found more desirable positions and

did not report for work. The full complement of professional staff was

not filled until BArch 29 when the last job counselor reported to the

Project.

Although the general caliber of the OWP staff was goo'', none of them

had any significant experience in job development, emplcyment counselling,
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or the specific problems cf t%2 °leer T.i.orker. A comment in the IP's

Job Counseling Report is illumlnatin.

The fact that the people teao designed the Project
and the people vho are atte.:pting to execute it had such
limited experience in tne field cf employment has not ac:ded
to the effectivenss of the demonstration process. The idea

that persons with little or no training and experience in a
particular field can, in the space of a few months, add
significantly to the kno=zledze of that field is somewhat

paradoxical. let, this =s the position in which the Project

has found itself. (Specie Job Counseling Report, page 1).

Another problem was the comparative youth of the job counselling

staff as compared to the clientele they served. During interviewing for

the current evaluation, an objection of several people was despite the

fine reception and attention given them by MP job counselors, "those

young people just didn't understand the problems of we older folks."

Some of these allegations can be attributed to the eccentricities of

age but then again a more mature counselling staff may have possibly

been better received and particularly had they possessed a more thorough

knowledge of job counselling techniques.

3. Agency Coordination

During the development stage of the COP discussions were held with

several agencies on the general feasibility of the program. After the

project was initiated additional meetings were held with various groups

to implement the Project's activities. Unfortunately, much of the

support proffered in these early meetings was never backed by real action.

The Community Service agencies were willing to provide their usual

array of employment positions but one of the major findings of the report

was they were unwilling to "alter staffing patterns in order to create

sub-professional occupation which might have been suitable to the employ-

ment needs of older workers." Perhaps some of this resistance could have

been overcome but the current year's programs were already committed
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adrdnistratv,,Ly and financillly and the short duration of the CUP made

it impossible to overcme these .-Jbstacles.

more serious problem develcped in the OUP's relations with the

Maryland State Employment Service. A limited nuniber of referrals were

made in the Project's early life but no continuing relationship was

established until August either for client referral or job development.

In fact, early attempts to obtain the names of registered ESES applicants

over 50 or permission to interview older workers vhose unemployment

compensation eligibility was about to expire were both rebuffed.

Early Project reports express a sense of accomplishment in being able

to develop jobs without the assistance of other employment agencies and

may partially explain the Project's reluctance to push LASES relations.

However, there appears to be an unnecessary duplication of effort in this

approach and this coupled with the inexperience of the OUP staff suggests

a considerable inefficiency that could have been alleviated through a

cooperative OWP -LASES relationship as it existed in the final project

operation. From the beginning, OUP applicants vho were not in the

Employment Service's active file were required to register with the EBBS

before receiving Project services.

The OWP had good relations with the Baltimore Public Welfare Depart-

ment partially illustrated in that this was the only agency which sponsored

an OJT program. A referral procedure and applicant interviewing program

also was operated. In the event OWP applicants needed income maintenance

assistance the OWP referred them to the Welfare Agency. During the Project's

life the state Vocational Rehabilitation Agency was also involved in this

type of cross fertilization of services.

Relations with the JCC, Component I, of the Project were less pro-

ductive than they might have been. Formalized referral procedures were
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not established until the third Project phase. Through the end of July

only 26 referrals hcd originated from this source. During the third

phase, ho sever, OWP staff =et with .ACC Counseling groups during the first

of the six sessions provided clients and offered OWP assistance to

qualified individuals. The job counselors also recommended that OWP

applicants avail themselves of the 3CC services as a part of their

overall counselling activity. The final report indicates 72 people were

referred from 3CC but it does not tell us how, many additional OWP

applicants took advantage of JCC group counselling services.

Relations with training-orianted agencies were either nonexistent

or considerably frustrating. No meaningful associations were instituted

with Vocational Education but this is understandable because of the OJT

orientation of the project. Although several attempts were made to get

OWP applicants referred to EDTA courses they all ended in frustration.

Ostensive reasons given for the lack of EDTA support were inapplicability

of courses, inadequate client qualifications, and excessive referrals

from other sources; but OWP staff indicated they felt more training slots

could have been filled by OWP applicants had "IOTA administrators been

more willing to cooperate.

During its early life the OWP apparently felt a keen sense of

satisfaction in being able to "go it alone" in its job development and

recruiting activities. Unfortunately, this independent attitude probably

resulted in a less effective program during the first two phases than

might have otherwise been the case. The Project would certainly have

been more meaningful had the operations carried out during the third

Project phase been extant in earlier periods and perhaps this would have

been possible had there been a closer NCOA relationship. In retrospect

it would have seemed advisable for NCOA, as long as it has the contracts,
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to have either directly operated th2 Project or at least been. intimately

involved from the beginning.

4. Training Experience

The interim reports indicate an early emphasis on job development

and placement that appears to overshadow serious efforts in the establish-

ment of OJT activities. Fifty-one health, education, and welfare agencies

were approached but only one contract was finally negotiated.

The January project report outlined a tentative "dictaphone machine

operator" course to be sponsored by the Baltimore City Department of

Public Uelfare. The course was delayed for nine months v:hile technical

contract difficulties were negotiated and finally started in September

with six trainees. The instructor proved to be incapable of adequately

motivating the enrolled trainees who in turn lacked sufficient education

and background to meet program standards. During November and December

a program evaluation determined the inadequacy of the instructor which

resulted in her dismissal the last of December. After a futile search

for a competent replacement the course was discontinued in mid- January.

Two of the five then enrolled trainees were employed by the Welfare

Department on a provisional basis.

All other efforts at initiatiag OJT contracts ended in frustration.

State agencies indicated that r.onies received from OJT could not be used

to supplement budgets but rather had to be returned to the general fund

of the State Controller thus effectively overcoming any financial

incentive offered. Then, tco, staff requirements were already unalterably

committed during the limited duration of the OWP contract. Other agencies

reported that OJT training for contemplated OWP type positions were

already operative and there was no justifiable need for OWP monies.

Several hospitals were willing to accept OWP applicants but the available
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pcsition5 were inc2?rcnriat.: teeaL.,7e of excessive physical de=ands,

cce=etir-, - le hours, lo-2 pay, etc.

treiniaz prozrers vere equally unattractive to business .

Several humored letters were railed to these institutions

requesting participation and nearly 150 ffIllou-up phone calls were

The response uas universally negative. Despite Project staff

effr:rts to overccr.e a varirty of e=ployer objections concerning negative

effrtt's c=pany benefit programs, inability to select potential trainees,

etc.; there was a strong feeling voiced by these companies that the $25

maximum allowance was insufficient to compensate them for anticipated

problems and they preferred to do their own training foregoing outside

contra'ts.

341h Development Activities

One of the contracture' elements of the U. IT was a self-evaluation

of its experience with job development. As originally outlined, the Job

Development R'port as to describe the Project's ability to influence

employers in restructuring staff patterns for the development of new

sub-professional employment opportunities for older workers. In addition,

the report was to discuss the procedures utilized in overcoming adpijni-

strative difficulties in developing OJT openings and finally the report

was to describe its placement procedures for older workers in relation

to their prior work experience and present interests.

The Project was unable to demonstrate measurable success in accom-

plishing the first two criteria. The Project's short operation period

precluded any substantial effort in the development of new jobs by alter-

ing staffing patterns and a wide range of previously described problems

relegated the OW? training program to an ineffectual "one-shot" affair.
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-oro thmn a c:lesicliz_d

employment agency catering to e. more mature clientele. Cme of the amore

significant ccntributicns :ate by the Pro.lect was its inteiv.tica with

cmployers in behalf of jcb searching workers and during its existence

the Project became increasingly sophisticated in providing this service.

At first job development *.was limited to a gazerel jcb search

primarily for unskilled positions in public and pri7ate nonprofit

community service agencies. During the Project's first phase 363 jobs

were developed with 13 people actually placed. The four percent place-

ment record resulted in considerable consternation both within the staff

and among participating e_Lployers who expected more qualified referrals

from the agency.

In the next Project phase a continued general job development

procedure was utilized but the emphasis shifted to more skilled positions

within the business and industrial community. About three-fifths of

the jobs developed were in private business whereas nearly seven-eighths

of the jobs developed in the first phase were in the nonprofit sector.

The proportion of placements to jobs developed also increased significantly

from four to 10 percent between the two phases.

The third Project phase witnessed a final shift in job development

procedures. The general job search was replaced by specific job develop-

ment designed to present employers with directly qualified personnel for

positions they were seeking to fill. After an GNP client had proceeded

through a counselling and evaluation procedure the ON? job specialists

would intervene with employers who had advertised for positions requiring

the talents possessed by the client.

The specific job development was narked by a continuing emphasis

on semi-skilled and skilled positions within the business community.
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preportions of skill...Ill az.e. nositicns increased frc 45

percent in phase cne to 55 percent in phase three.

Char,Ixteristics of Jobs D,avatelbed by the Proist,t

Nuzber

Phase I Phase 11 Phase III

Percent Nunbsl- Percent nu7ber Percent

Total 363 523 322

Public Nonprofit 149 41 145 28 8 3

Private Non-
profit 154 42 68 13 60 13

Business &
Industry 60 17 310 59 254 79

",,.

Skilled 69 19 85 16 139 41

Semi-skilled 95 26 320 61 143 44

Unskilled 199 55 118 22 47 15

Total placements 13 4* 53 10* 37 II*

* Proportion of placements to jobs developed

Substantive data indicating the relative effectiveness of specific

versus general job development techniques is unavailable within the

Project's experience. There is some evidence that the Project became

increasingly efficient in placing injividuals during the latter part of

the Project life. There are also several success stories cited in case

history material. However, it is important to remember that the pro-

portion of placements to job developed rosined essentially at the same

level during the last two phases even though the labor market provided

more employment opportunities and the caliber of workers was "less

disadvantaged" during the third phase.

The following table indicates the employment experience of third

phase Direct and Indirect placements by comparing the jobs they held just
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prior to CZ? contact rzith thricz. either ol,tzined For them by the Project

or .chich they obtain: J tLe=s21uzs Ehile associated with the Project.

As might be expected the raze levels of clients :era generally louer

the jobs they obtained following UP contact probably reflecting acceptance

of re-entry wage levels following the buildcp of seniority Tznes in their

former positions. Indirect placements apparently .sere forced to take less

skilled position z aS a considerable proportion of skilled -.-:orkers shifted

to semi-skilled or unskilled positions. Direct placements, he ever, were

characterized as elevating their job status although at the cost of

asstriing much lower wage rates. The important point is that neither the

Direct or Indirect placement group indicated any significant differences

in their experience to suggest the ability of the OUP to pos-Itively affect

the employment experience ol serviced clients.

Phase III Pre and Post O UP Contact 2mployment Experience

Direct and Indirect Placements

Direct

Number

Before

Warr', Number

After

Drage
Percent ilean Percent Mean

$ $

Total 37 100 37 100 4/0

Skilled 8 22 1.90 14 38 1.37

Semi-skilled 21 56 1.85 14 38 1.61

Unskilled 8 22 1.91 9 24 1.32

Indirect
Total 66 100 58 100 /Ma

Skilled 27 41 2.54 16 28 2.84

Semi-skilled 34 51 1.77 31 53 1.62

Unskilled 5 8 1.57 11 19 1.20

*Throughout the remainder of the report numerous comparisons will be made

of the experience of (1) Direct, (2) indirect, and (3) Not place applicants.

These terms apply to (1) OUP clients who were placed directly by the Project

in employment positions, (2) individuals who obtained their on jobs while

associated with the Project and (3) applicants who did not find employment

while associated with the 0lP. The tabular data above refer to the number

of placements made in the phase and may include double counting of appli-

cants who had more than one job.
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Project stc:f repe-rt.' ;Lstnnticlly better response fee= employers

tho ter! appro...e rnaly men r. nen throng% the mass media. Several

mailing and radio -T7 campai--ns resultc:i in practically no job opportunities

entering into the job file. Although on-site visits s:nre core productive

on a individual case basis, telephone contacting yielded the greatest

overall efficiency and thus the largest proportion of direct employer

contact. i3 ever, uhenever an institution vas considered a possible OJT

contractor, on-site visit uns considered mandatory.

C. MEET SERVIC.:S

1. Intaks and Referral

The 03P processed a total of 604 applicants or just over three - fifths

of the 1000 originally anticipated. The 200 projected referrals from

Component I were not realized as only 72 41012 percent of the Project's

applicants originated' from this source.

During the first tto phases the largest proportion of Project

applicants originated from self-referral. There was ne public reuuest

for applicants until a newspaper, radio, TV campaign was initiated in

April; however, announcement of general Project activities and requests

to employers for employment and training positions brought a large number

of people seeking placement services even though in the latter case only

a couple of isolated employers offered job openings.

A feu referrals originated from IISES during the first tuo phases

but during the third phase over half originated from this source. Both

public and private community agencies such as the iielfare Department

and the Over 60 Counseling Service supplied a steady proportion of appli-

cants throughout the entire period. There were essentially no referrals

made from the business and industrial community.
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There cern tut) separate oreraZin,i tc.chniques used in the selection

of applicants Zor he C72. Burin: the first tvo phases any person over

59 tho applied for assistance was generally accepted. Eowever, the fact

that third phase eligibility was limited to applicants between 50-60,

without physical or mental disabilities, and with a labor force attach-

ment of ten years presented one 01 the more interesting problems imposed

on the job covnseling staff i.e., the gleaning of ineligible persons

counseled in the first tvo stages. These clients 'ere referred to other

public agencies such as Vocational Rehabilitation and the Over-60

Counselling Service as conations warranted. OtheTwise, they were

dropped from the CUP rolls as gracefully as possible.

The OUP reported making 177 referrals to other community agencies.

Seventy-seven percent were to the Ilaryland State .:employment Service and

9 percent to the State Division of Vocational Rehabilitation. The

Department of Public Uelfare received five percent and a variety of

other agencies including the Over-60 Counselling Service 2 percent or

less each.

2. Counselling and Related Activities

Beyond placement, the most significant service offerred OWP clients

was counselling. It is interesting to note, however, that only 15 percent

of individuals interviewed in the current survey acknowledged this service.

This can be partially eNplained by definitional misunderstandings because

every project client had at least one face -to-face interview with a job

counselor and over half had two or more meetings.

An evolutionary character best describes the job counseling pro-

vided by the Project. /lone of the Project personnel had any direct

experience in the job counseling field although one of the three job

counselors had done some general counselling in his former work situation.



The Special Job Counsellinft 112;orc rzeoznizes the early difaculties

undergone by the project because of this dearth of pvagmatic job

counselling experience and cited steps taaen to correct the problem.

During the early Project operations each counselor developed his

own techniques without sufficient training or supervision. Unfortunately,

the inexperience of the counselors proved a real problem as efforts

were often directed to the resolution of client's personal and social

problems rather than his employment needs. Early dialogues often read

like soap opera scripts as counselors attempted to find out whether Ur.

X really had been off his alcohol for six months; or a counselor expressed

his dismay and frustration when a client failed to live up to his quickly

drawn conclusions about the individual.

An illuminating experience occurred in February- when an employer

commented that the counselor who referred amen to him didn't know much

about the individual's work potential. The counselor found he knew a

considerable amount about the man's family and general attitudes but very

little about his work experience and abilities.

As a result of these and other similar incidents the counselling

program was reoriented with the emphasis placed on an objective analysis

of the client's work experience and aptitudes including a verification of

client statements with former employers. In addition, the counselors

attempted to more thoroughly explore the real vocational potential and

interests of the client by increasingly sophisticated counselling tech-

niques.

The counselling program was further augmented by recommendations from

'Ass Schon during her July visit to the Project. She stressed the need

for developing fundamental techniques of job counselling that had been
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proven by prior exlerianc2. Thct Project staff recognized its inability

to perform the complex vocational counselling methods designed to assist

clients in making major occupational changes. Rather the staff confined

itself to job counselling, or assisting clients utilize their prior

employment experience in finding employment, and making only minor adjust-

ments as the situation required.

A major shift in counselling emphasis coincided with the revised

Project operation of the third phase. During the first two phases

counselors utilized the large number of job openings available to them

and attempted to mold individual clients into the types employers desired.

The emphasis was on placement, even if an individual were put into a

position which suited neither his temperament or abilities. In the

third phase the client's abilities, interests and desires were thoroughly

analyzed and then job specialists and counselors worked together to

place the client in a specific position solicited directly with an

employer.

Throughout the course of the ONP a steady improvement in counselling

technique was evident. Counselors became more objective and analytic

in compiling case history material. Increased client participation in

the process was evident as non-directive interviewing became more efficiently

utilized. During rater project stages, counselors utilized more sources

of assistance in providing client services. All clients were advised to

utilize "Component I" the group counselling facility. Clients were also

advised to seek employment on their on and ONP staff members assisted

them in preparing resumes.

Early experimentalization was conducted on varied combinations of

job counselling -- job development coordination. At first the job

counselors developed job opportunities for their individual clients while



the job specialists solicited Boa- the Project as a hole. Eowever, additional

experience proved a separation of function to be core effective. Daring

the third phase a counselor would gather data for a client profile and

determine an optimum employm2nt position. The job counselor would then

meet with the job specialist who would exrnine his file for an appropriate

position and intervene with the employer on behalf of the client. The

job specialist th...= provided the necessary details to the counselors who

would call the client and inform him of the appointment.

As a part of their job ccunselling re2ort the WO staff suggested

six criteria for effective placement of older ITorkel-s: (1) A thorough

exploration of the client's prior work experience, (2) An evaluation of

current job interests including their relation to prior experiences, (3)

expmination of the client's individual attempts to find employment

and recommendations for improved techniques, (4) Extensive client-counselor

inter-action to assist the former in making a realistic occupational choice,

(5) Help the client in finding the type of employment he desires, properly

caveated by appropriate limitations, rather than a job -which just happens

to be available and (6) make every effort to match prior work levels in

responsibility and earnings or as':ist the client in adjusting to lower

levels when necessary.

Despite the counselling staff's f:iginal inexperience in the field

there was a considerable degree of expertise evidenced in the last

Project phase. Case histories compiled in this final period often

illustrate the effective utilization of techniques presented in the

previous paragraph. Counselors and job specialists coordinated their

efforts in scoring many successful placements some of which were with

employers originally hesitant in hiring older workers.
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3. Placement

The GNP did demonstrate an ability to place older workers scme of

whom may not have been employed without the substantial third-party inter-

ventiov provided by the Project. However, the accomplishment of this

objective involved a considerable allocation of time and personnel

resources that was more than the level usually required for placement

activities. In addition the procedures employed during the final phase

of the Project require additional experience be ore an objective verifica-

tion of results can be obtained.

A subjective appraisal of this program of intensive counselling

ollowed by third-party intervention in the older worker employment

search does appear promising. Unfortunately, the limited data available

from the brief five-month ers.perience in this effort does not conclusively

demonstrate success. There is some evidence that the intensive counselling

provided in the third phase did influence older workers as a greater

proportion found employment through their oun efforts. But, as pre-

viously noted, there was little indication of increased direct placement

efficiency in the third phase as compared to the second.

About one-third of the applicants associated with the Project

obtained employment. Fourteen percent, or 36 out of 604 clients, were

placed directly by the Project in a total of 103 separate jobs. In

addition, 110 or 13 percent, were given varying amounts of assistance

but subsequently found employment on their own.

During a follow-up survey made by the Project in the first quarter

of 1966 it was found that 53 percent o2 interviewed Direct placements

were still employed on the job obtained for them. By contract 66 percent

of the Indirect placements were still employed on jobs they had obtained

themselves while associated with the 0 AP. Several persons in both Direct
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and Indirect categories had obtained other jobs so that at the time of

follow-up about 75 ax 85 percent, respec:Avely, tete employed.

In the follow-up study conducted in the third quarter of 1966,

70 percent of the Indirect placements and 69 percent of Direct place-

ments were then employed. Thirty-one percent of the Direct placements

were still in the Project referred positions and an estimated 45 percent

of Indirect placements were in the job they obtained while associated

with the Project.

D. THIRD QUARTER 1966 FOLLOU-UP INTERVENING

1. Sampling Procedure

The sampling procedure was to pull every other person from the

Direct and Indirect placements and every fourth applicant from the Not

Placed category of the Project. The case file from which they were

taken was arranged alphabetically and by phase. The results of the

sample and the number of persons for which final surveys were completed

was as follows:

Sample Taken

Final Surveys
Completed

Direct 43 29

Indirect 55 37

Not Placed 102 73

Total 200 144

About two-thirds of the Direct and indirect samples were inter-

viewed. A little over three-fourths of the Not Placed sample were

interviewed. Therefore, there was a slight bias in favor of the appli-

cants who had not been placed.

Interviewing began in the last few days of August on a face-to-

face basis but proved so inefficient that a shift was made to the

telephone, first from the OUP office in Baltimore and subsequently via

a Washington- Baltimore direct line beginning October.
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During the survey extensive use was nade of the 012 case files,

with much of the demozra^hic data obtained from that source and verified

with the applicant. This procedure seemed to alleviate respondent

hesitancy in the specific detailing of post-project experience requested.

Repeated call-backs were made at varying times during the day in

order to complete the survey forms with two deviations from this procedure:

(1) for those not having telephones the next person in the case file was

selected, (2) for a brief period toward the end of the interviewing

several names uere pulled in a random fashion during one day. About 15

non-original sample persons were taken as a result of these two pro-

cedural deviations.

The following summary table indicates the demographic characteristics

of the interviewed sample compared to the universe from which they were

draun.

Several observations concerning the original assumptions of group

homogenity are appropriate here. Although many had less than a grammar

school education there were several who had done graduate college work.

Some applicants had never really been actively involved in the labor

force whereas others had extensive employment histories. Skill levels

varied from non-existent to skilled machinists to a retired corporation

vice president.

There is a significantly greater proportion of women and persons

over 65 included in the sample as compared to the 012 Universe with tie

latter discrepancy entirely explained by the under-representation of

respondent applicants under 50. A much greater proportion also were

classified as physically handicapped, however, the sample probably has
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7.:" .(7121iczant Chcract2rictics

Total

Afte:

Uni wArc.2 Sc=7,1

rt=b2r rz:rcent rur2Der Percent

604 144

Less than 49 72 12 3 2
50-64 351 76 110 76

65 Ct over 71 12 31J... 29

Sex:

::ale 255 42 45 31
Female 349 cel

....0 99 69

Race:

Mite 448 74 103 74
Nezrc

sari tar Status:

155 26 36 26

Sinslz 61 10 19 2
Harried 302 50 0,^4 56
Separated 54 9 '2 2
Divorced 66 11 16 13
Uldoued 121 20 28 19

Education:
0-8 101 17 18 13
9-11 244 AO 60 42

12 192 32 43 30
College 67 11 23 16

Physically Handicapped:
Yes 13 22 44 33
No 472 73 90 67
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core serious definitional problems than does the universe it determininz

disability. To a lesser extent the sample has an over-representation of

carried people rhich is offset by an under-representation of separated

individuals. Finelly there is a r-: aver proportion of post-high school

education and fewer individuals ulth less than eight years of sckcol,

among the sample group.

The patterns evident between the placement categories of the sample

are similar to those of the universe. Indirect placements clients generally

had core representation among carried men in the 50-60 age gr,Jp and

fewer people with an education of less than eight years.

2. Applicant Experiences and Attitudes

Currently Employed Cohort

Fifty-four percent of the sample were employed when interviewed,

with a high of 70 percent among Indirect placements and a low of 42

percent among those Vot Placed. Many of the currently unemployed had

been employed since their Oki' contact but 32 percent had been without

work continuously since leaving the Project.

02P client work experience since 1960 (five years preceding initi-

ation of the Project) indicates about one-third had only held one job

during the entire period. An additional 55 percent held tuo or more

employment positions with the remaining group reporting no full-time

employment during this period.

Returning to those currently working it was found that 77 percent

were employed full-time. Of this same group 13 percent were receiving

gross earnings of less than $50 per week, 28 percent earned between
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$50-$64, 24 pzrcc-t 1-i, percent tetceen $S9-$';91 and 16

percent ever $103 per

The percent brealzeorn by placement catezories vas as

Cilr-rentIy :=1,1cved Veclav 2arninlr-

Direct indirect 71'ot Placed

rumber 19 21 91

Less than $53 16 5 17

$5t1-$64 31 19 33

$65-$79 26 29 21

$20499 16 19 21

$100 or core 10 29 3

The procedure by 1211;:.h the current e.77:91or!d obtained their positions

indicates over half vent to or were contacted directly by their employers.

Other job procurement :methods reported ,c re the GNP, public and private

employment servic.f.s, and oc=pei:Itive examination vith each accounting

for about 14 percent, and the final 8 percent as spread s7r4I33g a variety

of other sources.

Over SO percent of the Employed interviewed expressed general

satisfaction with their current nositions. Only one-fifth expected much

of an opportunity Isar advancement vhile almost one-half recognized their

employment provided no advanzement potential and the retaining one-tkird

felt it depended upon a variety of unknowns. Few of the employed

attempted to hold down a second job -with only one out of twenty indicating

he did so.

cohort of Clients L. Io-ed Prior to Their Current Labor Force Status

An analysis of the cohort of clients who had at least one job beyond

their current employment status reveals about 75 percent of the group

had been employed with four-fifths of the group obtaining their job prior

to OWP contact. nearly two-thirds of this group reported they obtained



their job by going di_ ectlydirectly to z..: About 14 7;ercent of those

remaining had been referreel by th.. 0172 and the remaining job re7erral

.ethods were fairly evenly distrnuted z -7nriety of other sources.

The following table shots 4 percentarse Brea :dorm ^ these client's

:former szeekly earning rates by placement category:

Etecly Earnings of Cohort ;:mployed Prior to
Current Laho,- Yorce Status

Total Direct indirect Not Placed

"umber 57 9 15 33
Less than $50 23 22 39 27
$50-$64 30 " ...) 27 30
$65-$79 14 22 7 15
$80-$99 9 . 11 7 9
$100i- 19 11 27 16

A comparison of this cehort's earning experience compared to the

group employed than interviewed reveals to clear-cut distinctions.

About the same proportion in each group fell in the over 100 and $50-$64

classifications; there was a greater proportion of clients earning less

than $49 in the "Prior employment" cohort but a much smaller percentage

in the $65-W9 and $80-$99 classification. 174fty-nine percent of those

...mployed at the time of intervieu earned over $65 per week whereas only

42 percent of the other group earned above this level.

About two-fifths of those leaving their former job reported they

were laid-off or fired. Another one- fifth changed to another job, 15

precent reported they retired and 10 percent were injured or became ill.

The remainder reported a variety of reasons for leaving including transfer

of company, failure to get along with supervisor and didn't like the work

conditions.
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Czhort o.f r :ur7i:nz Labor Force Status

An important cohort of clients as those reportinrt at least one

period of unemp oyzeut since 1:60 with about three-fifths of the sample

Fitting this description. Ampther similar Group of about one-fifth of

the ,A=pie was classified as not in tha labor force during this same

period.

Tabulations of these tuo groups on a combined basis indicate Lour-

fifths were able to work and only 12 percent reported refusing any job

offers. One-third o1 the combined group received unfr-pleyment compensation

during the out of work period. Less than five percent reported receiving

welfare payments.

A further onPlysis of the unemployed Group, excluding those out

of the labor force, shows Lout tro-fifths of Direct and Indirect clients

received unemployment compensation whereas one-fifth of those Not Placed

received such payments. Of those receiving unemployment insurance about

10 percent received less than $30 per week, another 30 percent received

between $30 and $39 per week and the remaining 60 percent reported

receiving over $40 per week in payments. Generally, the Not Placed

clients received lower weekly rates than did clients in the other two

categories.

The following table outlines the proportions of clients whose flTrily

income was within each classification by placement group.



Ureekly FamSly Income-rn=ployed Cohort

Total Di Indirect Uot Placed

Uuber 83 17 19 47
Less than $50 39 24 37 45
$50 -$64 i3 18 15i 11

$55-$79 7 6 11 6
$80-$7., i5 24 11 13

$100+ 26 zo 29 26 25

A disproportionate num.be-/- of rot Placed clients reported incomes

below $50 per week. The category of Direct placements had a core uniorm

distribution of clients within the five income ranges but all three groups

1 about the same proportion of clients with family incomes of over

$100 per -week.

Attitude Toward the Project

The referral procedure through which OUP applicants gained access

to the Project as reported by the sample interviewed, closely parallels

the data reported by the Project even though the two are not entirely

comparable. For example: 45 percent reported they first heard about

the OWP through various mass media and 46 percent of the Project

reported clients were self referrals. In addition, the number referred

through the Maryland State Employment Service was one-fifth of the total

in both instances. The most marked difference was the two-fifths

referred from community agencies as reported by the Project whereas the

sample applicants only reported one-fifth originating from this source.

OUP reports indicated an average of 3.5 follow-up interviews were

conducted for each applicant with about one-fifth of these interviews

conducted at the office and the remainder completed via telephone. The

questionnaire was used in the current evaluation provided some partially

comparable data as the interviewer couched one question in terms of the
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number of visits to t7:°2 0:2 Sixty percent: of the respondents

reported =ore than one visit to the OUP office. hail of the indicated

two visits. s previously noted, although each client had at least one

face-to-face interview trith a job counselor,, only 15 percent reported

receiving counselling services. Three percent of the respondents said

they had been given assistance in preparing resumes but four-fifths of

those interviewed said they did not receive any assistance beyond place-

ment services. such of this failure to acknowledge additional OT3P

services can probably be attributed to the un.-!ortunate use of the un-

defined term "placement services.''

One question directed to obtaining the respondents over-all attitude

toward the OUP revealed a fairly eeual distribution of positive and

negative comments. The most frequent comment, 25 percent, was the

Project gave little assistance and the respondent was forced to get his

on job. Host of those responding iv this fashion were from the 'Rot

Placed category, with the remainder from the Indirect group. another

negative response, acccinting for 13 percent of the total, noted a need

for better counselling and placement tecilniques. Fourteen percent

criticized the Project or not finding them a job

On the positive side, 29 percent said they were pleased with the

program and the people who operated it. An additional 5 percent expressed

their appreciation for the Project finding them a job.

About three-filths of the respondent's comments about the Project

could be construed as urging specific improvements or were rather



negative in tone.* thcile negative comments, 64 percent came from
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the Vat Placed clients with 29 and 7 percent Pranating from the Indirect

and Direct Placement categories respectively. The positive statements

on the cther hand were fairly equally distributed with 39, 25 and 39 per-

cent originating from Direct, Indirect and Not Placed clients respectively.

(Proportions of respondents in the sample were Direct 20 ,ercent, Indirect

26 percent, Not Placed 54 percent) .

pother interview question asked for specific suggestions that would

have improved Project services. The most frequently mentioned improve-

ment was the need for better placement procedures and more contact with

employers. next most urgent was the need for greater individual

attention and better counselling followed closely by the need for training

opportunities. Other suggested improvements were the need for more

mature counselors and the removal of entrance requirements such as

head of family age limi-s, etc. This last suggestion was probably a

reflection of the more stringent applicant qualifications required following

the revised OUP hypothesis which initiated the final Project ['base.

Negative

Need better counseling
and placement assistance.

Training courses nee:led:
Better program publicity.
Got little or no help, had to

get job myself.
Not pleased with program.
Unable to find me a job.

Positive

Too old to be helped.
Helped me get a job.
Staff was helpful and considerate.
Pleased with program - it can

be helpful.
Illness, etc., prevented me from

taking full advantage of
Project.



Over three-as-as of the reepondent's had not registered with the

2mployment Service sirce their older worker contact. Reasons for non-

registration were aE follows: one. -_Nird of the group had been e. _loyed

during the period, z.b)at one-quarter were retired or ill, and approximately

two-fifths expressed a variety of negative attitudes toward the employ-

ment service or clained they just hadn't bothered.

Of the remainirg two-fifths who had registered with the Employment

Service only one-thLrd were in the active file when interviewed. Among

those who had registered 73 percent reported little or no help from the

agency while 22 percent reported they had at least obtained job referrals.

The most fregitent complaint against the Employment Service was the

caliber of ccuns.!lors to which the clients had been assigned.

Three-fcurths of the respondents indicated a positive or caveated

positive response to the question of whether they would be willing to

take a four-mcnth government training course if it were offered. Almost

half of tho:ie responding negatively indicated they were too old to

begin another career. Contrasting rather sharply with this vocal committment

to training uas the past experience of the group which showed only 10

percent having participated in a training activity since leaving their

regular schooling.

One-fifth of the respondents reported health problems had inter-

fered with their ability to work during the last five years. However,

only half that group indicated a current impediment to employment. in

response to another question about age acting as a barrier to employ-

ment, only 7 percent of those reporting indicated illness or disability

was a major employment handicap.
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Fifty-eight perceni: or the r.e.s2c.ndents indicated the GIIP did not

send them on any job referrals. Seventy-three percent of the Indirect

category and tuo-thirds c:T the Pot Plcced category reported no OUP

referrals. Cf the 42 nercent uho had at least one job referral, 45

percent received Cu) or more. About half of those receiving job

referrals indicated the general inapplicability of the jobs to which

they were referred.

2_ EOT PLACED ERPTAIITC2

Time caught up with the ONP staff thus proscribing the feasibility

of conducting follow-up research on the Not Placed clients as they had

done on the Direct and Indirect groups. Demographic and other data

available to the rtaff did not delineate essential differences between

the three placement categories. The current sample of respondents

followed the same pattern with the exception of the Not Placed whi:h had

a somewhat larger proportion of older clients (see page 24).

The final OUP report suggested motivational factors as being one

of the more plausible explanations for the inability of this group to

obtain employment. Although a verification of this premise is not

entirely possible through the more recent follow-up activity there is

some indication that such was the case.

There was no significant difference in the number of Not Placed

who reported health as a handicap to employment. It is interesting,

however, that nearly all of a rather small sample who positively

responded to a question on age being a handicap to employment, said

they were too old or disabled to find employment:. The educational levels

of all three groups were comparable, as were the post-regular-schooling

educational experiences reported. A few more Not Placed clients replied



thy would be lass ent:.use,2 about accepting government. sponsored train-

ing positions with the Lost frequent caveat being age.

In their job-searc:1 erperienze a greeter proportion of Lot Placed

clients reported receiving job referrals from the OUP than did the

Indirect group. However, their employment service experience was less

meaningful. Not Placed clients reported the smallest proportion of

those who had registered with the _Employment Service sine ON? contact

Mot Placed 36 percent, Direct 33 percent, Indirect 47 percent) but

this same group had 39 percent of its registered reporters currently in

the active file compared to 35 aid 22 percent for the Indirect and Direct

groups respectively.

The proportion of clients who had received job referrals from the

employment service was considerably lower or the Not Placed clients -

16 percent-versus Direct 23 percent and Tndirect 33 percent. In

explaining vhy they were not registered with the Employment Service,

only 20 percent reported current employment contrasted to 61 percent of

the Direct group and 39 percent of the Indirect group.

As previously indicated 42 percent of the Not Placed category

were employed at the time of interview whereas 69 percent of the Direct

placements and 70 percent of the Indirect placements were currently

working. Of the then unemployed only an additional one-fifth could

report some employment since OUP contact, wile Direct and Indirect

placements reported two- thirds and two- fifths of the Unemployed 1'ad

some post-GDP employment.

Again, returning to those employed at the time of interview, it

was found that 13 percent of the Not Placed were dissatisfied with



their employment 2 percl_nt Direct -Tow similarly

reported and none ol the Irdirazt croup expressed diszatisfection. In

the client's personal assessment of advancement 57 percent felt they

would not have an opportunity to do so -chile 3 percent felt they could.

Ccmparative responses for these same too criteria were 45 and 30 percent

for Direct clients and 29 and 32 for Indirect respondents.

Comparative data on the experience of the three placements groups

in earning and crraily income levels for various respondent cohorts has

already been discussed. To briefly reiterate these findings, there is

no consistent evidence to indicate that 1:ot Placed clients were much

different than the other two categories. Generally, the Indirect

placements had the best record with the Direct and Not Placed groups

following osely behi.se.

Despite the darters o= generalization an over-all purview of

attitudinal questions on the survey indicates a less positive response

from the Not Placed compared to the other two. Several examples may be

illustrative:

In response to a question concerning the usefulness of counselling

in assisting older workers find emplovment, 90 percent of the Direct

placements said it was helpful while 34 and 62 percent of the indirect

and Not Placed replied in this fashion.

Cu the question of whether the respondent would recommend one of

his friends to the OH? -- 90 percnet of the Direct and 38 percent of the

Indirect said yes as contrasted to only 74 percent of the Not Placed.

Another question asked whether the respondent felt his being over

50 was a handicap in his ability to get employment. About half of the

Direct and Indirect thought it was but 70 percent of the Not Placed

respond affirmatively.
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One stIrther o: this zitestion vas the response

to a subsequent query on vky 1.7espomEents Zelt their ege 1ms a factor --

over half sugzested that employers just didn't understand how reliable

and useful older vorkers could be. There vas little difference in the

proportion of each client group that responded in This fashion.

In die final analysi S the best adjusted and most competent group

appeared to be the Indirect placements. This group had the largest

proportions of currently employed and employed since OUP contact. Their

earning records were slightly better and their attitudes toward job

satisfaction, advancement, etc., sere core positive. Then, too, the

Indirect had by definition virtually exhibited core personal agressive-

ness because of their ability to obtain employment vithout relying totally

on the 09P.

F. OUP COST-Bile IT AUELYSTS

Unfortunately, there are not sufficient ezi)erience or data

available to make a meaninzful cost-were pit analysis of the Project.

The training element was essentially non-existent and there was such

a wide diversity of services received by each OUP client that it would

be difficult to generalize what each received. Some clients received

rather extensive counsellin:;, assistance in preparing resumes, several

job referrals, and final placement. Others did little more than fill

out the appropriate application forms and participate in an initial

interview with a job counselor.

The Project budget was approximately $130 thousand. Final expendi-

tures were just under $100 thousand. As of the end of December 1965,

when active client field work was discontinued, $74 thousand had been



spent this includes szlerizs as -7z11 as a et: costs). 7he r.__einder

of the Project's experience uris &voted 9_imarily to a se12-evaluation

including a series of client and s7:ployer follo-z=-up studies.

Using fiaancial data through Deccnber the average Direct cost per

Project applicant was about $11.'0. (A similar eelmate made by OUP

staff, uhich excluded fined costs, suggested a $9,_ per client zvcrage).

The cost per placed applicant by the Project could be over $350 for

Direct placements and about $380 if indirect placements were also included.

A further analysis of the cost per job placement rather than appli-

cant placement -- 36 applicants were placed in 103 jobs -- by phase shows

a first phase cost of $1000 per placement. Similar data for phases tua

and three indicates a average cost of 4:450 and $G70 respectively. Again

using financial data through December the average cost per placement

for the Project was $570.

31221,0YER SURWEY

In the survey of employers requesting information onthe OUP

applicants hired by their conpanies, three-aZ-ths of the company

representatives reported they were familiar with the Center. Four-

fifths said they were willing to hire older workers but only one-

third agreed to express an opinion about the Project's services all of

rich said it was effective or satisfactory.

The employer representatives reported about too-fifths of the

Direct Project placements were still ezployed by their companies. (This

compared to a level of one-third of the CUP respondents who said they

still :corked on the job the Project obtained for them).



The overvhelming 72=3t-ity e::::41o7er represcntatives 2 percent,

said older corkers could p:rform the type G: cork they :sad bean Liz-ad to

cc,. As the folio:Arc, taLle inOicates, cost of the employer representatives

:elt older vorkers -1.empared ZrA7orably with other employees.

Percentage of Emlloyer Ite.1.2resentatives

Respondinn

Cozparison of
Older UOrke,-s Coape-vation Cooperation

with OtheT Job Per- with with

Employes 701,ance Supervisors Cb-1:orkers Reliahilitv

Very satisfactory 35 55 53 43

Satisfactory 35 33 35 0
Less than satisfactory 27 1? 19 15

Over one - third also reported that employees they hired had been advanced

or received pay increases.

Finally, it was found that 70 percent of the companies intervieued

did not have a formal training program llthough about half of them have

an on-the-job training program for neu-iorkers.

CONCLUSTAU

It is unfortunate that so much time was lost in Project operations

based on the originally proposed hypothesis. If an adequate pretest of

the proposed activity had been made it is unlikely that the Project

would have been initiated. However, the final phase activity of

intensive older -corker counselling followed by third party intervention

in the placement process does appear to have some merit worthy of further

evaluation.

Perhaps additional experience with the Project's final phase

activities could result in the answers to questions posed in the intro-

duction to the report as well as substantiating the usefulness of the

approach but the currently available data are inconclusive. A further



justification cust also be zde for the conziderably greater cost required

to implement such a program or provisions made for alternate procedure-

which will reduce program costs.

Assuming proper justification could be made the next question

concerns the need or establishing a new institution for implementing

such a program. There was no evidence of neu procedures developed by

CliP staff. Given the proclivity and resources the employment services

could have performed all the services provided by the GNP with even

greater efficiency because of their experience in the field.

The inexperience of the OUP staff in the specific problems of the

older worker and the implementation of job counselling and development

activities also contributed to Project ineffectiveness. Certainly

staff: members are to be commended for their continued development through-

out the Project's life but the time required for attaining staff expertise

could have more profitably been devoted to developing client services.

Had there been better overall project arlrainistration by ECM, or OILPER

many of the staff problems might have been alleviated either by the

provision of more assistance in the staffing process or a postpope7tent

of the Project's initiation until the staff ::as properly oriented.

It now appears that many of the Project's difficulties can be

traced to the failure of NCOA and OliPER to provide proper technical

assistance to a HNC staff that was unfamilar with operating a project

of this type. Over half the year was lost before UCOA provided the

technical assistance which resulted in the redirection of the Project's

activities; however, even then there appears to have been little special

expertise shown by :CO1 in describing a program suitably designed to

ov.!rcome the particular problems of the older worker.
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CM PER certainly bears some responsibility for the ineffective ad-

ministration of the Project. Tt-e contractual agreement with HWC failed

to specify the ENC-NCOA relaticnship. Neither was NCOA's contractual

responsibility for providing the agreed upon technical assistance to

E t adequately monitored by OMPER. Finally, there is the question of

whether OXPER should have ever used the developmental contractor. The

extra administrative unit added to the Project operating problems and

offered little in providing expected technical expertise. OMPER could

have probably performed an equally effective administrative role in-

cluding more control over the initiation and subsequent redirection of

the Project's goals without the assistance of the additional contractor.

Had OMPER assumed its proper administrative responsibility for the OUP

the difficulties encountered may have been partially obviated.
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Ihe job Counselling and Re::erral Clinic's concert V2S originally

proposed by 1:aryland Congressman Clarence D. Long to assist a fairly

large group of recently unemployed persons uho had been laid off from

local manufacturing concerns after 1Gng steady post-var employment

histories. These people possessed only moderate skills and generally

lacked the confidence and e.:;perience necessary to begin another job

search at that stage in their lives.

The labor Department requested the Baltirmre Health and Uelfare

Council to implement a program as proposed by Congressman Long. HUe

reported another segment of the unemployment population uncovered in a

recent antipoverty survey with similar job-search difficulties but

rather dissimilar prior work histories. A further analysis suggested

that both groups could be assisted by a comprehensive counselling pro-

cedure directed to establishing a more positive employment attitude

among these people.

The most efficient method in view of the limited resources and the

large number of prospective clients was the establishment of group

counselling clinics. Large numbers of people could thus obtain the

benefits of skilled vocational counselors, inter-action with persons

having similar problems, and necessary assistance from social service

case workers.

A broad range of referral inputs were utilized to search for people

with substantial unemployment or other job-search difficulties. The

program was to accept a minimum of 1000 interested job-seekers regardless

of qualiFicarions or background. During 1965, nearly 1350 participants
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matriculated into the prog-raz. 1--st uctc ;:ezro, heads of household

tith one or more dependenzs. Participant characteristics indicated a

median aze of 33 years, a median education level of 10.1 years and

median unemployment period of 7.5 months. Seventy-two percent were

either blue-collar or service rorkers.

The major service provided was a series of six group counseling

sessions running for tuo hours, twice a week, in consecutive weeks.

Six geographic locations were located within the Baltimore area and each

clinic enrolled betreen 15 and 25 participants during each cycle.

In tha group sessions material was presented to assist the parti-

cipants in making a more meaningrul ,,m-lpla7ment search. Specific subject

matter included the application process, employment intervieuing, prepar-

ation and use of resumes, planning a systematic job search, test taking,

current labor market information and vocational programs.

A social case corker assisted participants in resolving their

individual social - economic problems and specific referrals were made

to local vocational training programs. JCC records indicated approximately

90 clients were referred to the OUP whereas the latter reported only 70

referrals from this source. A follow-up of JCC participants revealed

34 percent were employed and 7 percent were in training with the remaining

group indicating they were desirious of obtaining training. Although

36 percent of JCC clients were referred to MDTA courses only 7 percent

reported they participated in such a course. Trio criteria were cited

in this failure to involve more JCC clients in IOTA courses: (1) limited

choice of alternative courses available and (2) the inability of client

participants to meet minimum entrance requirements.
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Although the Job Counselling Clinic as scheduled for phasing out

at the end of 1965 it vas subsequently refunded for 1966 operations.

Local labor market conditions resulted in increasingly more difficult

cases appearing in the counselling clinics. Program operations were

broadened to include job development and other employment services.
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2. STATISTICAL MP-al=

Percentages

Employment Status at Interview

Total Direct Indirect Not Placed
70 7. 70 %

Number 144 29 37 78

EMployed 54 69 70 42

Unemployed 33 21 19 44
Not in Labor Force 13 10 11 14

Some Employment Since MP Contact

% 70 % %
Number 64 9 11 44

Yes 28 67 36 18

No 72 33 64 82

Gross Weekly Earnings of Currently Employed

% % % 7.

Number 64 19 21 24

Less than 49 13 16 5 17

$50-64 28 31 19 33

65-79 24 26 29 21

80-99 19 16 19 21

100+ 16 10 29 8

Current Employment Job Satisfaction

% % % %
Number 75 20 25 30

Satisfied 66 70 64 63

Not Satisfied 7 - 8 13

Depends 27 30 28 23

Currently Employed-Assessment of Job
Advancement Potential

% % % to

Number 72 20 24 28

None 45 45 29 57

Depends 34 25 38 40

Expects advancement 21 30 32 3

Throughout this report the number of respondents only includes those

who replied directly to the questions. Respondents who did not reply,

gave no opinion, or an inapplicable response are excluded from the

tabulations. -he sam:ling and interview .rocedures are described

on 2P-3%



Experi4nce of Clients with at Least

One -17pjoyuent Position Prior
to Present Labor Force Status

Percentages

Ilethod in which job was Obtained

Total Direct Indirect Not Placed

% 7, 7, %

Number 59 10 15 34

Public or Private 8 10 7 9

Directly with employer 64 20 67 76

Older Uorker Project 12 70 -

Other. 15 - 27 15

Ueekly Earnings in Previous Job

70 % 7. 70

Number 57 9 15 33

Less than 49 28 22 32 27

50-64 30 33 27 30

65-79 14 22 7 15

80-99 9 11 7 9

100-1- 19 11 27 18

Reason for Leaving Previous Zmployment

% 7. 7. %

Number 61 10 15 36

Laid-off or fired 41 20 33 50

Changed to another
job 20 40 33 8

Illness 10 10 13 8

Retired 15 - 7 22

Other 15 30 13 11
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Experienizs °E. Cohort trith Unemployment

Prior to CuT-rcnt Lzbo7- Force Status

Percenta%es

Labor Force Status

Total Direct Indirect Not Placed

la
10

Number 112 25 26 61

Unemployed 73 88 77 66

Not in Labor Force 27 12 23 34

Able to Work

% %
Cl %

Number 108 23 28 57

Yes 78 78 86 74

No 22 2% 14 26

Refused Any Specific Job Officers

%
% % %

Number 102 22 24 56

Yes 12 14 17 9

No 89 86 83

eived Unemployment Insurance

91

%
7.

Cl %

Number 123 29 29 55

Yes 33 41 48 23

No 67 59 52 77

Family Income Out-of-Work Period

ID

Number 83 17 19 47

Less than 49 39 24 37 45

50-64 13 18 16 11

65-79 7 6 11 6

80-99 15 24 11 13

100+ 26 29 26 25

53
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azplcc=ant Service 2Terieace
of CIT tivplicants

Parcentnzes

Registered with Etaloyment Service Since
OW Contact

Tbtal Direct Indirect not Placed

7. % % %
Number 142 29 36 77

Yes 39 38 47 36

No 61 62 53 64

Registered at Time of Inter-71E3

Number 53 9 17 28

yes 34 22 35 39

No 66 77 65 61

Reasons for Non-Registration with EmPlovment Service

7. % % %
Number 74 18 16 40

employed 34 61 37 20

illnviss 7 19 5

Retired 18 17 - 25

Varied Negative* 42 22 44 50

* Note worth the bother - discouraged didn't know about it - too busy, etc.

Applicants Recall on First Hearing About
Older Worker Pro lect

% 70 7. %
Number 143 29 37 77

Mass Media 45 41 43 47

ESES 20 21 19 21

Friends 17 17 22 16

Other Agencies 18 21 17 17

OUP Services Other Than Placement Services

Cl % 7. %

Number 137 27 34 76

None 80 70 82 83

Counseling only 15 22 15 13

Resume Preparation 3 4 3 3

Other 1 4 - 1
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Etr...1r of C2P jcb ...nferals Recoiled

rrz-..berResDozzlents
None
One
...luo or more

Tetal. Direct Irdirect Not Placed

% 7, %
128 20 34 74

53 - 73
1 '''l23 60 Lr-

19 40 15

7,

66
19
-15

Interest in Cove=ent Betrainim Course

% % % %
Thither 139 27 33 70

Yes 66 71 60 67

No 25 26 27 23

Depends 9 4 12 10

Additional ducation Since Regular Schooling

% % % 7,

Ember 139 28 36 75

Yes 10 7 11 11

No 90 94 89 89

Presence of Health Proble3 which Prevents Ilorkin7

/ThrIller 135 28 33 74

Yes 22 21 27 20

73 79 73 30

Would you recd mmend that other um-kers over 50, like yourself, receive

counseling?

% % 7. %
Ninth, er 135 29 32 74

Yes 85 90 84 82

No 15 10 16 18

Would you recommend to a friend that he attempt to find work through

the auspices of the older work project?

7, 7, % 7,

number 133 29 32 72

Yes 80 90 88 74

No 20 10 12 26

Das the fact that you are over 50 been important in your finding a job?

& & & &
Number 124 26 30 68

Yes 61 50 53 70

No 39 50 47 31
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A. BACKGROUND OF Ta3 1a7.:116LIY CEiTEI

Becausn there is come considerable interest in the administrative

agencies sponsoring older worker training f-nd placement projects, it

-wmuld be useful to discuss briefly the background of the agency respon-

sible for the Boston project. The John F. Kennedy Family Service

Center was founded in arch, 1965, as a non-profit corporation to:

a. Provide services that are visible and accessible on a

neighborhood level

b. Reach out to serve families and individuals who are least

able or willing to seek out and use the help of existing services, and

c. flake available a battery of services coordinated around the

family as a unit.

From the outset the Center has emphasized its intention to imple-

neat a multi-service approach to welfare programs. What this means

operationally is that when a client comes in, he is intensively inter-

viewed, and all the probe 's he faces are discussed. The Center then

deals with these problems either through its own staff of psychologists,

family counselors, job placement specialists, etc., Cr refers the client

to appropriate clinics or other welfare agencies for service.

One of the first, if not the first, projects undertaken by the

Kennedy Center was the Older Worker Training Program (as the Center

The entire staff of the Kennedy Center =s Older Worker Project

was extremely helpful to me in preparing this report and Z am happy

to acknowledge their assistance. l am particularly grateful to Louis

Dennis and Alvin Strolons.

1
The Older Worker Training and Employment Program of the John F.

Kennedy Family Service Center: A Progress and Case Study Report, April

26, 1965 (mimeo), p. 1.
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referr.-.1 L in the early staves). This project had originally been

::::ntractei to Action for Boston Co unity Development (BCD), establishe3

ciRsitt t..1.4 Bestir)! EvIer-slopment Authority in .olving the "hinPn" pro-

bl associated vitt. 3rla renewal. In its early form, the Older

Worker Project ',Fitted _a well with this objective since it was designed

to assist older workers affected by a massive urban renewal project

which was to have been implemented in Charlestown, a section of the city

of Boston.

Because some of the community workers active in Charlestown re-

cognized a need for a multi-service welfare organization in the area,

they established the Kennedy Center with the help of a number of civic

leaders in both Charlestown and other parts of Boston. The Kennedy

Center was an appropriate organization to sponsor an older worker pro-

ject which was designed to assist the people affected by the urban

renewal activity in that community. As it turned out, however, the

urban renewal program was delayed and has only recently got underway,

while the contract for the initial Older Worker Project expired in June,

1966. Hence the emphasis of the Project was shifted from ameliorating

the effects of urban renewal to a general training and placement program

for older people.

This discussion is relevant to the question that has been raised

as to whether it is better to use ad hoc or continuing organizations to

administer these projects. The Kennedy Center represents a middle ground.

It was established as an on-going organization, but with the Older Worker

Project as a charter program. The Center's performance in administering

the project should be interpreted with that fact in mind since it is
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imaications for the staffing problems, the planning function, and other

adnivistrative inputs required for running the project.

1. Zarly Gperation of the Program

?he Kennedy Center became the official contractor for the Older

Uorker Project on April 74, 1965, but actual work on the project had

begun as soon as the Center was established -- about a month earlier.

The emphasis of the project, as the Center saw it, was to be on three

major areas of er=p/oyment activity listed in descending order:
2

1. To relate the background, skills, and experience of individual

applicants to the current labor force needs within the Greater Boston

area.

2. Utilization of um training programs and an individualized

OJT program approved by the Department of labor and to be executed by

the Kennedy Center's Older Uorker Program.

3. To develop contacts with industrial firms, educational and

medical institutions; and social agencies to develop new job opportunities

for applicants.

In explanation of the order in which tha objectives are listed,

the Center indicates that it expected a large percentage of its appli-

cants to come from Charlestown (as it turned out about 36Z were from

Charlestown) and the work force in the area is characterized by heavy

concentrations of semi- and unskilled workers. Initial interviews led

the Center to believe that, "... members of this population are reluc-

tant to explore new, and to them, strange patterns of employment." Thus

the major emphasis of the project was to be on placement, not training.

zibid., p. 2ff
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In addition to the reasons ...entioned in the periodic reports of

the Canter for this lack of emphasis on training, the Rennedy Center

officials also cite the structure of is progris. :'hen an applicant

comes into the Center, in alcost all cases he has come in to get cork.

A training program may provide excellent opportunities for upgrading,

but even if the applicant is willing to take the training, a program may

not be getting underway for a period of time. Thus the applicant has

to remain unemployed or take a temporary job until the progra= gets

started. Because the Kennedy Center staff felt that there was pressure

on them to solve the applicant's eradiate fir=icial problems, they

apparently soon gave up the training aspects of the program and concen-

trated almost exclusively on placement activity.

Because of this emphasis, the Center established_a relationship

with State's Division of :Employment Security, which led to a D.E.S.

referral program. (If the Center's emphasis had been on training, it

Could not have made much sense for the D.Z.S. to refer applicants to the

Center for re-referral to the D.E.S. for training). Under the terms of

the agreement the D.E.S. was to refer 59 "employable" applicants between

the ages of 50 and 65 to the Center. An "employable" applicant is only

hampered in his job search efforts by his age and specifically has none

of the following problems:
3

1. major medical problems

2. Chronic or recent re;:ord of alcoholism

3. Pattern of criminal activity

3
The Older Worker Training and Employment Program of the John F.

Kennedy Family Service Center: A Progress and Case Study Report, Nay,

1965, p. 2.
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Four of the Boston offices (Service and Damestic, Professional and Tech-

nical, industrial, Sales and Clerical) participated in this joint effort.

The D. E.S. - J.P.Q. program was to have had a built-in research dimension.

The D.E.S. counselors were to select 100 applicants from their files who

were classified as "hard-core" unemployed older workers on the following

criteria.

1. Applicants who had been registered with the D.E.S. for a minimum

of eight to ten ;weeks and for whom no Immediate job opportunities were

available.

2. Applicants who had been registered with the D.E.S. for any

length of time and for whom, in the D.E.S. counselor's judgment, no

foreseeable job opportunities exist.

These applicants were then to be placed in two randomly assigned

groups. Half would be returned to the regular files of the D.Z.S.

counselors and their records flagged. The other half would be classi-

fied as a test group and referred to the Kennedy Center if they showed

an interest in the Center's specialized services. There was then to

be a follow-up analysis of the two groups designed to answer the

following questions?

"What differences in employment will develop between the two

groups? Mat factors might be identified as contributing to success

between the two groups? Mat factors are apparent deterrents to suc-

cessful employment for members of each group? If certain success

factors can be identified with some reliability and validity, what

considerations might this joint endeavor raise for the Hassachusetts

D.E.S. and the Employment Security Divisions at large?"

4
Ibid., p. 11.
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Despite the fact that 103 applicants were sent to the Kennedy

Center from D.E.S. offices (although not all of these were in the "test"

group), no follow-up was ever completed of the control group remaining

under the auspices of the D. E.S. This failure apparently stems from

frequent changes in personnel at the D.E.S. In the last two years there

have been three supervisors of the placement office involved and two

district supervisors to whom the office supervisor reports. In all

this shufflin Et:he record-keeping necessary to complete the follow-up

program was never done.

B. ON-THE-JOB TRAINING PROGRAM

One of the most discouraging experiences the Kennedy Center

encountered in the course of this project was the on-the-job training

program they developed in conjunction with the D.E.S. The contract

provided that:

1. A company of any size could establish an on-the-job training

program.

2. A company under contract must not have a training program

already in existence for the job oppor*-unity in question.

3. The training must be conducted Live days a week over a full

work day and must consist of a minimum of thirty hours per week.

4. These funds are not to be used for the promotion of a low

wage incentive for the employer but rather as an inducement for a higher

starting rate where possible; and to encourage employers to give worth-

while work opportunities to older workers.

5. An employer could be reimbursed up to $25 per week to cover

his supervisory expenses in the training period.

1967

5
Older llorkers Training and Employment Program, HE. Center, April,

(mimeo) p. 34ff.
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The Center hired an on-the-job training specialist two months

after the contract had been negotiated. His duties basically? involved

selling OJT programs to Boston area employers. As a by-product he

undoubtedly developed a number of openings unrelated to training pro-

grams. This specialist contacted 97 firms of which three indicated a

willingness to set it an OJT program. In these three cases, each of

the Jobs
6

required previous mechanical training or aptitlitde, involved

long periods of standing, and had a starting rate of $1.50 per hour.

none of these slots was ever filled by the Kennedy Center.

Concurrently, personnel from the Center were reviewing records

of applicants at local offices of the D.Z.S. to identify eligible

older workers to install in OJT programs. Five hundred records were

selected and cards were sent to the candidates asking them to appear

for an interview. Of these 500 candidates, 37 appeared for interviews

with the Center's representatives. Fifty-one of these were judged to

be qualified for OJT should appropriate programs be developed.

Two applicants, both males, were utlimately placed in an OJT pro-

gram which was apparently not one of those developed by the OJT specialist.

Ile interviewed both these nen, and some questions might even be raised

about this program. One of the men had had extensive experience as a

6
The three jobs were: (1) gold stamping and engraving machine

operator in a stationery company, (2) clicking machine operator in

a shoe manufacturing firm, and (3) set-up man to service a number of

machines in an electrical manufacturing firm.



machinist- and he did not =eel that the training contributed much, if

anything, to his skill level. It was true that he was on a turret

lathe, but this relyresented no great accorz?_isent in view of his

:aide experience in machine. shops.

The other worker quit the firm after three months because he had

been placed on a job other than that for which he trained and at

a lower wage. He was currently working as a tiratcbrImi, but at the same

time he was looking for work as a rlachinist,

There are undoubtedly a number of interrelated reasons for the

failure of this program to produce much in the way of tangible results

despite the substantial investment made

identified the following:

The Kennedy Center has

64

1. to attest was made to generate applicants who were suitable

for specific opental:,arvice versa. "By the time a suitable applicant

was identified, the opening was often filled."

2". The training opportunities were usually available only at

small firms (50-150 employees) and there was limited opportunity for

advancement.

3. The starting rates were low; generally around $1,60 per hour.

4. Because of their background and experience, most applicants

were best served by direct placement.

5. The applicants tended to identify with one or trio occupational

areas and were unwilling to take training in other areas.

6. Ikaployers were uninterested in training older workers even

while they had on-going training programs for young people.

7 Ibid., pp. 39-42.
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employers were interested in hirintY older workers bat usually for

relatively si.7-ple tasks that could be readily learned."

it seems to ime that three points can be raised about this ezplana-

tion. First it is clear that the OJT progrm was never large enough

to achieve the economies of scale which characterized the Center's

regular placement program. One of the costs of a small, carefully

tailored operation is that opportunities for a placement will be lost

in the time it takes to generate an appropriate applicant for a pending

vacancy or an opening for a waiting applicant. This need not be an

inherent difficulty with OJT programs for older workers, but it was

apparently a problem with this one.

Second, the low wage rates attached to these training openines

may well haw- been a teaection of Gary Becker's analysis indicating

that the employee in part subsidizes his 01-.711 training. Older tiorkers

naturally have less incentive to invest in training in this way since

their pay back period is short. As a result these workers will prefer

a job with a higher starting salary and little chance for advancement to

one with a low starting salary and substantial advancement possibilities.

Third, for the same reasons employers are unuilling to train older

workers since this training -- and the paper work in this case -- have

costs attached. These costs will not be made up in the employee's career

with the firm, and the $25 per Week payments were evidently not sufficient

to provide an offset. These latter two arguments probably apply to any

scheme to train older workers on the job in private enterprises.

C. ilDTA2ROGRAil

If on-the-job training is not the answer for supplying older

workers with additional skills, the next logical possibility is kIDTA



training Prct; under which ta2 employer ha

456

no anancial obligation

am' gets the wzi.rker alter he has been through training. Of course, sae

of the probl.=.s with O z.-entioned above apply here as well: There are

situations when it is 2r.perative to find the applicant a job it-v7pdintelY3

same -workers have rigid ideas about their occupational area, etc. rat

for an un=ployed applicant 1r,--vithout relevant industrial skills, an

opportunity to learn these skill receiving a weekly payment in

excess of $40 would riot appear to be unattractive.

ife interviewed all the people we could and who had gone through

an Mr./A program as a result of their contact with the Kennedy Center.

In total we were able to interview only eleven people, and one of these

was in the OJT program discussed above. 'lath the sa=ole. of ten (or nine,

as we shall see below) it is probably better to discuss each case

individually and try to draw general conclusions rather than present a

number of tables with one or two observations in each cell.

I. A 47-year old white male was interviewed in the Veteran's

hospital where he had been for a few -weeks for treatment of frost

bitten feet. He had frozen his :feet sleeping on the banks of the

Charles River in subzero temperatures. Ills occupation prior to enter-

ing the hospital had been as a handyman at a liquor store where his pay

was apparently both in cash and merchandise. lie was distressed that at

the VA hospital. they were trying to treat his alcoholism as well as his

frostbite.

The Kennedy Center had come to his attention because it was in

the neighborhood of the liquor store and he had been referred to an

LIDTA program in automotive repair by the Center. He attended only a
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feu classes be2ore ifhz program for c n=ber o-..7 reasons. First,

the classes -were held at nigh= and he Zidn't care for hat. Second, it

was a long commute from Charlestalm, where the liquor store was located,

to the classes In Waltham. Third, the vort. was nasty and dirty, and

fourth, the cars they had to repair were old wrecks, not new cars as he

had expected when he signed up for the program. He had no intention of

trying to find auto repair work or going back Into training =hen he was

released from the hospital. He was heading straight back to the liquor

store.

2. .4,52-year old white female was interviewed at her dilapidated

home in Charlestosn. She had been through tuo:DMI courses about a year

apart. Her husband's death in l963 necessitated her entry into the

labor force. Because of her interest in the subject natter, she was

originally referred to an liDTA course in garment alteration. She

completed the course but was unable to find steady uork. She returned

to the Center and was referred to another course, this time in waitress

training. She completed that course and again was unable to find steady

work. Throughout this entire period her physical condition has been

deteriorating. She has suffered from severe obesity and now complains

of an unspecified heart condition. She has made no recent attempts to

find work, and it appeared to me that she was just barely able to get

around her house. Further, she apparently has yet to get over her husband's

death and the macabre circumstances surrounding it.

3. A 57-year old white female also re-entered the labor force, as

a result of her husband's death, after many years as a housewife. She

has an unmarried twenty -two year old son living at home who contributes
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to the family's support. She went to the Center for assistance in finding

employment. Ehe was referred to the garment alteration course and upon

completion the D.E.S. found her a job at a hotel in the =ending department.

After working there for six to seven weeks she had a Imrsitis attack and

Quit. She was not sorry to leave the job since it was beneath her training.

She is currently not interested in finding a job unless smethina such as a

very good one comes along.

4. Allegro male, age 51, had worked for over ten years as a janitor

after his arrival in Boston. When he lost his jeb, he applied to the

Rennedy Center and was referred to the custodian-handyman training program.

He completed the program and the D.E.S. found birl a job at a commercial

establishment as a janitor.

He felt the main advantage of the training was that it widened his

area of contacts. He was unimpressed by, but not critical of, the program.

He is apparently satisfied with his job and was very pleased by the treat-

rent he got at the Center.

5. A 55-year old white female had supported herself for about eight

years since her husband's death by running a small variety store. The store

was looted and burned and after a year or so to get over the shock sLe went

to the Kennedy Center. She was referred to a course in calculating machine

operation and is working in an insurance firm using some of the skills she

picked up in the course.

She could not praise the Kennedy Center enough, and she was most

enthusiastic about the training program she had gone through. She is still

employed and very happy at her job.

6. A 49-year old white female entered the labor force on ber husband's

death a few years ago and went to the Kennedy Center where she was referred

to a clerk-typist course. About two weeks prior to the completion of the
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course she fractured her arm in a fall. She was allowed to complete the

course and graduate with her class. She had not locked for work since the

ct,_pletion of the course, a few :tenths prior to the interview, but had

an appointment the following day at New England Telephone for a clerk-

typist's job. Her daughter, a summer employee of the Telephone Company,

had arranged the interview.

7. A, white female, aged 61, had not 'worked since her marriage almost

forty years earlier. After her husband's death, a number of years ago,

she still did not enter the labor force, but a year or so ago she decided

it would be good for her to get out of the house. She had read about the

Kennedy Center's older worker project and decided to give it a try. She

was referred to the clerk-typist training program and enjoyed it very much,

apparently doing quite well.

Unfortunately, however, she was in an auto accident (as a passenger

in a taxi) just as the training ended, and she injured her arm and sustained

a concussion. Althou-h the :after effects of these injuries have disappeared,

she still has not actively looked for work. She says if something really

good came along in the way of a job she would take it.

8. A 56-year old white female had been separated from her husband

for about a year. As a result she was forced back into the labor force

after a long period as a housewife. Prior to her mxr-riage she had been a

secretary and had gone to a secretarial school after graduating from high

school.

She heard about the Center's older worker project and applied for a

job. She was referred to a clerk-typist training program which she naturally

completed with no difficulty. She applied for a Civil Service rating which

she received after a wait of a few months and ever since has been employed

at an Air Force Recruiting Station. She reported that the training was not
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at an Air Force Recruiting Station. She reported that the training was not

very useful to her although it was helpful to have a brush-up on her skills.

The most important benefit to her was that the Kennedy Center had boosted

her morale and had helped ease her way back into the labor force. She

had been very impressed with treatment she received from Nary D. Francis,

one of the vocational counsellors and urged that we mention this in any

report.

9. A white female, aged 57, had gone to work at a Catholic shrine

when her husband died and had been employed there for three years as a

switchboard operator, her occupation for ten years prior to her marriage.

Although she liked the job, she needed higher wages so she went to the

Kennedy Center. From there she was referred to an }DTA clerk-typist course

which she completed. She then took a temporary job while waiting to get

on Civil Service lists at the Boston Navy Yard. Within three months she

began work as a clerk at the Navy Yard, but six months later she became

sick and had to quit that job. On her recovery she obtained a job through

a friend at a large insurance company as a switchboard operator. She is

pleased with her job and is happy to be back at what she considers her

regular occupation.

10. One final intervieu was conducted with a white female, age 58, who

had not gone through an /DM training program despite the fact that the

Kennedy Center had listed her as attending a clerk-typist course. (In a

report issued by the Center after our interviews had been conducted, she

was listed as "dropped out prior to training.") Uhat apparently happened

in her case was that she failed the aptitude tests given by the D.E.S.

She was extremely irritated about this and went so far as to bring out a

cribbage board to demonstrate the type of idiotic test she had to take

(Purdue Pegboard?)
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This wo=an was the only person we talked to who had virulent negative

feelings toward the Kennedy Center, and since there uas absolutely no

corroboration of her charges it would be inappropriate to discuss them.

At the time of the interview she was not actively looking for work, but

again, if a good job came along, she would take it, she said

It is only possible to draw tentative conclusions from limited data

of this kind, but some of the following points are raised by these Inter-

views.

I. There appeared to be some tendency to refer persons to programs

iu occupational areas in which they had previously worked (see Table I).

While superficially this would appear to be a waste of government training

resources, the more relevant consideration may be that despite the earlier

experience in the occupation, the individual was unable (or hesitant to

try) to find work in that occupation. Thus the training may have been that

essential factor at the margin that spelled the difference between employ-

ment on the one hand and unemployment or withdrawal from the labor force

on the other.

This tendency further reflects what the Center identified as the pre-

ference of the older workers for a narrowly defined "normal" occupational

area. This is illustrated by the case of the woman who had worked for a

number of years as a switchboard operator at low wages, went to the Center

to get a better job at higher pay and was referred to a C'erk-typist course.

After a few short jobs as a clerk, the last curtailed by sickness, she

returned to switchboard operation--her usual occupation.

2. From the comments we received from the interviewees, it vas apparent

that the women who were forced to re-enter the labor force after years as

housewives found the training program extremely beneficial. A number of
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Table

toyed Persons Vith =Mires 1.4raining

ito. 3 e of Training Present Occupa. Occu2at. Age Ses

4 Custodian-Handyman Janil-ar Janitor 51 LIale

5 Calculating machine
operator

Clerk Storekeeper 55

0 Clerk-typist Clerk- Secretary (many
yrs. earlier)

56

9 Clerk-typist

Soon to be employed

Switchboard
operator

Switchboard
operator

57 f

Clerk-typist interviewed by Housewife 49 f
New England
Tel. and Tel.
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these wren reported that they had seine anxiety about trying to find work

when they knew their skills were rusty or obsolete. They would be competing

for jobs with young girls just out cf secretarial schools, and they felt they

were at a serious disadvantage whether or not this was actually the case.

(Few, if any, of these women had tested the job market prior to going to

the Kennedy Center.) Thus, one of the important effects of the training

program was to boost the morale and self confidence of the trainees, and this

certainly led to increasing their employability.

There were a few cases where the training effort was clearly wasted

on people who were unemployable. The alcoholic sent to the auto repair

course and the obese woman with coronary problems are two examples. In

cases like these, the unemployability of the person is the result cf a

number of factors, perhaps the least of which is lack of skills. But there

is evidence that the Center made an attempt to deal with these other

problems. The woman was referred to a clinic to alleviate her obesity and

the man went briefly to Alcoholics Anonymous sessions on the advice of

Kennedy Center staff. In view of this it is difficult to fault the Center

for the way it handled these cases.

1. Administration of EFTA Programs

Operationally, the MTA referral system worked as follows. When a

client came in through the routine intake process, his work history,

interests, and potential were reviewed by a placement counsellor. If it

appeared that a training course would enhance his employability and the

client displayed an interest in going into a training program, the counsel-

lor would call the EDTA office of the D.E.S. to find out if there were any

openings in the particular course which had been selected. (The Center

counsellors received weekly bulletins on EDTA courses.) If there were

openings the client was sent over to the appropriate D.E.S. office--the
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clerical office, the industrial office, etc.--with an introductory letter

from the counsellor. From there the process was the same as for all }ETA

applicants. The clieaL was assigned to a D.E.S. counsellor, tested, and

if these steps were successfully completed, admitted to the program. Upon

completing the training course, the D.E.S. usually took responsibility for

placing the graduate. Of course, if nothing was turned up by the D.E.S.

the client could return to the Kennedy Center for assistance.

If the Center's involvement sn training had been on a larger scale,

it probably mould have been sensible to set up more elaborate liason

with the D.E.S. including procedures for progress reports, special training

courses exclusively for-Center referrals, and so on. But as indicated in

earlier sectIons, there was no substantial interest in training on the part

of most of the applicants and fem attempts on the part of the staff to

develop any interest. Given these circmstances, administrative ties would

have wasted resources.

D. PLACEMENT ACTIVITY

With only a few exceptions the placement activity at the Center followed

routine patterns. A job development specialist was charged with the

responsibility of generating job orders. Be contacted over 300 local firms

either in person or by mail and explained the Center's Older Worker Project

and solicited openings. The lists of openings were then submitted to the

placement counsellors and the usual matching of applicant and opening

proceeded.

A variety of recruitment sources mere used to generate a flow of

applicants to the Center. All of the social, veteran, fraternal, labor

and business associations in Charlestown. were notified and the local churches

made announcements about the program. The local and city-wide press gave
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the Center's opening considerable coverage. Placards describing the Older

Worker Project were displayed in locations throughout Charlestown; in

church lobbies, stores, banks, meeting halls, the public housing project,

etc.

These procedures naturally led to a substantial amount of word-of-

mouth communication about the Center's activities. (One of the women we

interviewed who lived a considerable distance from Charlestown had heard

of the Cimter on a radio "talk" program. Someone had called in and

lamented about being unable to find work because amployers will not hire

older people. Someone else called in and briefly described the Kennedy Cent-

OldeL :locker . Project and suggested the first caller try to find work

through that agency.)

As indicated above, the Division of Employment Security also referred

people to the Kennedy Center for specialized placement assistance. Apparent-

ly the D.E.S. took credit for placements made by the Center when the initial

referral was made by the D.E.S.

In this regard, an interesting point was raised during our interview

with a district supervisor who was in charge of some of the local D.E.S.

office referring people to the Center. She said that their counsellors

will make a genuine effort to assist an older worker find a job only when

it is clear that he really is interested is working. If it appears that the

major, or only, reason an older person has come to the employment service

office is to establish his eligibility for unemployment compensation then

the counsellors do not harrass him by sending him out on countless job

leads. (Although, we are told, the applicant is never informed of this

policy.)

If, on the other hand, the older worker demonstrates a genuine interest

in finding a job by returning to the employment service after he has alrealy
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satisfactorily established his "availability for uorlf," cr cis into the

office when he is not receiving benefits, then the Lcnnsellor will Ike

a greater effort to achieve a placement. Among the things the counsellor

will do at this point is refer the indiv:dual to the Kennedy Center.

According to this analysis (although it should be noted that the

D.E.S. supervisor never made this explicit) there is a pre-selection bias

affecting the characteristics of individuals ;from D.E.S. with wham the

Kennedy Center deals. That is, the people D.E.S. refers to the Center,

unlike an unspecified proportion of the general D.E.S. older worker traffic,

are seriously motivated to find work. Bence it would be reasonable to

expect the Center's placement record to be better than that of the state

employment service.

The sources of the Kennedy Center's total intake are reported below.8

Table II

Source of Knowledge of. the Kennedy Center

Source Number Per Cent

Personal Contact 181 41.6

Advertisement 67 15.4

D.E.S. 104 23.9

Veteran's Org. 5 1.4

Service Org. 1 .2

Other Govt. Agency 2 .5

Comunity/Private Agency 51 11.7

Private Employment-Agency 1 .2

No information 22 5.1

Total 435 100.0

8. Ibid., p. 139
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1. Talents Grcup

Fr cm the eutset the Kennedy Center noticed a fairly heavy ficv of

applicants with professional and managerial backgrounds. Of its total

intake sixty -sip: applicants had a primary DOT code in these occupational

areas. It scon became apparent that the difficulties these older workers

faced in anding employment were different from those faced by semi - or

unskilled applicants. They had higher aspiration levels; they had more

often been with one employer for an extended period; in sore cases their

skills were highly specialized to a single firm's operation.

On the other band, these workers were typically thoughtful and

articulate and the Kennedy Center staff decided to mobilize the talents

of the workers themselves to help each other find jobs. The Talents Group,

which was formally established in July, 1965, Was designed to serve this

purpose. It was modeled on an earlier organization, 40 Plus, an independent

Boston Club with similar objectives, which had recently closed down.

The specific techniques the Talent used in assisting its members in

finding work and bolstering their morale were as follows:9

1. Thumbnail Sketch. A brief description of each member's qualifi-

cations and work history was developed and mimeographed. As the club

members went out looking for work they distributed these materials to the

various employers they visited.

2. Resumes. Each member wrote up a detailed resume which was then

discussed by the club in an effort to improve the form.

3. Mailing Service. The club members were asked to clip want-ads

from newspapers which described jobs for which they thought they were quali-

fied. These ads were sent in to the Kennedy Center and a staff member

9. Ibid., p. 49 ff
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would mail out the resume of the Talents member to the employer with a

cover letter describing the older worker project.

These services, which the staff thsught to he cuusually effective,

q.,7-0 later extended to any applicant in an appropriate job category.

According to Kennedy Center records, 31 Talents members tcok advantage

of this mailing service between November, 1965 and June, 1966. A total

of 1,421 clippings were received from these applicants and sent on to

Moyers for an average of about 46 per person. The range was from one

to 336. There were 86 interviews as a result of these mailings and 25

job offers. Eight of these offers were accepted and resulted in employment.

The following table presents these data.

Table III

Disposition of Applicants Using Talents want-ad }ailing Service

Total Using Service 31

Found jobs through service 8

Found jobs independently 16

Working part-time 4

Unemployed 3

Probably one of the most useful aspects of the Talents group were the

weekly meetings in which the applicants discussed their job search activities,

their resumes, etc. These meetings undoubtedly brought home to the members

the fact that each one's individual problems were not unique and the result

must have been to raise the morale and motivation of the group. The joint

efforts at job-hunting really amounted to an attempt to organize the most

common methods of finding work, gate applications and information from

friends. The members, in effect, pooled their job leads in order to utilize

them more effectively. Kennedy Center data indicate that twenty-eight of

the fifty-seven applicants who attended at least one Talents meeting were
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self-placed daze to th2 "enc.ouraze=ent cf, aid sutzestions frc=, these

=eetings...'1°

2. Plece=ents

The iaterial presented above has strengthened the point made earlier

that the =jor emh.esis on the Center's Older Varker Progr was on

placements. In order to assess the place=eat activities of the Center we

undertook an interviewing program designed to uncover relationships between

personal and work history characteristics on the one hand and placement

success on the other zilth the Kennedy Center as an interve ning variable.

We thought it was i=ortt in this regard to interview a group of people

who bad not been placed by the Center but whose characteristics were

similar to the Center placed clients. The characteristics we were inter-

ested in were not only age, experience, skill level, etc. but such

dimensions as motivation. Thus it would have been unreasonable to compare

those the Center placed with those unemployed. Rather we decided to compare

Center placements with self-placements. A person who is self-placed is

one who applied to the Kennedy Center for assistance but found a job

largely through his own efforts.

In one section of its final report the Center includes the self-placed,

or indirect placements in with JET. placed but in another it segregates

these individuals. Both tables are reproduced below and the difference

In the totals results from the time lapse from 'larch 31 to June 30, 1966.

10. Ibid., p. 51
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Table
11

Frequencies and Percentages of Hale and Female Applicants
Classified According to Placement Category (as of June 30, 1966)

Placement Categcry Male Fe-male Total

MK Cenfer Placements 225 66.7 91 64.2 316 66.1

Placed by Other Agency 3 .8 3 2.1 6 1.3

Declined JFICPlacent 4 1.1 1 .7 5 1.0

Active File 22 6.7 10 7.0 32 6.6

Inactive 83 24.7 37 26.0 120 25.0

TOTAL 337 100.0 142 100.0 479 100.0

11. Ibid., p. 59.
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Table V--
19

Frequencies and Percentages of r: le and Fcale Applicants

Classified According to Placement Category (as of ;arch 31, 1956)

Placement Category

/4

Male

14

Female

rra 14

Total

Direct Placements 107 35.1 50 38.5 157 36.1

Placed by Other Agency 3 1.0 2 1.5 5 1.1

Declined JFK Placements 4 1.3 1 -8 5 1.1

Active File 48 15.7 11 8.5 59 13.6

Inactive 71 23.3 34 26.1 105 24.2

Indirect Placement 71 23.6 32 24.6 104 23.9

TOTAL 305 100.0 130 100.0 435 100.0

Our target population comes from the data used to develop the second

of these tables Mble.V1. We secured from the Kennedy Center two sets of

cards for each of the persons included in the two categories "Direct

Placement" and "Indirect Placement." One set gave the individual's name,

address and code number and the other set was of punch cards containing some

personal and work history characteristics which were collected from the

applicant's file at the Center.

We then wrote a letter to each of these individuals and followed up

the letter with a telephone interview. We were able to reach 5070 of the

self placed and 43.3% of the Kennedy Center placed workers for a total sample

of 120 (52 and 68 in the two groups respectively). We were unable to reach

the remainder for a variety of reasons. Some of the non-respondents were

12. Ibid., p. 150
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deceased, score had mzved and left no forwarding address, scme had apparent-

ly never been at the address we were given and sc=e simply refused the

interview.

Ile supplemented the data ue collected in the interviews with the

personal history data supplied by the Kennedy Center. The analysis below

is based on both sets of data.

Table VI

Employment Status at Time of Interview

Employment Status

N
JFK-Placed

70

Self-Placed
N 70

At Work Full-time 40 58.9 38 73.1

At Work Part-time 7 10.3 6 11.5

Not at Work 21 30.9 8 15.4

TOTAL 68 100.1 52 100.0

Table VII

Labor Force Status and Job Search Activity of Respondents Not At Work

Status
N
JFK- Placed

70

Self-Placed
iv 70

Looking for 'Work 8 38.1 0

Have gone to JFK 2 9.5 0

Have not gone to JFK 6 28.6 0

Not looking for Work 13 61.8 8 100.0

Retired 2 9.5 2 25.0

Sickness or
Disability 7 33.3 3 37.5

Other Reasons 4 19.0 3 37.5

Totals 21 99.9 8 100.0
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lie obtained data on the length of time twenty -five of those who had

left their JFK jobs had worked on them. The median was five months with

a mode of six. months. The range was from less than a week to eighteen

months. Everyone still employed on a MK job had been on it for more

than nine months and the bulk of them had been employed a year or more.

Tables VI and VII indicate the labor force and employment status at

the time of our interview. There is one difficulty with these data. Four

of the 68 JFK placed respondents claimed that the Center had never placed

them on a job. We kept these people in the JFK sample even though it does

complicate some of the analyses.

Twenty-seven or 39.70 of the JFK placed were still on the JFK jobs.

Those who left their JFK job did so for the following reasons.

Table VIII

Reason for Leaving JFK Job

Reason for Leaving No. 70

Laid off - Reduction in Force 2 4.9

Sickness 8 19.6

Quit for Better Job 2 4.9

Quit for Family Reasons 2 4 . 9

Quit - too far to Commute 5 12.2

Quit - Didn't like Work 12 29.3

Discharged 2 4.9

Never had JFK Job 4 9.7

No Data 4 9.7

Total 41 100.1
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The Center staff emphasized the importance of "dressing the intake

process" in cur interviews, and tine test of their ability to do this was

the speed :with which a placement occurred after application to the Center.

Table IN: presents data relevant to this point (MK Data).

Table IX

Length of TI:fle Between Application at Center and Placement

Length of Time N 70

Within a Day 12 17.7

2-7 Days 19 27.9

8-15 Days 9 13.2

16-30 Days 5 7.3

1-3 Months 10 14.8

?lore than 3 months 8 11.8

No Data 5 7.4

100.1

Based on these data it is fair to conclude that the Kennedy Center

clients that were placed got rapid service--almost 60 percent were on

jobs within two weeks and 45 percent were placed within a week.

There was very little difference between the JFK. placed and the self-

placed in terms of personal characteristics. The sex breakdown was 61.8

percent male for the JFK placed and 67.4 percent for the self-placed. The

educational levels were about the same with both medians at 12 years of

school completed. There was a larger percentage of self placed with some

college (29.0 percent vs. 17.6 percent). It is tempting to point to this

as an important explanatory variable but it would be unjustified statisti-

cally because of the sample sizes.
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Table X shows the age distribution of the taco groups.

Table X

Age Category

Age Distribution

.3FK-Placed Self-Placed

45-49 20.6 13.5

50-54 23.6 15.4

55-59 33.9 30.8

60-64 19,1 34.6

65 2.9 1.9

No Data.

Again there seems to be no radical difference in the distribution

between the two groups. There was however, a greater concentration of

workers over 60 in the self-placed category and if we break the sample

at that point the difference is significant at the .05 level.

The Kennedy Center did not collect data on the racial characteristics

of its applicants. The preponderant majority of their applicants were

white and this reflects the Center's location. Charlestown's population

was .59Z non-white iu 1960. And compared with many large cities Boston

has a relatively small Negro population -- 9.8% for the City and 3.47 for

the SI1SA in 1960. We did not feel that it was appropriate in our telephone

interviews to inquire about the respondents race. But our interviewers

had the very distinct impression that almost all the respondents were white.

We asked the respondents what they considered their regular occupation

and what industry this regular occupation was in. In virtually all cases

this was interpreted to mean the occupation in which the person had worked

longest and if there were any questions -- say from a woman who had been

a housewife for years -- the interviewers were instructed to consider

their longest job as their regular job.
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Table XI shows that 33.7 per cent of the FE: placed and 67.3 per cent

of the self placed had regular occupations in the white collar area, and

this difference is significant at the .05 level. There are two possible

explanations for this. First, the Center's Talents group was almost

entirely restricted to white collar vorkers. The structure of the Talents

group, as described above, was more likely to lead to indirect placements

than direct placements. That is, the preparation of resumes, joint dis-

cussions of job openings and the general cooperative effort was designed

to encourage the workers to find jobs on their own, through friends or

newspaper ads. (See Table XIII).

Second, one of the employment counselors, Angus lialker, had broad

experience in the machining industry. He was reputed to be able to talk

to employers with considerable expertise about their job requirements.

Consequently, the Center may have had a comparative advantage in the

placement of skilled craftsmen.

Other explanations, of course, are also possible but unfortunately

they can go in a variety of directions. For example, one could argue that

white collar workers have less difficulty than blue collar workers in

finding employment. Thus, they come to the Kennedy Center and fill out

an application but before the Center can take any action they have found

work on their own. Conversely, it may be that white collar workers have

a more difficult time finding work. Thus the Center tries to do something

for them, is unsuccessful, and finally they find employment on their own.

It is my view, based on comments made by the respondents to the inter-

viewers, that both factors were present to some extent. Thus some of the

self-placed felt that the Kennedy Center was unable to do anything for

them. Others dropped in at the Center at the urging of a friend but were

confident that they could find a job on their own.
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Table IX

"Regular" Occupation of Respondents

Occ ational Group JFK-Placed Self-Placed

No. No.

Professional, Technical & Kindred 3 4.4 8 15.4

ilanagers, Officials & Proprietors 4 5.9 8 15.4

Clerical and Kindred 18 26.5 13 25.0

Sales Eorkers 2 2.9 6 11.5

Total White Collar 27 39.7 35 67.3

Craftsmen and Foremen 14 20.6 3 5.8

Operatives and Kindred 12 17.7 8 15.4

Private Household Workers 2 2.9 1 1.9

Service Workers except Private
Household 7 10.3 5 9.6

Non-Farm Laborers 4 5.9 0 WO.

Total Blue Collar 39 57.4 17 32,7

Ho data 2 2.9 0 NIP 40. AMP

Total 68 100.0 52 100.0
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Table XII

Ir_enLtry of "Regular" Occupation

Tr-Nstry Grow JFK-Placed Self-Placed

No.

anirz

Construction

FoA imi Yindrec Proawts

.d r,,

0

2

3

3 -)

--

2.9

,4A r

4.4

1

1

4

0

1.9

1.9

7.7

--

Printing & Putlishing 1 1.5 1 1.9

Chemicals 1 1.5 4 7.7

Petroleum Refining 0 1 1.9

Rubber & 'Asc. Plastic Products 0 4 7.7

Leather Products 1 1.5 0

Primary iletal Products 0 1 1.9

Electrical and ton- electrical
machinery 9 13.3 9 17.3

Transportation Equipment 6 8.8 4 7.7

Instruments 1 1.5 0

Transportation & Communication 11 16.2 4 7.7

Wholesale Trade 0 1 1.9

Retail Trade 8 11.3 7 13.5

Finance Insurance & Real Estate2
4 5.8 0

Services 4 5.8 4 7.7

Federal Government 4 5.8 2 3.8

Local Government 1 1.5 0

No data 9 13.3 4 7.7

Total 68 100.0 52 100.0
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Table Mil

Source of Presant Job for Those Respondents Z---ployed at T.ir.22
of Intervieu

Source of Job JFK-Placed Self-Placed
Eo. % iZo.

Cl

Friend or Relative 2 2.9 10 19.2

Eewspaper ad 8 11.8 21 40.4

Fub lic Employment Agency 2 2.9 1 1.9

Private Employment Agency 2 2.9 2 3.8

Charitable organization or Church 1 1.5

Return to Former agloyer 2 2.9 ri 15.4

Referred by Vocational School 1 1.5

Gate application 1 1.5 2 3.8

JFIC Center 27 39.8

Unemployed 21 30.9 8 15.4

lo data 1 1.5

Total 63 100.0 52 100.0



Table XII, which indicates the industry of the regular occupation,

does not reveal any substantial differences betucen the two groups.

Table XIV carries through the analysis o Table XI to show the

occupation of those respondents who were employed at the time of the

interview. The same pattern e=erges -- the self-placed are more heavily

concentrated in white collar occupations than the JFK placed. This alsb

holds true for those workers who had been placed on jobs by the Center

but IMO are either unemployed or working at other jobs. Less than fifteen

per cent of these were placed on white collar jobs by the Center.

Sixteen JFK placed people left their JFK jobs and subsequently found

other employment. For thirteen of these people we have data on their

present salary per week and their salary on the JFK job. But for four of

the thirteen they went from a full to a part-time job or vice versa.

That leaves nine respondents on whom we have complete data on these two

jobs. The mean starting wage on the JFK jobs was $71 per week and the

current salary on the present job was $92 per week. Seven of the nine

increased their meekly earnings and two had the same salary on both jobs.

Although the numbers are small, this analysis can be extended to

consider the salary situation of those on whom, in addition, we have data

on wages just prior to the JFK job. Seven respondents reported a mean

salary of $102 per meek on the job prior to JFK. The mean of the JFK

job was dowry to $75 per week and on the present job up again to $99 per

meek for this group.

For these people, at least, it appears that the JFK placement was a

stop-gap. After an average of less than five months on the JFK job they

found another job that corresponded in salary much more closely to the
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TcSIe XIV

Occupation 02 aployed Respzneznts at Ti=a of interview

Occupationnl Group JFI.r.-Piaced Self-Placed
Eo. 7

Professional, Technical and
Kindred

tanagers, Officials and

f, 8.6 7 15.9

Proprietors 0 7 15.9

Clerical and Kindred 17 36.2 14 31.8

Sales workers 0 2 4,6

Total "bite Collar 21 44.8 30 68.2

Craftsmen and Foremen 5 10.6 1 2.3

Operatives and Kindred 5 10.6 4 9.1

Private Household Workers 3 6.4 1 2.3

Servicc Workers excapt
Private Household 9 19.2 8 18.2

Non. Farm Laborers 2 4.3 0

Total Blue Collar 24 51.1 14 31.9

Total Unemployed 21 8

Uo Data 2 4.3 0

Total 68 100.2 52 100.1
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jobs they had held prior to their contact with the Center. Of these nine

uorRers, seven left the ME:job because they did not like the work or

conditions or or a better job, and r;so left because the com=uting dis-

tance was too long.

As it turned out we had a great deal of trouble collecting wage and

salary data fro= the self-placed, They were in general less cooperative

as a group than the ME-placed. In many cases their contact with the

Center had been only casual *VW they dropped in one day and they thus

felt that our interviews were an unwarranted invasion of privacy (which

from their standpoint they were). As one might expect, this concern with

privacy was manifested most frequently in regard to financial matters.

The result is that we have current salary data on less than half the self-

placed respondents, but slightly more information on their pre-iennedy

Center experience.

Tables XV and XVa present pre-MK wage data for the JFErplaced and

the sel f-placed. The fact that the self-placed were concentrated more

in white collar jobs is reflected in the relative wage levels of the ti o

groups with the mean for the self-placed at $2' a week above the mean for

MX placed. The relative distribution of wages is also interesting. Both

groups have from 40 to 45 percent in the below $90 a week category and

the MK-placed are distributed fairly uniformly up to the higher end of

the wage scale. The self-placed, conversely, are distributed more in a

bi-modal fashion with almost a third earning over $160 a week while none

of the MK-placed were in this category. The shape of the distribution

of self-placed supports the impression mentioned earlier that this group

was composed of people who had either a relatively easy time finding

work or a very difficult job hunt.
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Table XV

I;eakly Cross arzes on :-.:ost Recent Job Held Prior to
Application to 32i1. Center for jFit-Placed E.e.s.zandents

Uzekly 1Tare Category iZI=ber Percent

Under $50 2 4.2

59-59 8 16.7

60-69 3 6.2

70-79 5 10.

80-89 4 8.3

50-99 4 8.3

100-109 4 8.3

110-119 5 c 10.4

120-129 6 12.5

130-139 3 6.2

140-149 3 6.2

150-159 1 2.1

Total 4Z 99.8

Employed Part-time 2

Out of Labor Force 10

No Data 8

Total 68

Bean Wage $93.42
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Table X Va

Wee :Ay Gross :loge on Kost Recent Job
Held prior to Application to JFK Center

;For Self-Placed Respondenrs

Weakly Wage Category

$50-59

60-69

70-79

80-89

90-99

100 -109

110-119

120-129

130-139

140-149

150-159

160 -169

170-179

180 -189

190-199

200-209

?:timber Percent

3 23.5

7 2.9

4 11.8

1 2.9

- --
3 8.9

- .40-

4 11.8

1 2.9

1 2.9

- --
3 8.9

1 2.9

1 2.9

4 11.8

wan
AN. 1110

230-239 2

Total 34

Employed Part-time 1

Out of Labor Force 4

Flo Data 13

Total 52

Mean Wage $116.26

5.9
100.00

94
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Table XVb indicates the length o; time the respondents reported

they had been unemoloyed prior to applying at the Kennedy Center. In

general, there is little difference between the trim groups. Forty-one

percent of both had been without work for six months or less. On the other

hand, over 20 percent of the self-placed but about 10 percent of the Mgr-

placed were employed full time at the time of application.

Tables XVc and XVd were designed to show the extent to which long

and short term unemployed were distributed in terms of the wage they

received prior to applying to the Kennedy Center. It appears, however,

that there was little difference between the self-placed and the JFEr-

placed in these cross distributions. This may again reflect the bi -modal

character of the self-placed group.

Table MI presents starting wage data on the .mss. placed jobs and

Table MTh includes starting and present wages on jobs held subsequent to

the JFK contact for the self-placed. The se12-placed had a starting mean

wage of almost $85 while the JFK placed jobs had a mean of $68.40.

Table XVII includes data on the subset of Table XVI. who were still employed

at the time of the interview. Here the present wage mean of $84 is much

closer to the self-placed mean of $89. But Table XVIII shows that those

who remained on their JFK jobs had wages averaging $75 a week at the time

of the interview.

The fifteen JFKrplaced who left the JFK jobs and were subsequently

employed full time (Table XIX) did the best of all with an average of $96

a week. It should again be pointed out that time got data on present wages

from only twenty of the self-placed and it is not clear how this may bias

our results.



Table XVb

Length of Tom= Un=ployed Prior to
Coming to the Kennedy Center

JFK.-Placed Self-Placed

Length of Time % of % of

Unemployed Vo. No, 52 44.

Less than 1 Ueek 1.5 1 1.9 2.3

1-2 -weeks 1 1.5 1 1,9 2.3

3- . weeks 2 2.9 0

1 iionth 8 1-1.8 2 3.8 4.5

2 i:oaths 2 2.9 4 7.8 9.1

3 Honths o 7-,
16. 1 1.9 2.3

4-6 Xonths 6 8.8 9 17.3 20.4

7-9 ilonthe 8 i1 8 4 7.8 9.1

10-12 months 6
n0.0 3 5.8 6.8

13-18 ifonths 4 5.9 1 1.9 2.3

19-24 Months 2 1 1.9 2.3

sore than 2 years 1 1.5 2 3.8 4.5

Out of Labor Force 10 14.5 4 7.8 9.1

aaployed Full Time 7 10.3 10 19.2 22.8

Employed Part Time 2 2.9 1 1.9 2.3

'o Data 8 15.4

Total 63 100.00 52 100.1 100.1



Table XVc

Erroloyr_ent Status at First Contact

(Classified by Gross Weekly Wage on Most Recent job
Prior to Co .g Fo Kennedy Center)

For JFI Placed

97

Weekly i3ae on Most Recent Job

S50 50-69 70-R990-109 110-129130-149
Employment Status Under

Unemployed

Less than 1 320. 0 2 0 0

1 - 2 mo. 0 4 2 0

3 - 6 mo. 0 0 5 3
1

7- 12 no. 1 I 1 1 3

13 - 18 ED. 0
J

2 0 1

Bore than 18 no. 0 0 0 1

Employed Full Time 1 2 1 3

Employed Part Time 1 1 0 0

1 0

2 1

2 2

4 1

0 1

1 1

0

0 0

Totals 3 112 9 18
5.2% 120.7 15.5 113.8

11 6

19.0 10.3

*150 No image

and data
over availaYle TOTALS

1 i 4/6.9%

O 10/17.2

2 14/24.1

3 J 14/94e1

O 4/6.9

O 3/5.2

2 7/12.2

0 2/3.4%

8

13.8
58

100.0%

Out of Labor Force

Total

10

68
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Table XVd

Emplov=ent Status at First Contact

(Classified by Gross Weekly aTage on Most Recent Job
Prior to Coning to Kennedy Center)

For Self-Placed

meekly Wage on Most Recent Job

ii

Employment Status IlUnder
'. $50

50-

69

70-

89

1 i

i 90-

109

110-
129

' i

130-1 15O-!

149 1 169

170 I

and 1
over

No
Wage
Data TOTALS

Unemployed

Less than 1 ED.

1 - 2 mo.

3- 6E0.

7 - 12 mo.

13 18 MO.

More than 18 WD.Ii

Employed Full T1me1j
I.

Employed Part Ti mell

if

i

I

r
13

I

1.

'

i '

0

0

,

u

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

0

0

3

0

1

1

2

0

0

0

1

0

0 1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0
.

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1 1

i

0

0

1

I 1

1

i

1 0

0

0

I

I 0

i

1

0

. 1

I 1

i

1

1

1

3

1 0

1 '

0

2

1 1
1

I 0

I 0
1

i

i 1

I 1

2/5.0%

6/15.0

10/25.0

7/17.5

1/2.5

3/7.5

10/25.0

1/2.5

1;
Totals !;

li

0

0%

9

22.5

5

12.5

3

7.5

4

10.0

2 13

5.0 I 7.5 I

1.

; 8

20.0

1 6

I 15.0
1

40

100.0%

No Data

Out of Labor Force

Total

8

4

52
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Tab le XVI

Starting Meekly Gross Tral-es for Job on Ehich Placed by MK Center*

Hee kly Tinge ilo. % liez.-4cly Mr:4e ill). %

Under $50 7 10.3 110-119 4. 1.5

50-59 6 8.8 120-129 0

60-69 16 23.6 130-139 1 1.5

70-79 12 17.7 140-149 1 1.5

80 -89 7 10.3 150-159 0

90-99 2 2.9 No Data 12 17.7

100-109 3 4.3 Totals 68 100.37

Kean tiage $68.40

--',- Includes the four respondents who claim they were never placed on
job by MK and a small number of part-time -placements.



Table. XVIe

Present and Starting Gross 1:et...kly !lazes of
£u11 -tie 7.z.-ployed Se? placed Pespondents

on Jens round After Contact
T.7ith Remedy Center

Weekly !Page Cate'o
Present rage Starting Iiafte
No.. 7 ilo. %

Under $50 0 - 0 +11M,

50-59 7 35.0 8 40.0

60-69 2 10.0 1 5.0

70-79 1 5.0 2 10.0

80-89 2 10.0 2 10.0

90-99 2 10.0 2 10.0

100-109 1 5.0 0 4115.

110-119 1 5.0 2 10.0

120-129 1 5.0 0 4).

130-139 0 - 9

140-149 1 5.0 1 5.0

170-179 1 5.0 2 10.0

160-189 1 5.0 0

Total 20 100.0 20 100.0

No data 32 32

Total 52 52

Mean Tiage $88.90 $84.85

100
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Present ar_d Starting Gross Weakly eases of Fulltis:a r-zployed
Respondents DJ er Placed on Jobs by Hi: Center

weekly 1:age
Category

Present Wage
Lao. la

Starting Wage
1,To. la

$40-49 1 2.5 2 5.0

50-59 2 5.0 4 10.0

C10-69 7 17.5 9 22.5

70-79 8 20.0 7 17.5

80-89 7 17,5 5 12.5

90-99 3 7.5 7 2.5

100-109 3 7.5 1 2.5

110-119 0 - 1 2.5

120-129 3 7.5 1 2.5

160 -169 2 5.0 2 5,0

'No Data 4 10.0 7 17.5

Total 40 100.0 40 100.0

Rot at Work 21 21

Employed Part-tine 7 7

..-n00 68

Wean Iiage $84 $75
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Present and Starting Gross Se_liztly sages of raBspoadents Still on
of the Interview

1,?ethly
Category

Jam!-. Jobs at the

Presmat

$50-59 2

60 -69 4

70-79 5

80-89 5

90-99 2

109-109 1

1!o Data 3

Totals 22

dean liage $75

Stating ?age

9.1 3 13.6

18.2 5 22.7

22.7 6 27.3

22.7 4 18.2

9.1 0

4.5 0

13.6 4 18.2

99.9 22 100.0

S67
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Table xviim

Ut77:e 7)ifference Betuzan Post necent Jcb

Prior to Contact and First Job
After Contact rtrith Zenredv Center .47er Self-Placed

(Claw? Tied by LeLgth ef Time Une=ployea;

E=ployment Status 11$30iL

Mess
20-29 10-19
less less

1-91iEo 11 1-9110-19

less bif.iicoreicore

20 -29

core
$34-%

!morel

Unecployed

Less than 1 c.o. 1 1/5.97.

1-2 contbs 1 1 1 3/17.6

3-6 conths 2 1 1 1 5/29.4

7-12 months 1 2 3/17.6

13-13 months 1 I 1/5.9

Eore than 13 co 1 1/5.9

Employed Full Time 3/17.6

Totals 6 1 3 3 2 1 1 17/99.9

135.3 5.9 17.6 17.6 11.7 5.9 5.9

Employed Part Time (Before or alter Contact)

Out of Labor Force

Io Data

Total

1

4

30

52



Table-73:X

Present Gross Ueelay !lazes oZ Responsents Cho Had La t 2E: jobs

But were :c2loyed at Subsequent Full-tirze Jobs at the Time of

The Interview

tieekly ilage

Category No.

$60-69 3 20.0

70-79. 3 20.0

60-89 1 6.7

90-99 1 6.7

100-109 2 13.3

110-119 0

120-129 2 13.3

160-169 2 13.3

Vb Data 1 6.7

Totals 15 100.0

Mean 1.-Tage $96

105
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Tables XIXA-211K report the training the respondents reported

receiving for any previous jobs czd for their present job.

Table XDIA.

Previous Job Training

Type of Training
JFErPlaced
. o.

Self-Placed
E o.

In High School 0 0

Post-High School Vocational
School 8 11.8 5 9.6

;LTA.. Institutional 1= 5.9 0

ELELT.A. on 0 0

Formal on-the-job 2 2.9 2 3.8

Informal on 8 11.3 3 5.3

lone 46 67.7 40 77,0

lo Data 0 2 3.3

Total 68 100.0 52 100.0
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Table XVIIIa and ;Iran include data on wage diaerences between

jibs held before and after contact with the Center. Az the previous

talbes would suggest, both ..7r ups were forced to take pay cuts in =any

cases. There did not, ho ever, seem to be any generalized pattern in

regard to the size of the difference in wages and the length of time

une=ployed.

Table 1M

Training Received by aiployed Respondents for Present Job

Type of Training JFE-Placed
3o .

Self-Placed
'7

iL D.T.A. Institutional 2 k 3 0

11.D.T.A, On-the-job 0 0

Formal On- the -job 2.1 0

Informal On-the-job 5 10.7 1 2.3

Eone 39 82.9 42 95.4

Ho Data 0 1 2.3

Total 47 100.0 44 100.0

Only a handful of respondents reported receiving any job training

for any of their jobs and this carries over into their present job exper-

ience. The latter fact should come as no surprise in light of the Kennedy

Center's attitude toward training and its lack of importance in the success

of an older worker project.

The Kennedy Center is a multi-service agency and supposedly its

speical competence is in the area of dealing with all the problems of its

clients, not just their employment problemss. In our interviews we asked

the respondents -what services they had received from the Center. Table MCI

reports the answers.
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Table EiT

Additional Services Recieved by Respondents from JFK. Center

(in addition, that is, to placement services for an:placed)

Services Received MK-Placed
No.

Self-Placed
No. IO

Legal 0 0

Counseling 3 4.4 5 9.6

Testing 7 .. ,
1 0

Vone 63 92.6 47 90.5

Total 68 100.1 52 100.1

In one limited sense this is not quite fair since rielly more than

three of the JFE. placed, at least, received employment counseling from

Ili's. Francis or iL.. Ialker. They did not recognize chat they did get as

counseling. On the other hand, every placement agency provides this

service in greater or less amounts.

The striking fact is, that virtually none of the respondents could

report anything to indicate that a multi-service approach to their pro-

blems had been implemented. And this must be viewed in the context that

the multi-service approach is what differentiates the operation of an

agency like the Remedy Center from, say, the offices of the Bessachusetts

Division of Employment Security.

In their own final report the Kennedy Center presented the following

table and discussion.
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Table XXII'3

Frequencies and Percentaces of Tale and Ft.:m..21e Applicants

Classified According to Other Kennedy Center Services Used

Other Kennedy Center
Services Used No.

Itale

7o

Fcz2ale

1Zo. 7.

Total
Kro. 7.

legal Assistance 1 .33 10 7.69 11 2.53

Family Counseling 2 .66 1 .77 3 .67

Surplus Food 0 0.00 3 2.31 3 .69

Vo Information 302 99.01 116 89.23 418 96.09

Total 305 100.00 130 100.00 435 100.00

'Table 31 CKKII) svm,narizes the immediately accessible data pertaining

to the use of the other multi-serivces of the Rennedy Center by job

applicants. Seventeen applicants' folders showed that these additional

services had been utilized. These figures do not accurately reflect the

situation because of the limitations of staffing a newly organized complex

of services, coordinating the programming of such services and implement-4ng

an intra-agency record keeping system that would reflect the interplay of

such services. Despite such administrative and operational impediments,

however, observation and experience has demonstrated that a substantially

larger number of applicants were given legal assistance, individual and

family counselinc.,L., Cs
psychological consultations and other Kennedy Center

serivces. The full impact and benefits of such immediately available

services and resources did not begin to be realized until late in the

term of the Older Worker Contract."

13
Ioid., pp. 158-9, Table 31, p. 159.
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Mile our data supplaart the findings reported in the table, we did not

core in contact with that ...substantially larger number of applicants

(F ho) ware given lttgal assistance, individual and family counselling...."

E. EMPLOYER REACTION TO TH2 OLDER CORM PROGRAM

The data for this section come from two sources. The Kennedy Center,

in its self-assessment conducted a mail questionnaire and interview program

with 74 firms at -which it had made placements. These employers had hired

141 Kennedy Center applicants.

We supplemented this program with our own intensive discussions with

thirty employers who had been contacted by the Center in its employment

Project. Fifteen of these had hired Kennedy Center applicants and fifteen

had not. These two samples were selected at random from lists supplied by

the Center. Sixty firms had hired Center applicants during the first year

of the program and 275 additional firms were contacted but accepted no

applicants. Thus our samples represent 257 and 5.5% of their respective

universes.14

The following table indicates the employment size breakdown of the

two samples. There is no substantial difference between the two samples

in this regard. We also were not able to find any -major differences in the

industry classifications of the firms in the two samples.

While it is obvious that all the firms we contacted had some knowledge

about the Kennedy Center's placement program, we were interested to find out

what, if anything, they had learned about the other services such as job and

family counselling, legal assistance, etc. It turned out that three of the

firms or 10% had some knowledge of these non-placement aspects of the Center's

program.

14. For a more thorough analysis of this interview program see Svein Reichborn-

Kjennerud, 'Employment Counseling and Placement of Older Workers: A
Program Evaluation," Unpublished Masters Thesis, Sloan School of Manage-

ment, 1966.
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Table ?II

Employment Size Categories of Sample of Firms that Did and Did Not

Hire Kennedy Center Applicants

Employment Size
Category

Firms that Hired
Through JFK

No.

Firms that did not
Hire Through JFK

No.

1-9 employees 1 6.7 1 6.7

I710-19 2 13.3 0 P.0

20-49 2 13.3 5 33.3

II50-99 3 20.0 0 0.0

100-249 " 1 6.7 5 33.3

250-499 " 2 13.3 1 6.7

500-999 " 2 13.3 0 0.0

l000and over 2 13.3 3 20.0

Totals 15 99.9 15 100.0

The question we put to the employers in this regard was the following:

"I understand that the John F. Kennedy Fapily Service Center has been doing

work iu these areas (screening, counselling and retraining of older workers).

Do you have any specific knowledge about their efforts? Specify

The Center's question was somewhat different: "Are you familiar with

the program 2t the John F. Xennedy Family Service Center? Yes No .

And their responses are classified on the basis of hired applicants, not on

the basis of firms. The replies to their question are tabulated in Table

Table XXIV

Familiarity with Program at JFC Center

Familiarity With Program No. CI

Yes 134 95.0

No i 0.7

No Reply 6 4.3

Total 141 100.0
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The fifteen firs we intervie::ed had hired thirty-five applicants

from the Kennedy Center. Of these, sixteen ware still cloyed and the

employers had no specific co=plaints about any cl these. Nineteen had

separated from their companies and ten of these did so voluntarily. Sc e,

in fact, were only tempurary workers hired for the Christmas season.

Ot the nine remaining the following reasons mere given for the involuntary

separations.

Table XXV

Reasons Cited by Employers for Involuntary Separation of

Persons Hired Through JFK Center

Reason Cited

Low mentality, poor

No.

performance 5 55.5

Alcoholism, Sex offender 2 22.2

Laziness 1 11.1

Dien't Remember 1 11.1

Total 9 99.9

The Kennedy Center's data provide information on both voluntary and

involuntary separations of the 74 people who had left their first ...1FK

placed job. This is out of a total of 141 placed or 52.50 - very close

to the separation percentage in the other sample of 54.3. The following

table indicates the reason for leaving the job.

Twenty-three of the thirty establishments we interviewed had had

applicants referred to them by the Kennedy Center and not hired them.15

The employers were able to cite a number of reasons for not hiring these

workers and the list is similar to what one would undoubtedly find from a

15. This number includes the fifteen in the "did not hire" category plus

eight in the "did hire" group who had turned down one or more addition-

al Kennedy Center applicants.
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Tab1 XXVI

Reasons for Leaving JFK pl aced Jobs According to r-21eyers

Reasons for Separation No.

Could not do work physically 14 18.9

Termination - no Reason Offered 16 21.6

Not Eentally Able 9 12.2

Lack of Confidence 1 1.4

Illness 4 5.4

Job TermLinrted 3 1.4

Did not Want to Work 7 9.5

Quit for Better Job 6 8.1

No Response 16 91.6

TGtals 74 100.1

general survey of hiring standards and employment activity. For example:

1) Low level of verbal aptitude; 2) Untidy appearance; 3) Past employment

record unstable; 4) Applicant too old for physical aspects of the job;

5) Personality problem (including alcoholic problems); 6) Applicant was

overqualified; 7) applicant requested too high-a salary; etc.

We asked the respondents to give their suggestions for improvement

of the Center's operations. Their views in this regard are presented in

Table XXVII.

Twenty-seven of the thirty employers we interviewed had experienced

steady or increasing employment over the last five years and the three

with decreasing employment were in the group that had not hired Kennedy

Center referrals (see Table XXVIII).
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'able EiVI1

Suggestions for Improvem2nts in thz Cperation of the JFE: Center

Suggestions 'Respondent s Su.'t estion

Firms that
Thrciagh 3 i1

No.

tired Firms that did not Hire

Thrcugh ..1FK

Uo.

gore Advertising and
Follou,-up to employerq 6 40.0 00 53.4

Better Screening and
Reference Checks 11 73.4 2 13.3

Better Counseling and
Retraining 3 20.0 6 40.0

Hail out more resumes
to Employers

h- ore Research on Demand

for Labor in Area

2

5

13.3

33.3

5

2

33.3

13.3

Send out more referrals 0 - 1 6.7

Get out of Charlestown 0 - 1* 6.7

Center is fine just the
way it is 1 6.7 0

Totals 28 186.7 25 166.7

Totals do not add to 1007 because some employers made more than one sug-
gestion.

* This was not from an employer in Chariestoun.
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Table::

Employment Trends Crvz Last Fi.ce Years

=plovment Trer.4 Num"zer of Est-21-lichis Reoorting
These that Hired
Through JFK
o.

Those that tad not hire
Thrcugh JFK
No.

Increasi-ng 10 56-7 7 56.7

Steady 33-3 5 33.3

Decreasing 0 3 10.0

Totals 15 100.0 100.0

EDst of the respondents reported that they had recently experienced

difficulty in filling job openings in all or certain occupational areas.

(See Table ZXIX) . In some of the firms maintenance work had been con-

tracted out because of labor shortages in this area. A majority stressed

the general tightness of the labor market and lack of available, qualified

workers (presumably at given wage rates).

Table rsix

Recent Difficulties Encountered in Filling Job Openings

Difficulty Encountered Firms that tared
Through JFK
No.

Firms that did Not Hire
Through MK
No.

YES

In all occupations 3 20.0 7 46.7

In Skilled only 3 20.0 2 13.3

In Semi-skilled only 1 6.7 2 13.3

In Unskilled only 2 13.3 1 6.7

In Professional and
Clerical only 5 33.3 1 6.7

1 6.7 2 13.3

Totals 15 100.0 15 100.0
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The respondezts irozre ,nsktA th?ir vizzs as to the rzrits of hiring

older workers in general, cutside ccntext of a tight labor m2rket

This issue had to be apprcached with considerable care site the

Crmmenzealth of V.assacilusetts has a fair emplegment statute prohibiting

discriminat-icn in employment en the basis of age.

Six of the thirty employers revealed no discriminatory attitudes

toward older workers and as one E.:uld expect, five of these were in the

group that had been willing to hire through the Center. Three of the six

firms preferred older workers for certain classes of ei...,1oyment. For

example, a girls' college had a preference for older maintenance men

since they were less likely to bother the students.

Other firms, however, expressed a number of reservations about hiring

older people. They cited such factors as inflexibility, frequency of

sickness, their generally lower educational attainment, and so on. Then,

from a company policy point of view there were such impediments to hiring

older workers as promotion from within policies, insurance and profit

sharing plans and a need for long term employees. In this regard one

employer felt that if he hired an older worker for a job it would require

that he take a lower wage than that earned on a previous job and he felt

that this would lead to poor morale and a dissatisfied employee.

It is apparent that in a majority of cases these firms would take on

older workers only reluctantly. The fact that some did despite this

reluctance can probably be traced primarily to the fact that almost all

the firms had experienced some difficulty in filling job openings because

of relatively tight labor market conditions. (See Table XXX).
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Table X.YA

UnP-ployment Rate in Eos ton SIZA During the Period of the J7E:Center
Contract and the Year Earlier Period (Unadjusted)

Unemployment Rate Airing
Period of Contract I!onth

Unemployment Rnte
Year 2arlier

4.7

4.1

4.4

3.4

3.3

3.4

3.4

3.9

3,9

3.9

3.4

3.6

4.1

3.8

1965

1966

iIarch

April

itay

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

January

February

!larch

April

Ray

June

Lean Rate

1964

1965

5.6

4.9

4.3

5.1

5.0

4.6

4.2

3.9

4.0

4.1

5.1

4.7

4.7

4.1

3.6

4.4

4.5
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F. CONCLUSIONS

Was the Kennedy Center's Older Worker Project a success? Tha answer

depends on the standards that are used in. caking the assessment. The

Center staff clearly feels that the project was successful and apparently

the Department of Labor does as well since the Center's older worker

contract was renewed for an eighteen month period. There were some

notable achievements but there were also some unattained goals.

The Center placed a substantial number of its applicants, 157 or

36.1 %, if only direct placements are counted (as I think they should be)

plus 104 indirect placements. The wages on the placement jobs, while in

general lower than the earnings of those who were employed prior to

applying at the Center, are not substantially out of line. It was inter-

esting that those who did best financially were the ones who left their

JFK jobs and moved on to other employment. Although the job after the

JFK placement had a higher wage it might be argued that the Center should

be given special credit because it introduced or reintroduced a worker

to the job market who then went on with his own efforts to continue to

improve his economic position.

Moreover, the Center should be credited with recruiting two very able

placement counselors. We never heard anything but complimentary comments

about Nary Francis and Angus Walker from both our worker and employer

respondents. These two were personally responsible for one of the

intangible but nonetheless significant accomplishments of the Project. A

large number of these older workers had either been out of the labor force

or employed on one job for many years. As a result when they were forced

into the labor market they faced the prospect of looking for a job with

anxiety and insecurity. According to many respondents Mrs. Francis and

Er. Walker performed a genuine service by reducing these anxieties and

bolstering their morale. This is reflected to some extent in Table XXXI.
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On the other hand, the Center 7.4as unable to achieve sc=e of its

original t:bjectives. The effsrt to develcp tn-the-job training slots was

virtually a fiaFte. MDTA train. »n3 programs were not exploited for a

number of reasons. And the atte.. pt to compare the placement activity of

the Center with that of the D.E.S. was a failure. Only ir this last case

can the blame be assigned with confidence. D.E.S. officials made it clear

that it would have been grossly unfair to compare the results of their

regular activities with those of the specialized Kennedy Center. Consequent-

ly the project was strangled within D.E.S.

But the most distressing aspect of the project in my view was the

apparent inability of the Center to implement substantively the multi-

service approach to the problems of older workers. Virtually no respondents

received any but placement services according to both our interviews and

the Kennedy Center's records.

What makes this more discouraging is that it was the multi-service

aspect of its approach to the problem that differentiated the Center from

the State Employment Service. Certainly the applicants at the Center were

in a more congenial atmosphere; they dealt with warmer-hearted, more

understanding and able placement counsellors than would have been the case

had they gone to the D.E.S. But these are differences in degree, not in

kind, and the Center was to be a new kind of agency.

Table XXXI

Respondents' Reaction to Treatment and Service Received at Kennedy Center

Reaction JFK-Placed
No.

Self-Placed
No.

Very favorable 16 23.6 6 11.5

Favorable 48 70.6 28 53.9

Unfavorable 4 5.9 16 30.8

No Data 0 2 3.8

Totals 68 100.1 52 100.0
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One final aspect of the environment should be mentioned again. The

employer data we collected indicated that the market was characterized

by labor shortages. 'Mile the Boston unemplofment rates may not seem

low when compared to those in Gary, Chicago, or Milwaukee -, it should be

recognized that the Boston rate has traditionally not been too volatile.

In late 1965 and 1966 it began what for Boston was a significant drop.

(Annual averages: 1962, 4.6%; 1963, 4.7%; 1964, 4.8%; 1965, 4.17; 1966,

3.6%).

This factor clearly affected the ability of the Center to rake place-

ments and some of the employers we interviewed were almost desperate for

help in certain occupations. The relatively low unemployment rate also may

have reduced the attractiveness of training, both formal on-the-job and

EDTA institutional. As one employer told a Kennedy Center staff man,

"Forget about the training, just send us the workers."

In summation, it seems to me that the notion of a multi-service

approach to the employment problems of older workers is a conceptually

attractive one. It is also the most significant aspect of the potential

contribution an agency such as the Kennedy Center can make to the solution

of such problems because the Center was apparently uniquely qualified in

this regard. It may simply be the case that a multi-service approach is

very difficult to administer. Consequently, with a staff forced to spend

its time establishing a new project in a new agency, and faced with

pressure to make placements, it was impossible to implement this approach

in the first sixteen months of the program. Iwould expect to find a

much more impressive record in this regard as the Center's current older

worker project proceeds.

* It is dangerous to make inter-area comparisons in any case.
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11. APPEOIX

1. Costs of the Older Worker Project

The following table presents the expenditures involved in the Boston

Older Worker Project. There are two possible ways to analyze these cost

data. First, if we are interested in the performance of the Kennedy

Center, we should isolate the costs incurred in their administration of

the Project. Second, for some purposes it may be useful to include all

costs incurred for the Project and include the ABCD expenditures.

Kennedy Center Expenditures

From the Kennedy Center's point of view, the Older Worker Project

began in March, 1965, and it could be argued that any assessment of its

operation should exclude expenditures made by the ABCD. Further, the

Center spent virtually all of its staff time in the last three months

of the Project on a self-assessment, and it is thus reasonable to reduce

the total expenditures by a factor to take account of this.

Thus, in the fifteen-month period from April 1, 1965 to June 30,

1966, twelve months were spent directly on placement activity. Eighty

percent (12/15) of the expenditures can be charged to placement, but there

were some direct costs associated with the self- assessment which should

also be excluded. These are the consultant's fees of $3,190 in personnel

expenses and the $600 printing expense for the final report. This leaves

personnel expenditures of $63,970.40 and other costs of $20,360.80 for a

total of $84,331.20. Eighty percent of this total is $67,464.96.

The expenditure per client for the total of 479 clients, (See Table

IV, p. 80, above) is then $141. Using the placement figure in that table

of 316, the cost per placement was $213.50. But this, it seems to me, is

an unrealistic placement figure since it includes indirect placements (see
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discussion on pages 79-80). The indirect placements were people who in

Trmly cases had only a casual or brushing contact with the Center. Eany

of the indirect placements (or self-placed in our classification) said they

had received absolutely no service from the Center.

Amore appropriate estimate of the placement activity would be direct

placements (see Table V, p. 81) of which there were 157. The cost per

placement using this figure is $430.

2. Q Plus KemedEJIngiM2411MAiS2DOUL

If an assessment is being made of the entire Boston Older Worker

Project rather than of the Kennedy Canter's performance, then it would be

appropriate to include the costs incurred by ABCD prior to the establish-

ment of the Kennedy Center. In my view, however, it still would be

incorrect to include the costs associated with the Center's self-assessment.

The total cost of the Project is then $85,422.40 ($67,464.96 4-$17,957.4),

resulting in the following average costs:

Cost per cliant $178

Cost per total placements $270

Cost per direct placement $594_
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3=penatures on Boston Older Uorker Project

9
"7 ri

-

I BudgetBudget
ABM

apinditures
I

i 'Kennedy

Center
Zxpenditures

Budget
Balance

:lazes $ 77,600.00 16,189.12 $ 57,429.93 $ 3,980.95

Fringe Benefits
1

7,760.00 620.76 6,540.47 598.77

!

Consultants 4,000.00 -.- 3,190.00 810.00

Total Personnel $ 89,360.00 $ 16,809.88 $ 67,160.40 $ 5,398.72 1

1

Other Expenses

1 1

Consumable Supplies 151.00 $ 151.30 $ 0.00 $ .30

Travel 2,300.00 239.55 1,436.32 624.13 f

!

Rent 8,000.00 458.25 9,532.50 1,990.75

7.elephone t 208.00 203.08 --- .08

idscellaneous - -- 90.38 - -- 90.38 I

2quipment Repairs --- _-_ 152.60 152.60

Books and Periodicals 100.00 ___ 16.20 83.80

Advertising 500.00 --.. 460.20 33.80

Accounting and Pay Toll 2,000.00 I
......

1 2.000.00 ___

Kennedy Center Admini-
stration 8,976.00 --- 1 6,062.98 2,913.02

O.J.T. Fund 17,500.00 - -- 700.00 16,800.00

Printing Final Report ___ ...... 600.00 600.00

Total tither Costs $ 39,735.00 $ 1,147.56 1$ 20,960.80 $17,626.64

TOTAL
1
$19,095.00 $ 17,957.44 $ 88,121.20 $2,016.36
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A. wilt CONTIACT

The contract for Project CROP' (Grcueh for Rural Older .1,7erkers),

no. 82-32-71, betEeen the labor Department al-Ache Bunc=he Courtty

Cczittee cn Aging, vas signed June 26, 1965. The Committee was cc posed

of several citizens those work was related to employment or other

problers of older people, or tho were active in community affairs in a

broader context. The Cor-littee chairman, a physician, assumed direction

than the contract was being negotiated and continued to give the

Project an enormous amount of time throughout its operation.

As an experimental and demonstration program, the project attempted

to

...serve a minimum of 300 individuals living in the rural

area of Buncombe and Yadison counties vho are 50 years of

age or older, and are either unezployed or underemployed.

Of this 300 to be served, in degrees varying with their

needs, an estiviPted 100 persons will be selected for re-

ferral to institutional or on -tie -job training progrars

under Manpower Development and Training Act. Other eN-

perimental and demonstration features of this project are:

A. To experiment with and demonstrate that vocational

counseling techniques and supportive services can

increase the success c t training and vocational

adjustment of the geographically isolated older

rural worker.
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B. To explore the special techniques, in involving

cooperative efforts of community agencies needed for

the successful identification, motivation, 4-rainirg,

and vocational adjustment of older rural corker's.

C. To determine the kind of job opportunities that can

be created in a do-l.nately rural community for the local

rural older 'worker.

D. To explore the jobs -chich can be obtaiaed locally for

which there will be an increased demand and rhich gives

full recognition to the special qualificaticns of the

mountain resident.

B. To determine the effects of using the services and facilities

of a prosperous urban community to lift up economically

the surrounding rural areas.

F. To determine how efforts on behalf of rural older

-corkers can be coordinated with and not competitive to

efforts on behalf of Appalachian young workers.

G. To develop criteria that can be used in predicting

and determining whether a rural Southern Appalachian area

can be expected to respond successfully to the re-

development of the A.A., ?DTA, community action, and

simi' liar programs.

1 Project GRO5, Second Di-Monthly Report, December 11, 1965-

Februray 11, 1966, pp. 1-2.
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Another feature of this project V= the inclusien in the c12,ntract of

participation by the Enpl,ey=ent Security Co=ission. ErTioycent

interviewer and an Erploy=ent Counsel o3- vere to be attached to the

project staff to do the employ-Pnt coinseling, aptitude testing,

referral to trairil-g, follow -up on training, job develop=ent, and

placerent.

For various reasons, the goals outlined above were only partially

realized.

B. rim AREA- GEOGRAtiti.0 A2rD DMOGRAEHIC CHAIIACTICS

An important factor in the plannipg of the project was the relation

of the rural areas to Asheville, a city of 60,G00. The contract stated

that it was desirable "to determine the effects of using the services

and facilities of a prosperous urban co unity to lift up economically

the surrounding rural areas." Ecroever, zrach of the target area is

remote and virtually inaccesible to the Asheville area. Many of the

residents live on isolated, unpaved mountain roads and are entirely

dependent on others for their transportation. The type of countryside

and the state of public transportation render "miles" an inadequate

measure of distance. The presence and relative accessibility of Asheville

within Buncombe County has undoubtedly affected employment and income

opportunities there; the e:ztent becomes clear in a comparison with the

predominantly rural, agriculturally-oriented Madison County.
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Ebile the two counties are geographically quite similar - mountainous,

with remok...t, i'v.tated section - tnere are ii.:portant differences in their

anr! dographic characteristics. In 1960, the population of

Eattirc"-. 134:tv 17,S17; -t of Buncombe County, 139,074, most half

of whi,;:_ acc:zurted fox by tae city of Asheville. The civilian labor

force in Buncombe ----Ltv at the same time was estirared to be approximately

39 percent of the population, while that of Madison. County was asocut 31

percent. The lower labor force participation rate in Fladison County

appears to be the result of a cozbination of such factors as the scarcity

of the non-agricultural erployvent opportunities, available near Asheville,

the lack of transportation, and the isolation of parts of the county from

the Asheville area. The redian Primal money income in Madison County in

1960 was $2,007 - less than half the Buncombe County redian of $4,419.

While the employment situation in both counties Iv-proved between 1962 and

1966, in Buncombe County the improvement was considerably greater. During

this period unemployment in Buncombe County dropped from 5.5 percent to

3.0 percent and in Madison County from 9.9 percent to 7.5 percent. Work

force, total employment, and nonagricultural employment all expanded to a

greater extent in Buncombe than in Madison County. Table 1 shows that in

Buncombe County the work force increased 17.4 percent between 1962

and 1966 Can average annual increase of 3.3 percent) but the increase

in the work force in 1iadison County was limited to 6.5 percent (an

annual rate of 1.0 percent). From 1962 through 1966 employment increased

20.6 percent in Buncombe County (an annual rate of 3.8 percent)
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and only 9.3 per cent (an annual rate of 1.c.; per cent) in Madison Couaty.

These figures disguise thc; seasonal variaticv co=zon to both counties.

The work force and total employment arc at a maxivIrn in the sam=er

months, Jeclimi-, through the re=ainder of the year and reaching a

trough in December-January. In February-March employment soings up and

the work force peaks again in the su==er months. Reasons commonly used

to explain this seasonal variation in employ=ent are the nature of

agricultural employment and the magnitude of the tourist industry of

the area.

Table 1. Labor force, employment, and unemplovrnt in
Bunco be and Madison Counties, 1962-7966.

year

tabor force

Total Employ-
ment

ion -agricultural

Employment

Unemployme t

gate of Unem-
ployment

4adison County
Total per-
centage chug.

Average
annual rate

1942 19(.3 1964 1965 1966 1962-66 of increase

4,405 4,670 4,565 4 ;475 4,690 6.46% 7.0%

3,970

1,635

4,220

1,725

4,110

1,615

4,129

1,625

4,340

1,7C0

0 -215

c. tsPW
VoUtlfp

1.C%

1.7%

'25 450 455 350 350

9.9% 9.6% 10.0% 7.C% 7.57:
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b1e 1. (conit,.)

r.

Emnco=be County
Total per-
centage chng.

Average
annual rate

Year 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1962-66 of increase

Labor force 53,730 56,1 35 53,275 60,320 63,066 17.37% 3.3%

Total Employ-
r.ent 50,750 53,300 55,610 58,100 61,200 20.59% 3.137.

Non-agricultural
Employment 42,575 43,970 45,880 48,560 51,837 21.75% 4.0%

Unemployment 2,980 2,835 2,665 2,220 1,866

Rate of Unem-
ployment 5.59, 5.07 4.6% 3.7% 3.7%

Source: Employment Security Carmission of North Carolina

In both counties increases in the non-agricultural sector were

important in explaining the decrease in unemployment. Non-agricultural

employment increased more rapidly than total employment in Buncombe

County, probably due in great part to expanding opportunities in Asheville.

Comparing 1966 with 1962, non-agricultural
employment was up 21.8 per

cent (an annual rate of 4.0 per cent), while total employment expanded

20.6 per cent. In Madison County, however, the increase in non-

agricultural employment lagged behind the increase in total employment.

Again comparing 1962 vith 1966, non-agricultural employment rose 8.9

per cent (an annual rate of 1.7 per cent), whereas total employment

increased 9.3 per cent. While in Buncombe County non-agricultural
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employment as a percentage of total employment increased slightly between

1952 and 1966 (from 83.8 per cent of total employment to 64.7 per cent),

the percentage in Madison County actually dropped: from 41.2 per cent

in 1962 to 41.0 per cent in 1966. It is uprth noting that non-agricultural

employment has accounted for more than 4/5 of the employment in Buncombe

County, and just over 2/5 in 'Madison County.

Education is another factor uhich helps to explain the lower

figures for Madison County. The median number of years of school

completed in the 13nited States is 10.6. In North Carolina the median

is 9.5; for Buncombe County the median is 10.4 years, but for Madison

County it is only 7.7.2

A large proportion of Buncombe County high school graduates continue

their education and thus postpone entry into the labor force. Table

2 shows the post-high school status of the graduates. In Buncombe

County 55.8 per cent of those graduated plan to continue their education,

all others being available to enter the labor force3 or military service.

But in Madison County the proportion of high school graduates continuing

their education is only 40.5 per cent. As long as this pattern persists

the educational attainment of the labor force in Madison County will

remain below that of the state in general. The implications for employ-

ment prospects are obvious.

2
Bureau of the Census, County and City Data Book, 1962.

3
The potential number of high school graduates available to enter

the labor force and the actual number entering will not coincide, as

some females will not enter the labor force because of household

responsibilities.
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Table 2. Numbers of high school graduates and their post-
high school status, recent years.

Continuing Entering Available
education military for the

service labor force
Year Total no. /rer cent no. /per cent no. /per cent

Buncombe County

1963 1,274 753 597 52 47, 469 377,

1964 1,490 329 56% 75 5% 586 3970

1965 2,013 1,063 537 74 470 375 447,
1966 1,936 1,103 57% 75 470 75C 3970

Madison County

1963 197 71 '44=7
-.1.$10 19 10% 107 547,

1964 194 :1
g.,..,

.2
457, 9 5% 92 507

1965 185 65 3570 6 3% 114 62%
1966 199 91 46% 6 37, 102 517,

Source: Employaent Security Commission of Eorth Carolina.

As Table 1 indicates, the recent unemployment race in Madison

County is more than twice the rate in Buncombe County. In view of the

seasonal nature of some employment and the more prosperous situation in

Buncombe County, one might hypothesize that the unemployed in Madison

County could be partly absorbed, at least in the peak seasons, into the

work force of Buncombe County. However, our data on unemployment and

the remarks of persons familiar ulth the local labor market suggest

that such an absorption of the unemployed Madison County worker is

unlikely.
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C. ME TARGET GROUP

General Considerations

The sponsoring committee azd the staff anticipated some of the

special qualities of their clients prior to the beginning of the re-

cruitment. Based on opinions of persons who had previously -corked with

low-income mountain families, the committee hypothesized that

A major number of those to whom we should

like to appeal will be reticent, hard to

communicate with initially, reluctant to

acklowledge their need of special services

we wish to offer, ate in some cases hostile

or at least indifferent to approach. ...These

are true mountain people, with all their

prejudices, pride, suspicion, and love of

the land intact, and in some instances ui th

an unyielding belief that the mores of the

past generations have firmly established

the direction and the limits nithin which

the present and even the future generations

may and should move.4

In searching for project staff, the Committee assumed that these

characteristics required special understanding. They sought counselors

First Periodic Report of the Buncombe County Committee on Acing,

September 9, 1965, p. 3.
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from the area, with background that would enable them to gain the con-

fidence of persons ullo were not expected to take kindly to counselling;

who might "indignantly refuse tettitg and only grudeingli, particir,ate"

in the program. Counseling sessions were not expected to be the usual

interviews; instead,

The terrain, the i=obility which they have

adopted as a way of life, physical impairments,

reluctance to leave the homestead -- these and

perhaps more compelling reasons may arise, raking

it necessary to perform most of our counseling

efforts on ridge-top farmhouse porches and other

unlikely sites.5

Actual experience of the counselors bore out some of these fears.

Discouraging results of attempts to inte%est sub-marginal farmers in

training for alternative employment sometimes led to the conclusion

that there appeared to be little desire to improve circumstances.

These feu seem to be satisfied to live in their

"shacks," contented with the income of a small

tobacco allotment, and use the remainder of their

time hunting, fi&aing, and visiting neighbors. It

does not seem to bother them not to have transporta-

tion or money. Theypreserve beans, tomatoes, and

5
Ibid., p. 3. This was precisely where they took place.
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other garden vegetables, alorg trith the

blackberries that gre- the area. Quite

often they raise cows, pigs, and chickens

for their own lice use.,.

Getting the older people to come into the project office was in

itself a major problem. Working from names supplied by the Laidi.;on

County Welfare Department , contacts were zade and interviews scheduled.

Frequently, appointments were not kept and follow-up by the social work

counselors elicited numerous reasons: too busy, prospect of employment

in the near future, conflicts -with wort at home, sidkness, changed their

minds. Unexpressed reasons, the counselors noted, were probably lack

of confidence, fear of involvement, unsuitable clothing, fear that the

project was a "hand-out." Additional names were drawn from ES records,

but the problem of getting the unemployed to appear for interviews

was just as pronounced. leads on still ot-.er eligible persons were

given by neighbors, relatives, community storekeepers, school principles,

and ministers. At one point early in the project a social counselor Who

was well known in the area was hired to work on the project, and this

served to encourage some older persons to appear on their on initiative.

6 Project GROW, Second Bimonthly Report, December 13, 1965 -

February 11, 1966, p. 4.
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Specific Characteristics

Despite the difficulties encountered, a substantial numer

of people were interviewed during the first ten tenths of the contract.

Records were kept which indicate that 215 persons were contacted by

July 1, 1966. Recruit_l`r.-.ent was delayed for certain periods during this

time because of uncertainty over extension of the contract beyond

September 29, 1965, and the fear that the project would be unable to

continue. When an extension -was granted, the project workers concentrated

on recruiting, but kept no records, so the total number contacted is

unknown. It seers clear that the target of 360 people could have been

contacted and interviewed, given adequate staffing and assurance that

retraining would actually be forthcoming.

Certain characteristics of these older persons should be

noted. AL-,:ost two-thirds of the people contacted initially were

women (130 out of 214); their mean age was 56.0. The men were a some-

what older group, with a wean age of 59.2. The educational level was

low: wean years of education for both sexes was 6.8. For females,

mean level of education was 7.1 years; for males, 6.3 years.

Less than 40 per cent of all those contacted were employed:

forty-eight out of eighty-three men were employed; of the remainder,

twenty-four were not in the labor force, primarily because of age or

disability. Ninety per cent of those who were employed gave their

occupation as farmer. This usually meant farming a small tobacco

allotment, and perhaps some tomatoes and vegetables. The mean earn-

ings of the males who reported earnings were $1,050 per year.
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Only 28 of the 131 females mere employed (21.4 rer cent).

Vest of the re,-Riming group were not in the labor force, since they

either listed their primary occupation as housewife or had not vorked

for a number of years. the inform aticn on income for females was far

too sketchy to permit estimates.

D. TRAINI.NG, COUNSELING .A.ND PLACE-2NT

In accordance with the contract, the projest- aired to provide

counseling and job training to workers over 50, and also to determine

the kinds of jobs that can be created in a rural co=unity for older

workers.

From the group of 215 persons initially contacted, and the sub-

sequent group on whom no records were kept, thirteen -women went into

cooking class and nineteen women took seeing, two evenings a week for

twenty meeks.
7

Strictly speaking, these cooking and sewing trainees

were the only ones receiving training under Project GRCU, and even these

classes were not job-oriented, as the subsequent discussiun indicates.

In order to evaluate the effects of the training carried on by

Project GROW, was necessary to wait until at least six weeks had

elapsed after the completion of the job training. Interviews were

scheduled with as many trainees as possible among those who were

7 The total number attending these classes was larger, but not

all students were Project GROW clients.
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n7.ployed and those who were nnlcyed. 'lieu of the people who had

received on-the-job craiTviTlg or direct placement in jobs were also

interviewed. Bali: a dczea:men who had been referred to training classes

in the building of tomato trellisies were not interviewed, since these

men were either still in training or had just completed the course.

To supplement this information, interviews were also scheduled with

some persons whom Project GRCU had recruited for adult education classes.

These interviews Include some persons who had gone into cook iTT and

sewing classes after adult education, as well as some who had not. The

project director made arrangements with the project workers to have the

three interviewers Introduced to the clients. Interviewers were dependent

on project personnel for the selection and number of clients to be

interviewed.

1. Training and Job Placement

Three institutional training classes, which each ran for twenty

weeks, were begun in the latter part of September and early October, 1966:

sewing in Marshall and Mars Bill, and a cooking class in Marshall. Four

basic education classes of ten weeks each were begun in May, 1966, in

Ebbs Chapel, Mars Bill, Hot Springs, and Marshall. Anew set, in which

there are of course no Project GROW clients, although many of the same

People are finding their own transportation and attending, began in

April, 1967.

The Project recruited students for these classes, and provided

transportation. No payments of any sort were made to the trainees.
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Sc=e Project GROIT clients were referred to classes in the

building of tcmato trellises (one in Marshall and one in Hot Springs)

74+ich began in February, 1967, to rim for six weeks. These trainees did

receive allc-zances under the I1DTA.

Thirty-one women and one an were interviewed. Information

relating to employment status, education, and income is summarized

Tables 4 and 5. The preponderance of women is attributable to the nature

of the courses offered. The interviewees came mostly from the cooking

and sewing classes, which were the only trainipg classes initiated by

Project CROW; the lone male was attending an adult education class.

Most of the residents of Marshall were contacted in their homes, which

gave us an opportunity to form an opinion of their standard of living.

Five were interviewed while they were attending an adult education class.

Those who had attended classes in Mars Hill met us in the Mars Hill

Co7;77mnity Center. The clients' cooperation was good in all cases. We

were introduced by the project workers, with whom the interviewees were

very much at home, and this factor probably contributed to their will-

ingness to answer Questions.

The average age of the respondents was 52.8, compared with a higher

mean age, 57.3 years, for the original group. This difference is

probably attributable to the fact that with one exception those inter-

viewed were women -- the average age for women in the original group was

younger by more than three years than that of the males. It also

indicates that the older group was not reached by the training program.
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The educational level was higher for the intervie-zed group than for

those initially contacted -- the mean level was 7.4 years as ci,-pared

with a gaAn of 6.8 for both men and women in the larger sample. The

average educational level for fPrPleS as 7.6 years in the interviewed

group; slightly higher than the 7.1 years of the original contacts.

There was a wide variation in educational level: from two years of

schooling (one) to one year of college (one).

intervieweesOriginal contacts

Mean age 57.3 52.8

'Mean years -.1 Education 6.8 7.4

Employment Status - Total
Employed 77 (35.8%) 20 (62.5%)

Unemployed 138 (64.2%) 12 (37.5%)

Employment Status - females
Employed 28 (21.42) 20 (64.52)

Unemployed 103 (78.6%) 11 (35.5%)

Although the income figures are not impeccable -- in some

cases the clients were reluctant to disclose their incomes; we occasionally

had difficulty in ascertaining the combined family income; and in other

cases income was clearly understated -- there was obviously a vide range

of income among the interviewees. One woman-was earning over S100.00 a

week, while others were receiving mini um social security or welfare chechs.8

'Unfortunately, it is impossible to compare the income figures of

the interviewees with those of the initial contacts, as the latter frequently

reported an hourly wage with no indication of hours worked based on Project

worker reports. Nor are there figures for amounts of Public Assistance

or Social Security benefits. Furthermore, it would seem misleading to

compare a group whose reported earnings come almost entirely from males

with one which is 96.9% female. Nor is it possible to make statistical

comparison of earnings and employment before and after training. As

will become clear, no precise "before and after" distinction can be made.
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Table 4. Educational level and em:ployr.ent status of inter-

vie::ees in Project GR,OU.*

Years of
Education Wumber

Emplopment Status

Employed Unemp. or not in lab. force

Eumbor Percent !number Percent

1-4 7 2 28.6Z 5 71.4%

5-8 13 9 69.27. 4 30.8%

9-12 11 8 79.7% 3 27.37

over 12 1 1 100.070 0 -

20 62.52 12 37.570

Includes thirty -one females and one male.

Source: interview data.

Table 5. Net weekly earnings of employed individuals and com-

bined family earnings of interviewees in Project CRON.

Weekly Earnings Number of Individuals

Combined
Family Earnings

less than $25.00 5 2

$25.00 to $34.99 6 0

$35.00 to $49.99 6 1

$50.00 to $74.99 4 1

$75.00 to $99.99 0 7

$100.00to $124.99 1 5

$125.00 and over 0 1

Includes property income in a feu cases.

**
Individual respondents sometimes stated their own personal earnings

but were reluctant or uncertain about family earnings.

***
Incomes are believed understated because of inaccurate estimates of

hours worked and a reluctance to give full income information.

Source: interview data.
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At the time of the interviews, twenty (62.5 per cent) of

the thirty -two were employed, mostly as baby-sitters, cooks, waitresses,

or claning women. This virtually reverses the employment figures for

the larger group, only 35.8 per cent of whom were employed. Of the

twenty who were employed, fourteen had begun their employment before

the project began, and continued to be employed either with the same

employer (in one case for twenty years) or In the same type of work.

The project was instrumental in one form or another In assisting eight

women with jobs (25 per cent of those interviewed), but two of these

women were no longer working when they were interviewed (Table 6).

The part actually played by the project in the employment of these

eight people should be clarified:

1) Pour women were given on-the-job training at the Alpine

Court and Restaurant in Hot Springs, N. C. Of these four, two had

worked there before and were promoted as a result of their training;

another had worked there without pay to help her sister, who was

supporting her, and was placed on the payroll after the training.

2) One woman, who had called the project and asked for work,

was able with the project's help to find two short-term jobs as

housekeeper and companion. These jobs have since terminated.

3) One woman, who received an income from her rooming house

and farm, and had worked in a cafe before, was employed as a waitress

by the husband of one of the project workers. She also attended the

sewing class.
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4) One woman attended the cooking class, and subsequently

found -work in a school as a cook, which was probably the result of her

training. However, she does not plan to continue, since she feels

the work is too difficult and she is getting too old.

5) One woman who attended the sewing class was employed by

the project as a receptionist, but was released in the fall of 1966

when it ESS thought that the prcject was coming to a close. Since that

time she has been unemployed.

Ten of the thirty-two interviewed were unemployed or not in

the labor force. Since it is almost impossible to distinguish between

those unemployed and those not in the labor force, these two groups

are treated as one in this summary. Two persons were disabled; one

felt her home responsibilities precluded her seeking a job; the rellnining

seven expressed an interest in corking,, but they attached so many con-

ditions or were so restricted by factors such as the lack of trans-

portatizin, that it would be misleading to conclude that they were

actively looking for a job. Some of these people, the interviewers

felt, replied that they were locking for a job and would accept one

if offered because they thought this response was expected of them.

Of the entire 32, only one had registered with the employment service.

Various reasons were given for this, but the basic reasons seemed to

be both a lack of confidence in this as a possibility, or a lack of

real interest in finding a job.
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Table 6. Relation

Employment Status

of employment status and type of

provided persons in Project MGR.

training

Number
Job-related

Type of
Training Number

themployed Adult Education only 6

Ad.Ed. 4- Institutional Ting. 3

Institutional Training only 1*

Employed pre- Adult Education only Bone

project Ad.Ed. + Institutional. Trng. 5 1

Institutional Training only -9 3

Employed Tarough Adult Education only None

project Institutional Training only 3 1

On-the-job training only 3

Ad.Ed.÷ On-the-job trng. 1

Placement 1

Totals 32 5

Income from hisband's estate far above project maximum.

Source: interview data.

Au examination of the types of training received by these

people casts a light on the sorts of people reached by the project.

1) Of the fourteen already employed at the onset of the

project, all fourteen took one or the other or both of the institutional

training classes. Five attended an adult education class as well.

2) In only four instances was it conceivable that the

institutional training courses could have been beneficial (or even

related) to their jobs. (Three cooks attended cooking class, one woman

who nakes alterations at a cleaner's and dislikes her job, took the

sewing course.)
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3) Three of the eight eployed through the project received

some institutional training; in only one case was this training job-

related.

4) Nine of the ten unemployed had taken adult education

classes. The one rzho did not, did not in any ::may fall within the limits

of the project. Her husband had died recently, and her income from

assets held was far above the range specified by the project. She took

both institutional training classes. Three of these also attended

an institutional training course.

On- the -job training and job placemeLt must both be considered

very unsuccessful - the OJT so unsuccessful that as of Septemb.;:.1, 1966,

no further contracts were sought.

The Project was given a budget of $25,000 to

train an estirlPted 50 clients in local establishments

under OJT contracts. The Project Plan states that the

average cost per trainee will be no more than $500 and

the average cost per week for each trainee would be

not more than $20. It also states that the contracts

must be approved by a representative of th.: Department

of Labor.

After much persuasion the Employment of Job

Developer and the Project Negotiator were able mc,

write a limited number OJT contracts with employers

in the area. This was not an easy task. The employer
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preferred the ycunger exparienced Inorker and he uas

skeptical of getting mixPd up in a govern=ent contract.

A total of nine clients were placed on OJTcrn-

tracts (twelve contracts -scare negotiated, but three

were not ph :zed). Two of these were placed during

this report period. These tuo have been refused

approval by the representative of the Department

of tabor. The first seven OJT contracts were

approved as a courtesy and according to present

guidelines it will not be possible to negotiate

further OJT contracts. The guidelines are rade for

an industrial area and do not fit the jobs or the

clients in the target area of the Project.
9

By September 1, 1966, four more placements had been made, but only

two of the thirteen were still working. The explanation for failures

to continue working are revealing:

Two clients walked off the job -- one after

one-half day. Five of them could not do the

work and were dismissed. One client could not

accept a repri-mnnd from the foreman and quit.

One client was dismissed for apparently no good

9 Project GROW, Fifth Periodic Report, July 1, 1966-August 31,

1966, pp, 9-10.



reason. Eml,loyer said his cork was satisfactory,

but someone else had ode an offer for the job...One

client became intoxicated and ams put in jell. Alter

his release he disappeared, although his employer

would have taken him back.
10
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In reporting on score of the earlier interviews, the employment counselor

noted that the older rural person's concept of ::ages, of what is ex-

pected of a worker, or what he rust do to become a wage earne;:,

presented a great barrier to employrent.

The vast majority of these clients have been is-

olated from virtually all contact with all but

their awn small co unities, coves, or creeks

except for an occasional visit to the county seat,

"Marshall, a rural town of 926. Rot many of them

core into close contact with anyone who is gain-

fully employed on a fulltime basis...11

Again it is clear that the expectation of job training and place-

ment without some preliminary attention to preparation for work was an

unrealistic one. It may be that even if administrative problems had

10 Ibid., p. 11.

11
Project GROW, Fourth Periodic Report, Nay 1, 1966-June 30,

1966, pp. 12-13.
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had rot delayed jcb tr.aitihaz, an actual training pro2,ra= -.would have

faced serious difficnities because of the factors cited by the

e-Tloyment counselor.

The problem vas not entirely that of the clients, however.

There are a very limited number of job opportunities in the area.

IHAirinE0Aison County there are only three firm of any size and one

of these, an electronics plant, requires highly skilled ei-13loyees.

The other two ezploy Toorkers associated ulth textile mill

operations; most of these jobs can be learned on the job, but the

learning period is sometimes an extended one. One of the textile

firms objected to hiring Project GROW clients because they had been

trained on manual sewing machines, while the firm used electric

models. tomato-packing firm provided some jobs, but only of

temporary nattme. Another textile firm closed dom shortly after a

few placements were made.

Most of the clients seemed to accept with equanimity the

fact that the area offered so feu possibilities for employment.

9. Counseling

The figures on counseling and referrals to other agencies

are difficult to summarize. When the project was initiated, offices

were located in Marshall, Worth Carolina, and in that rural area the

counselors interviewed more than 200 men and women in preparation for

job training. But due to delays in getting training underway, the
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project did not follca up ruost of these rersons; eventually, project

headquarters were moved to Asheville.

It is evident that older persons in the area headed guidance

in order to find existing sources of support. The usual problems

of communication are magnified in rural mountain sections, There

transportation is poor, educational levels extremely low, and general

knowledge of community facilities practically non-existent. Soma

examples of the services provided in the course of interviewing

counseling are:

Referral to united Social Services for tee porary

financial help (subsequently, coz'Dselor got the

family a food basket from local church); Referrals

ei
to united Social Service for marl counsel;

Carolina Commission for the Blind. Madison County residents were

charged $11.00 each; these fees -were paid in suns of one, two, or

three dollars at a time.

the remainder of the fee being paid by the Lion's Club and the North

12
Any Buncombe County resident obtained his glasses for $1.00,

Transportation to and from physicians;

Arrangements for 79 persons to be fitted with

glasses;
12

twelve of these had to have further

treatment for eye trouble;

Advice on how to establish official birth date;

and
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Encouragement to cutter' casic education classes.

Some examples of the kinds of cdvice-service roles played

by the counselors illustrate the complex: nature of the job. A

woman enrolled in a Lasic education course was in desperate reed of

food and clothing, but did not 3-72-rw where to turn for help. ITe

counselor contacted the welfare agency, then transported the woman

back and forth until she was taken over by that agency. Another

woman with invalid parents wanted to learn a home craft that would

supplement her low income. She vas given transportation to the

workshop of a man skilled in raking chair bottoms, where a training

class of ores launched. A. woman had borrowed money to pay her

husband's hospital bill without knowing that there were public funds

for hardship cases. After mauy trips and phone calls by the counselor,

the can was reimbursed.

Enployment counseling of sorts was also offered. This was

one of the least successful aspects of the project. One group

interested in a potential training class in sewing received group

counseling and was given a test battery. The IPAT Cultural Fair

Tests were given in conjunction with parts 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, and

12 of the General Aptitude Test Battery. On the whole, the group had

difficulty following directions. The general functional educational

level was low; scores and test record cards are on file. Several

persons were given the Orthro-Rater Test and the Gray Oral Reading

Test. An interview with each person followed the testing.
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?ore recently, the e=ploy=ent counselor conferred with

gibers of the Basic Education Division, Asheville-Buncc=12e Tsn-bnical

Institute, regarding the retropolitan Achievent Test, Advanced

Battery, that Iras scheduled to be given to potential trainees. In

the counselor's opinion, the Advanced Battery was far above the

general functional level of the group to be tested.

Be felt that the client group would do very poorly

and become so discouraged about the test that

they would loose all interest in the Project. Be

was supported in his opinion by ...(the) Madison

County School Superintendent. An agreement was

reached that the Intermediate Battery would also

be given. The Counselor prepared tuo lists to

show the clients below and above the 4.0 level as

determined by the Gray Oral Reading Test in order

that the two different test batteries could be

administered. All of this was to no avail and

the Advanced Battery was attempted and failed.
13

E. EVALUATION

The plan for Project GROW, called for the cooperation of three

local groups: Asheville-Buncombe Technical Institute to provide

1 3Project GROW', Fourth Periodic Report, May 1, 1966-June 30, 1966,

pp. 12-13.
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teachers for institutional training classes; Project CRC officials

to recruit the rural older workers and provide the transportation which

would enable the to attend these classes; and the E=ploynent Security

Cession to help place the people once they had been trained, or

alternatively, to arrange on-the-job training. las arrangement only

partly materialized, and then only after many delays.

The long process of initiating a program for counseling and

training older workers in the Asheville area began in the "National

Council on the Aging at least a year before the contract actually-was

drawn up. Between the tine the contract was signed and the beginning

of institutional training, another eighteen months elapsed. The two-

and-a-half years of effort on the part of a number of people -- initially,

staff and board members of NCOA., plus representatives of GMAT, joined

later by members of the Buncothe County Covridttee on Aging, various

employees of the state goveLitaent, andthe staff of Project GRO3 --

Indicates the extent of our awareness of the problem confronting older

rural workers. The status of the training phase of the project in-

dicates our limited ability to find solutions.

'Within the complicated network of federal, state, and local

agencies, an attempt was made by (1) a local committee, advised by

(2) a national voluntary association, to serve the employment needs

of a particularly low-income group, using (3) federal funds which

either (4) came through state agencies, or required some form of
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approval at the state level in girder to be uzilized. Thus, in addition

to the local cc=mittees ants agencies involvg!d, the project operated

in conjunctinn with the apley=ent .St.urity Cormission, the bureau

of Apprenticeship Training, and the state's Division of Cormanity

Colleges. There were delays in getting approval and the necessary

support from these agencies, and there were further delays in funding

by OnT.

The scheduling of activities of the project was repeatedly halted

because of these delays; recruitment of persons for counseling and

training was started and then stopped more than once during the project.

Understandably, the postpone=ents were demoralizing to the older persons

who thought they 1-:ere being recruited for job training. Initially,

the contract was signed but the local Committee had to borrow money in

order to start the project, as no funds were irrediately forthcoming.

Later, funds for basic education were exhausted and these courses were

delayed. Once institutional training began in two small classes, the

contract period was almost over and it looked as if administrative

funds for completing the program would not be available.

Institutional training in cooking and sewing was finally launched

when the local school superintendent furnished the raterials to be used,

Asheville-Buncombe Technical Institute agreed to provide the training,
14

14
All the classes provided by the Asheville-Buncombe Technical

Institute were open to anyone, and frequently Project GROW clients

made up only a percentage of the students. The only difference between

them (other than age) seems to have been that Project GROW provided

transportation for their clients (an aid of no little value, however) .
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and OMPER extended the project's contract covering the adrinistrative

costs of the program. However, ccmplete ccoperation never did result.

In the first place, the target group itself was the subject of

some disagreent.
15

The orit.nal plan of the Buncombe County Committee

on Aging and tae Employment Security Commission called for retraining

the elderly in the Asheville-Buncombe County area only. The Co Otp ttee

believed that they were the people who would be capable of absorbing

training, and who could probably find employment once the training was

completed. Employment Security officials believed that outside Buncombe

County there were too feu jobs in which trainees could be placed, and

that the lack of transportation would be a severe hinderance. Eicre-

over, they did not believe that residents of Madison County would be

willing to leave their homes to find jobs. The Committee and the

Employment Security Commission wanted to direct their efforts toward

helping those persons who would benefit from the training (i.e.,

those who would be able to find employment) wine they were young

enough to be helped; they did not feel they should waste their resources

on what they considered a lost cause.

These views were shared by officials of Asheville-Buncombe

Technical Institute,16who thought that the lack of transportation and

15
The ensuing account is based on interviews with officials at

the Employment Security Commission and Asheville-Buncombe Technical

Institute.

16Asheville-Buncombe Technical Institute serves a ten county area,

and is obligated to provide teachers for any course (not solely technical

education) with an enrollment of 12-15 students, of any age.
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the lack of industrial discipline meant that trainees would not be able

to work in the Asheville area. As there were so few job opportunities

in 'Madison County, it would be best to provide the unemployment in that

area with skills they could utilize at home, such as crafts. There was

the additional diffuculty of conducting classes for students on quite

different levels -- those who had just finished school, and those who

had been out for some time. They believed the older student, unable

to keep up, would tend to become discouraged and drop out. The

Asheville-Buncombe Technical Institute official suggested the possibility

of setting up a cooperative, pointing out that such efforts had been

7
successful in the past.

However, the head of Project GROW at this time (the second of

three directors) disagreed with the officials of both the Asheville-

Buncombe Technical Institute and the Employment Security Commission.

Her idea was to go into the mountains -- the more remote the area, the

better -- to recruit people for retraining, since these were obviously

the people who needed help most. Although Employment Security officials

stated their preference for focusinSattention on the area which was

accessible to Asheville, the director of Project GROW nevertheless

1 7The suggestion was first, to offer instruction at some central

point; then the trainees would either continue working there, or

work at home and have a co-op truck deliver materials and pick up

the finished product. The ABT official believed that there was a

demand for crafts sufficient to provide an income for the workers.

Be pointed out that the market is presently flooded with souvenirs and

such articles that have been made in Japan.
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structured the program in accordance with her ideas of where the greatest

need lay. This basic conflict over the direction of the project

apparently became very strong, and greatly hindered cooperation between

the Employment Security Commission and Project GROW officials. Accord-

ing to Employment Security officials, the director of Project GROW,

afraid that money would be used along the lines proposed by the Employment

Security Cormission, attempted to keep any project funds from being

transferred through Employment Security. This seems to have eliminated

any chance which might have remained for cooperation betwetn the two

agencies. Personal animosities developed, and once Project GROW began

to concentrate on the more isolated, rural persons, the Employment Sect.-city

Co ssion offered little help in making placements. The position a

the Employment Security Commission was that their efforts -ziould surely

fail, since the clients would be able to reach the Asheville area to

accept employment or on-the-job training, even if jobs were made available.

There is little doubt that the Employment Security officials were

correct in their assessment of the employment possibilities. There are

very few job opportunities in Madison County, and the client's lack

of transportation restri '-ts their ability to seek these local jobs, to

say nothing of those in the Asheville area. Many of the older persons

live miles from any town. It seems unrealistic to expect the elderly

to leave their homes to find work after retraining, although many would

glad to learn skills which could be practiced in their homes or in

the area. Several people suggested that they would be interested in

learning some sort of craft; and the idea of a home nursing course was

very popular.
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Eri=t'lless, the viewvoint of the second project director was

c:psiderably closer to that set out in the contract, which states that

the project was to be directed at the "training and vocational adjus WM^

cf the geographically isolated older rural -corker," with job opportunities

te ebt iced or crcatcd in a dominantly rural community. Ebile the

objztions raised by the Employment Security Commission and the

officials of Asheville-Bunco mbe Technical Institute appear valid,

the differences should have been resolved before the contract was

drawn up. Why did they first agree, and then in effect refuse to

service the contract?

There was also a great lack of understanding of the type of

education needed. Among those persons interviewed, there was a definite

correlation between education and employment. With the one exception

already noted, most of the unemployed were in need of basic education

before they were capable of absorbing any further training. Whether

or not they went on for additional training, those who took the basic

education courses were extremely enthusiastic.

Although a necessary preliminary to any job training, basic

education is not itself job oriented, and cannot be evaluated on the

same basis as job training. The enthusiasm of the students was

unanimous; self-satisfaction was stressed as the primary reasons for

taking the course. Many were learning to read and write adequately for

the first time.
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Even the seu1713 and ccokirc courses were not job-oriented.

Those who received the institutional training were among those who

needed it least, in terms of job training; hence, the training seldom

benefitted those for Liao= it was originally intended: the unenployed.

The women who took these classes were usually already employed. They

enrolled in the courses for the personal satisfaction afforded and for

the social purpose of getting together.

A third factor which contributed to the delay in getting the

program started was the practice of hiring professional social workers

to do the recruiting. They were apparently met with suspicion and

failed to gain. the confidence and interest of the prospective clients.

When local workers who already ?Emew any of the people in the

surrounding area were hired, progress in recruiting improved.

The project cannot be considered a success in terns of job

training and placement. considering the obstacles in the way of jobs,

however, it is clear that the program was able to accomplish a great

deal in other areas. The necessity of providing supportive personal

counseling is obvious. in many cases, such help may do far nore to

stimulate job preparation and actual job seeking than job training as

such; in any case it is a necessary preliminary for training of the

rural older worker. Perhaps the major shortcoming of this contract

was its emphasis on job training, with inadequate attention to the

problems needing attention before training could take place. Had
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this first attempt been directed altogArPr tc=ard preparation for

work (other than farming), xescurces Wight have teen more effectively

utilized.

F. comusyms

Mat has been learned frcm this project that should be taken into

account in the planning of future programs of this nature?

1) First and foremost adult education classes a.B desperately

needed before any institutional training of the unemployed can be

attempted. Even if no such training is contemplatt.d, basic education

alone would be of great value to the rural elderly. Many of these

people would take as many courses as were offered.

2) There is clearly a need to consider further the thorny

question of motivation. "Many who were
unemployed did not sound eager to

find jobs, although they might have taken oae had conditions been

favorable. (find it should be noted that this lies the group which mas

sufficiently motivated to attend classes in the 1st place) Perhaps

the aspiration level of the younger persons in the area is higher.

It is interesting to note that although data from other sources

indicate extremely low levels of education attainment even avrng the

young, of the thirteen families interviewed having children under age

eighteen, there were only two instances in Which the children had

quit school. Continuation in school seems typical, then, even among

the children of these poor ill-educated families.
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3) G..2 possible solLtion :might be to teach skills that can he

used without requiring the -corker to leave he a. The isolation of

many of those interviemd :'fluid virtually prohibit them from finding

a job, even if they were sufficiently trained. There appears to he

little desire or even willingness to rove.

4) It is unrealistic to train the workers without giving any

thought to the question of the potential employers. Fir_ding jobs

for the older persons with the characteristics described above,

difficult enough under any circumstarces, is particularly hard in an

area offering so feu, alternatives. Unless the elderly are trained to

work independently or moved out of Appalachia, they, will have jobs

only if new industry comes into the area.

5) Although some of the interviewees were extremely poor, in

many cases those Ito received the benefits of the program were not.

They were neither hard-core unemployed nor in immediate need of

financial assistance. Perhaps one way to attract the very poor would

be to pay them a certain amount per week for attending the classes;

however, many of the poorer clients stated that they expected no money

and felt that the learning itself was payment enough.

In concluding, several questions of a core general nature should

also be raised. One has to do with method -- specifically, with the

order in which community problems of this sort might best be approached.

The order followed here was clearly not successful. A national voluntary
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agency interested in the al fare of all older people conferred vith

lccal citizens interested in the welfare of their cwn older population.

After =eh effort, the local cormittee convinced InTA that they could

perform a needed service, ani a contract as agreed to But either the

terms of the agreement were poorly drawn or poorly understcod; or score

parties to the agreement were not fully informed and interested. As

a result, a7Lthough the project was not entirely -r.rithfrat success, the

amount of effort that was poured into it could have been much more

productive.

Would it not be possible to avoid some of the pitfalls inherent

in communitv-initiated, state-aapro7ed, and federally-financed pro-

givrc by providing some initial guidelines to the community? Certain

fundamental questions could be raised as a matter of course, and

perhaps a small planning grant made for the purpose of setting the

problem forth. For example, a careful scrutiny of the educational

levels and job histories of a feu of the rural older workers in

Buncombe and Madison Counties would have led to a much more tightly

written proposal. Basic education one of the biggest hold-ups

in the program -- would have been placed center-stage, with counseling

and job preparation probably constituting the remainder of the project.

A second question related to the long-run aspects of income

maintenance, and its relation to employability. The variables affecting

employability are not only the usua3 ones -- age, education, job
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history. There are important variations also in attitudes toward

working, in aspirations, in expectations (based on one's past exoerience),

in one's perception of how the co=unity feels about the worl:er and the

non-corker. The chances of rendering employable the older persons in

this locale may be affected as =oh by the latter, harder-to-measure

factors as by the ones traditionally cited. Psychologist Norman

Chansky has suggested that in this region attitudes, both of the

unemployed and of the community toward the unemployed, are much more

tolerant than are views else' here in the state. If such attitudes

do exist here and are in any measure typical of Appalachia, some

account must be taken of the fact, In any case, some further

probing of the question :could be helpful. Of the thousands of welfare

recipients in the isolated areas of Best Virginia, Kentucky, and

north Carolina, for whom meagre income maintenance has provided sub-

sistence fqr years, -os-7 many are trainable and employable?

Finally, sore comment on the remarkable persistence and patience

of the Committee, the composition of which changed very little during

the entire period, is irresistable. Despite full time commitments to

other jobs, these people continued to work unbelievably long hours

in keeping the project alive. From the early days of the project,

when there was no money and the Committee borrowed from the local bank

to meet expenses (they cvmed the building that housed project head-

quarters, eo it was reasonable that it lend the project enough to pay
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evident. Perhaps the cost notable feature of the program has been

the capacity of the staff to meet the older person's need in whatever

context it appeared: lack of transportation, eye glasses, social

security numbers or birth certificates, food. It is difficult to

attach any quantitative significance to such services, except in terns

of numbers of persons counseled, trained, etc. But the merit of the

program rests primarily on these services, rather than on the job

training provided.

An experimental program is expected to demonstrate what cannot

(as well as what can be accomplished in a given set of sircumstances.

Using this criterion, the Project seems to point up the enormous difficulties

involved in providing job training to this particular group through a

community-initiated effort. it indicates, too, the need for services

other than training. There may be some ill-plications for broader

programs dealing with human resource development in this area. With

respect to the success of this single effort, one can only conclude

that important counseling and related services were provided, despite

unusually adverse conditions. Uith better planning in the future,

however, such services could be offered at less cost in time and effort.
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Though the initial purpose nf this study involved only the 2valuz-

tion of the scop2 and effectiveness of the ih.luouee Older-Uorker

Project, conducted from June 1964 to June 1965, the wealth of inter-

view data collected permits additional findings that =ay be o: value

in continuing efforts to expand employment opportunities of older

workers. Accordingly, besides a core or less formal evaluation of the

Milwaukee project itsel:, this report contains an analysis of the

questionnaire responses.

On the basis of this analysis, recommendations will be made

suggestitz steps that could be undertaken to strengthen the chances

for employment of older, marginal, workers. Thus, the report is in

two parts, the first consisting of the evaluation of the Ulvaukee

project, and the second the analysis of the interview data.

A. 2VALUATI01Y OF 1 ll3 OMER ;AUER PROJECT

Background o2 the iillwaukee Study! Originally the project,

-which was budgeted at S15,000, had the _Axe following goals, as

contained in the conzract between GHAT and the iiilwaukee Council on the

Aging, the organization administering the project:

1. Testing, recommending for training, counseling, and

placement of 200 older -workers (over 50 years of age), unskilled and

o?! limited education, who were unemployed as of June 1964 because

of plant closings or relocation.--(Eo reason was given for the last

condition, but the presumption must be that NCOA cervices were to be
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limited to those workers uho were elisplaced not because of any

inability to perform the jobs they held.)

2. Stimulating corrnmity involvement in the employment problems

of older uorkerc.--As a by-product of the project, community and

business leaders who -could serve on the council board would be induced

to carry on their inzerast in fully utilizing existing facilities :or

the job placement of of e'er workers.

3. Inducing firms to tailor jobs for the specific needs of

older workers, no only or the project, but for future application

as well

4. Cooperating with vocational training programs, whether

public or on-the-job plans of individual companies, for intensive

training of a sample of 50 of the 200 clients to fit clients to jobs

most suited to their capacities and to modify job requirements to

match their (developed) aptitudes.--Further, these 50 clients would

be counseled, and encouraged to continue, both through the training

period and after job placement.

5. Testing for aptitude and motivation of all 200 clients.--On

the basis of these tests clients would either be recommended for

specific training programs with a view towards labor job placemenz, or

considered currently unemployable for industry and not recommended

for training (or retraining). (Goal 1.) Further, these tests

and study of responses o: the 200 clients would serve as the basis

or the establishment of a standard test that could be used in the
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future to be applied to older corkers. A refined test based on the

Diluaukee experiment could then serve as the basis for a general

test to measure motivation and aptitude of older corkers in general.

This test could then serve as a guide to training and placement

specialists.

Thus Goal 1. differs from 5. in that the former deals ulth the

practical problem of reemploying the study group while the latter

aims to conduct psychological research on the test group to permit

generalization to proper methods for testing motivation and aptitude

for older workers.

Review of Accomplishments: From the vantage point of hindsight,

it can be concluded that the goals were to ambitious for the limita-

tions of time and money.

Considering time first, the goals dictated a sequential procedure.

Before Goals 2, 3, and 4 could be approached, it would be necessary

tint Goals 1 and 5 be satisfied. That is, in accordance with the

Project's prevailing philosophy of gaining greater insight into the

special problems and capabilities of older unemployed workers as a

preliminary to action towards reemploying them, it was necessary to

test, measure, and study the workers before community, industry, and

training facilities could be fully mobilized to direct their activities

into the channels determined by prior testing. Psychological testing

takes time, and one year was too short a period in which the results
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and recommendations of the testing could be translated into action.

As a matter of fact, the Project only attempted to achieve the first

and last gals.

As for monetary limitations, since basic psychological study was

attempted, $15,000 was just too little to do more than pay the (part-

time) project director's salary of $5,000, and cover initial psychologi-

cal studies of thz individual clients. Thus, even the last goal could

not be fully achieved. Since a test design had to be developed on the

basis of the sample studied, while the results of individual case

studies are plentiful and probably useful as the basis for further

generalizat:Lon, at least in the opinion of the evaluation consultant

psychologist, there as neither time nor money to consolidate the data

into a meaningful instrument for future use.

Before reviewing the psychological testing aspect of the Project,

which was in reality its chief, if not exclusive, undertaking, mention

should be made of the internal debate-ov'er-PiiijeCt procedures.
Initially,

a Project Committee was established to plan, review and help administer

the Project's progress towards the attainment of its goals. In

keeping with the goals o_ action and community involvement, this

Committee consisted of the head of the Bilvaukee Council on the Aging,

later to be Project Director, the head of the local branch of the

Wisconsin State Employment Service, the head of the Milwaukee Vocational

School, President of a local bank, who served as Treasurer, and a

county medical official. The Committee was divided over the central
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issue of whether the Project should be geared to immediate action or

study. 2ventually, the study vim:, championed by the Council head,

von out. The other Committee me-z bers eithar resigned or lost interest,

and the Project began its course of psychological study and recommendation

for training (Goal 1.) , which it was to follow throughout its life.

looking back, with all the advantages of hindsight, it can be con-

cluded that the dispute was really one of conflicting goals rather than

of personalities. Given the tine and money limitations noted above,

the Project could either attempt to study the older unemployed workers,

not with the primary aim 02 reemploying them, but of analyzing their

characteristics, problems, and potentialities for the purpose of

serving as a guide for training and job-tailoring for the older un-

employed in general, or it could take the limited and short-run view

of exerting its energies to the specific task of reemploying older

iIilwaukee unemployed workers. It could not attain both broad goals

simultaneously, and the conflict was over which path to follow. One

might question the advisability of having a small local project under-

take the broad goal of generalizing the employment problems of older

workers, but the original iiilwaukee Project statement of goals allowed

for this activity, and in any case it was the path followed.

Psychological Testing: In all 122 clients were interviewed and

tested by the Project Consulting Psychologist and his staff. These

comprised the total of unemployed workers over 50 years old, as of
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June 1, 1954, on the Milwaukee Ii=ploy=ent Service rolls, .aho fit the

criterion of displacement because of plant shut-do-en or relocation.

On the basis of the psychological team's appraisal, 56 were

recommended for training among three programs conducted by the PAil-

uaukee Vocational School - -small appliance repair, building maintenance,

and janitorial services. These referrals had no better I-raining program

drop-out rate nor more successful job placement record than the

average for older workers in general, according to statements by

Employment Service and Vocational School representatives. But before

these results are considered only as testimony to the ineffectiveness

of the psychological approach to the problem of improving the employ

ment prospects of older workers, two explanatory factors should be

noted.

First, liaison between the Project and existing training facilities

was not very close a': ter the breakup of the Project Committee. Further

adding to the difficulty of placing men in training programs in com-

pliance with the psychologists' recommendation was the Vocational

School's practice, determined by financial need, of enrolling workers

in training programs in accordance with the timing of the availability

of IBTA funds. For some clients this meant placement in training

programs before, and after at variance with, psychAogists' recommendation.

Second, and more fundamental, the psychological team worked under

the premise that their principal work was the development of a test

instrument for the measurement of attitudes, aptitudes, and motivation
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of older corkers, and not the practical procedur of using existing

methods to recommend Imraers for traininl; for specific jobs.
,u
i,us,

since the clients were treated core as case studies for research rather

than as individuals uith employment problems, recommendations for their

placement were of secondary interest to the psychological group,

perhaps explaining the spotty record of achievement in this area.

The clients vere not misled into believing that they =mid be

helped in finding jobs by undergoing psychological study and testing.

Perhaps this separation of Project activity from irlividual worker

goal, of findinc work, explains why so few of the clients reported

any benefits from participating in the program. in truth, the program,

or at least its actual procedure, vas not specifically designed to

aid them as individuals.

In the individual psychological examinations, the formal

structured questionnaire approach was not used. In fairness to the

psychological goal of the project though, it could be argued that

a formal test instrument would be the ultimate result of the probing,

unstructured, non-quantifiable individual analyses conducted.

But the project never proceeded beyond the probing stage.

The Project Consulting Psychologist claimed that the limitation of time

and money prestnted completion of the work to the point of the formu-

lation of standard tests. It was the opinion of the Zvaluation Study

Consulting Psychologist that much more time and effort would be needed

before a meaningful instrument for measuring the aptitudes and motivation
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ol older corkers could be &vitae fro the data collected, and that

the in.:ozmation gothernd was not sufaciensly co=plete to allow for

the devclopmlent o: such an instru=ent. is a result the 'Tisconsin

State _a:ploy-meat Service contirmes to test older workers with the

General Aptitude Test Battery, as it does all unemployed clients

regardless of age,

EU:KARY

The iiilwaukee Project, after an initial period of indecision over

which goals to 5ollow, settled into a pattern of a study project rather

than an action program to reeuyloy older displaced Workers. Time and

aoney available did not permit definit.. organized conclusions to the

study. The study had as its goal to obtain through psychological

testi= and ,.1camination of the individual clients the establishment of

a replacement for the General Aptitude Test Battery to be used for job place-

ment and/or training o? older workers. The data from the psychological

interviews are plentiful, and still available, but require much more

work before they can be used as a source for establishment of stand-

ardized tests to aid ill the placement of future unemployed older workers.

As would be expected, considering the nature and purpose of the

project, interviews o2 the clients during the Lvaluation Study

yielded no information on the effectiveness or value of the Ell-

maukee Project. nevertheless the interview data collected provide

a useful source of in.:ormation on the characteristics of the older

unemployed in the area and the relationship between training, placement,

and job opportunities for these older workers.
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B. EVALUATION OF M.17. E7T-71ITI2I7 LIATA

Introduction: All interviews vere conducted by sirs. Doris

Lincoln, a graduate student in Social torn at t University of

Ulscon in-:alwaultee. These inter:dil.ws :Jere conducted durtng tLe period

Eby-October 1966. An attt.;.,pt as made to incerview all 122 cl:icars

studied by the psychological group. Of these, complete interviews

were held with 70. The remainder could not be reached or refused to

be questioned, pith 15 in the latter group.

In addition, interviews were conducted with a control group of

20 unemployed corkers info did not participate in the project, that

is, who were not studied by the psychological group. These were

workers over 50 years of age, ava:liable for interviewing, from a list

of 46 unemployed as oI June 1, 1964, not included in the project

client list since they were not unPmployed because of plant shutdown

or relocation.

Thus, since the project clients received only psychological ques-

tioning and testing, and not counseling and guidance, the only tto

dilferences between the client and control groups were that in some

cases the former ve a recommended for particular training programs,

and that among the control group were some who lost their jobs becauae

.1

There is no analysis of employer attitudes. All employers were

unaware that any older uurkers they hired had gone through a special

program. Those employers interviewed reported that the performance

of the client group was indistinguishable from that of older workers

in general. These findings are not surprising, considering the limited

nature of the Milwaukee Project.
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of inability to perform csricrted tetra. Despite these dilferences,

the characteristics of both groups uere generally similar.

The rest of this Rzport studies both groups, on the basis o= the

interview data, with a view to finding the elements associated with

age and ezployment problems and to studying the effectiveness of

measures designed to reduce these problems.

1. Personal and Family Characteristics

Table 1 presents the data collected on personal and family

background of the corkers interviewed. The data contain feu

surprises, follouinf, the general trend for older, and/or unemployed

Eorkers.

Table 1.

Personal and Family Characteristics

Sex Race Marital Status Family Size

Male 62 867 'Mite 47, 65% Harried 42 587 One 15 2170

(14)(70%) (15) (7570) (C) (6)(30%)(40%)

Female 9 12% Negro 19 267, Single 10 147.E Two 28

(6)(30%) (5)(25%) (1) (5%)

3.A. 1
.t 170 Other 1 17 Nidow 4 67.

0(10%)
Three

1(;):

(4)(20%)

N.A. 5 7% Divorced 6 870 Four
(7) (35%)

Separated 10 I4Z Five 2 3%

(2) (32%) (1) WO

Six or 4 5

more
%

Throughout, figures in parentheses represent control group data.
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A high percentage of =ales appears in both groups. This merely

reflects the tendency for older wc=en to leave the labor force rather

than continue on unemploy=ent rolls.

The Negro proportion of about 257 in both client and control groups

is more than double the Negro popLlation or labor force percentage in

the area, but is only slightly above the national and area ratio of racial

unemployment composition.

At first view, considering the age of the respondents, it might

appear that an unusually large number are married, with living spouses,

ane with other household members. But it should be noted that most subjects

were males, less likely to have deceased spouses than females.

Two important personal characteristics for which data were gathered,

but for which a detailed breakdown is not available, are age and educa-

tional attainment. All workers were over 50, but the uean age was a

comparatively young 54 years. We are dealing, in the main, with vrkers

relatively far removed from the standard retirement age, that is, for whom

age has not yet loosened their ties to the labor force. Thus the need for

these workers is not for some stopgap marginal job, but vork that promises

almost as much employment stability as that required by the average worker.

The client group averaged about 9 years of schooling, slightly higher

than their (typically female) spouses. This is about what would be ex-

pected from an older, mainly unskilled, group.

9. Financial Resources

The financial burdens of unemployment can only be lightened by outside

financial resources to substitute for loss of employment income. As might

be expected, the group of unemployed older workers in both the client and
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ccntrol population, of relstively little training and educatien, of

-ast histx)ry of 11717 earning power, had little recourse to personal and

other pLivate sources of funds to help tide them over their period of

unemployment.

In tie period since their last employ.Tedt, 21 of the client group

and only 2 of the control group supported themselves from past savings.

Five and (1) relied on earnings of other family =embers. Four and (1)

supported themselves from loans and si and (4) from non-labor income.

Thus, 36 or exactly 5O of tha client group and (8) or (4O) of the con-

trol group depended on private sources of anancial assistance. Data are

not available on the extent of their support, but the amount of this type

of support was probably not substantial.

As for public assistance and unemployment insurance, 20 or 29% of

the client group and (8) or (4.117) of the control group received welfare

aid, averaging about $25 per week for both groups. Of the client group

24 or 1/3 received une:sployment insurance, averaging about $30 weekly.

'cost of the other clients were not eligible for this unemployment insurance.

In general, it can be concluded that financial resources were not

adequate to sustain these workers during long periods of unemployment,

witi-out recourse to minimal welfare support.

.3. Recent Employment History

The interview data permit close study of important characteristics

of the recent work experience of these older workers. In general, as

Table 2 reveals, they were more prone to unemployment than the average,

had a much higher job turnover, and earned relatively low wages.
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T2ble 2.

Becent £r-ploy =ent History

Current
E=ploycent Status Jobs since 1961 Hours per week Hourly gages

Employed 49 68% Zero 4 6% 0-10 1 2% 0-$1 31 70%

(14)(70%) (1)( 5%) (8)(67%)

Unenployed 11 15% 17 24% 20-30 3 6% $1-$2 13 30%

( 2)(10%) (2) (10%) (4) (28%) (4) (33%)

liTot in 11 15% 2 22 30% 30-40 1 20%

labor force(4)(202) (6)(30%) (1) ( 7%)

1 1% 3 17 24% 40-50 36 73%
(5)(25%) (7) (50%)

4 7 10% Over 50 4 8%
(4)(20%) (2)(14%)

Over 4 5 7% N.A. 4 8%
(2)(10%)

The very strong labor market in the area is reflected in the rela-

tively great number of those who were out of work in 1964 who were work-

ing at the time of the interviews, in 196. At the same time, though,

it should be noted that at 15%, the unemployment rate for the client

group was five times the area rate.

There was also a tendency for those who could not find jobs to

"retire" from the labor force. Considering that they were only in their

early 50's,

than on a

this move was probably based more on lack of job opportunities

sincere wish to quit working.

The average American worker holds about six jobs during his lifetime.

These workers averaged about three over a five --year period. This rapid

turnover reflects the tenuous hold of the unskilled marginal worker on

any particular job.
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Hours worked, as reported, were surprisingly high. The vast

majority of the 49 employed held full-time jobs. Noting that there

was no check on the accuracy of responses, perhaps the large number in

the 40-50 hour group might have exaggerated actual work hours.

A finer breakdown of hourly wages is not available, yet the broad

data collected on those who responded testify to the low wages of the

group.

An important aspect of employment is the worker's attitude toward

his job. His degree of job satisfaction will partially determine his

effectiveness on the job as well as his attachment to it and tendency

to hold on to it.

In Table 3, certain features of job attitude are presented.

Table 3.

Employment Attitudes

Source of Job

Client
Group

Control
Group

Friends and relatives ; . . ; 37. 75% (9) (647)

Public Employment Service . ; 11 22% (4) (28%)

Other 1 2% (1) ( 7%)

Reasons for Taking Job

Only one available 33 67% (8) (57%)

Result of training .-. . . . 1 2%

N. A 15 30% (6) (43%)

Job Satisfaction

Satisfied 25. 51% (4) (28%)

Dissatisfied ..... . 13 26% (9) (64%)

Uncertain ..... . . . 11 22% (1) ( 7%)

Advancement Expectation

No advancement hopes. ..... 29 59% (12) (86%)

Expect advancement 11 27%

Uncertain . . 9 18% ( 2) (14%)
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The reasons for holding one job instead of another are bound to

affect the worker's attitude toward his work. Job search for both

groups was not conducted in a syster.Atic way, using all available

agencies facilitating search and then weighing alternatives. For both

groups, most found their jobs through informal information on openings

provided by friends, relatives, neighbors, etc. The public Employment

Service was also a source of jobs, but syptomatic of the limiced efforts

of job search expended by workers without much training in the low-paid

job market, newspapers and private agencies were not used.

Answers to the reasons for holding their current job rather than

another reflect the haphazard manner of job selection. Nust responded

that their current job was the first one that was available after a

period of unemployment, or that it was the only job they could find.

Given their limited efforts at job search, these two responses simply

represent two forms of the same answer.

(That only 1 worker thought he does his current type of work as a

resulting of training bears no significance to the importance of training.

This question dealt with the mechanism of placement and not on the

technical requirements of the job held. The Employment Serivce uses

training records in placing workers, and certainly no matter what the

manner of referral, training and experience were important considerations

in the employer's decision to offer workers jobs.)

The question on job satisfaction was purposely general to elicit

responses as to overall impressions rather than to specific reasons for

attitudes. There was a significant difference between the responses of

the client and control groups, with the proportion of satisfied about
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2 to 1 for the former group and 1 to 2 for the latter. Could it be

that despite the casual method of selecting (finding) jobs by both

groups, those who were unemployed in 1964 because of elements beyond

their control--plant shutdown or relocation--were on average better

trained or more productive and thus able to find more satisfactory

positions later on?

The data on advancement expectation support the responses to the

job satisfaction question. Despite their age, over 20% of the client

group expect to advance on their present jobs. None of the control

group had any hope for promotion.

For both groups there was a positive relationship between wage

and job satisfaction. Thus there was a tendency for the workers t6 be

more satisfied with their jobs the higher their wages. This finding

supports the responses to a question on what was most important aspect

of a job on which the leading response was financial secqrity.

The above discussion deals only with the work experience of the

respondents at the time of the interviews. All were unemployed is June

1964, but many held jobs after that period, other ttan '_heir present

ones or current state of unemployment. The following material relates

to the work experience of both groups since 1961, excluding their current

status.

Table 4 summarizes recent work activity of "both groups. The data

represent composite responses for the period 1961-1556.
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Table 4.

Labor Force Activity, lf;61-1966

Activity before Current Status:

.'or kind

Unemployed

Retired

Not in labor force

3 A.

Client Group

29 407

10 14%

22 317;

2 3%

9 121

Control Group

(10) (501)

( 4) (20%)

( 4) am

( 2) (107 )

Reason for leaving last job:

Job ended and/or com any
moved 22 767 ( 9) (901)

Laid off 1 3%

Didnit like uork 6 20% (1073)

Reasons for long periods of unem-
ployment:

Health or handicap 16 22% ( 5) (--57.)

No job in area 12 17%

Uo jcb in field 6 87

Discrimination (Race or Age) 9 131 (10) (5072)

Lack of skills, training or
education 5 7% ( 2) (10%)

Other 3 41

No Response 21 2372 ( 3) (15%)

The comparatively large number who considered themselves "retired"

when out of work is very interesting. were we have supporting evidence

that older workers comprise an important element in "hidden unemployment,"

those workers nct in the labor force when jobs are hard to find, but who

would be willing to work were jobs available. Thus, under tight labor

market conditions, as prevailed in Milwaukee during the period of the

study, the tendency would be greater for older workers to seek jobs,

and finding jobs for them more important.
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Responses to the questicn on reasons for loss of jobs were not too

nu=erous. But almost all the respondents fro= both groups thought they

lost their jobs through factors affecting the company rather than from

any shortcomingsin their cun work performance.

Interesting differences appear in the reasons the two groups gave

for long periods of unemployment. ladle both groups gave major import-

ance to health as a factor, ti-e client group thought lack of job oppor-

tunities--with area being more important than particular occupational

or industrial fieldequally important, but the control group weighted

discrimination as by far the heaviest element in their out-of-work

condition. This view certainly affects their attitude towards their

chances of finding work, and might also negatively affect their efforts

to improve their employability. Perhaps the control group actually did

suffer more from discrimination than the client group, but it should be

recalled that the clients all were unemployed in 1964 because of plant

shutdown or movement out of the area, while the control group was not

so satisfied that they were out of work for reasons beyond their control.

The implication here is that the client group might, on balance, have

contained more capable workers.

Since health was an important consideration in unemployment for

both groups, data on the relationship between health and employability

warrants attention. Forty-four (617x) of the client group and 17 (8570)

of the control group reported that health problems prevented them from

working at some time during the period 1961-1966. Indications are that

the health problems were real rather than imaginary reasons for explain-

ing inability to find work. Of the 12 members of the client group who
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that physicians advised them not to work; for the control group 5 out of

7 so reported.

4. Training and Emplo u.ent

Apart from special efforts by industry to tailor jobs for older

workers, and 5r1r-ovements in the mechanism of job search and placement,

the greatest hope for improving employment opportunities of older workers

lies in training and retraining them for today's industrial labor needs.

For the group under study this training would have to be financed and

provided publicly. In the first place, almost none of these older -workers have

the financial resources to provide for their own training. Secondly,

even if they did, investment in traiTling yields poor returns to workers

who have only a comparatively few years to take advantage of the skills

they acquire.

Besides financial support, public agencies can facilitate training

by actively recruiting potential trainees, by channeling workers to

training courses best suited to their background of experience and their

aptitudes--as was attempted for 56 of the clients through psychological

study, and by providing information on the availability of training

opportunities.

In short, the success of any long-rar-e program to reemploy tech-

nologically displaced older workers depends on the effectiveness of

public training and retraining programs. Information gathered from the

client group gives some indication of the view of older workers regarding

the value and effectiveness of training.
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Of the 72 inrervieued in the client group, 47 cr 65% reported that

they had taken at least one retraining course in the period 1951-1966.

Of these 35 or 74% of those who received training said that thiy mete

given tests to decide whicb training course they should take. Table 5

sr,-.1-1n.rizes the attitudes of the 35 workers towards these tests and other

methods of training selection.

Table 5.

Uorker Aopraisal of 2easures for Placement in Training Proyems

Type of Tests Taken:

I. Q. and Eannal Dexterity 12 34%

Dexterity 9 26%

General Aptitude 5 14Z

I.Q. 4 11%

Literacy 3 9Z

U.A. 2 6Z

Influence on Placement in Training:

Aided in placement 14 40%

No influence 13 37Z

Indicated abilities 5 14Z

Don't knOtT 3 9Z

Interviews for Placement in Training:

Had interview 29 62%

Ka interview . 17 36%

knots 1 2%

Influence of Interview on Placement in Training:

influence 17 41%

Aided in placement 6 21%

Aided in course selection 6 21%,

Indicated abilities 2 6%

Don't knot-7 3 10%
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Interesting results are derived fro= a cc=parison of these responses

with inforcation provided by the Vocational School. The School reports

that all trainees are given a general aptitude and dexterity test before

enrollment in a training course. Responses as to type of test indicate

the majority were aware of these tests, raking allowances for equating

I.Q. tests with aptitude tests.

On the influence of these tests on placement in training, the

School reports that guidanc.. is given trainees on the basis of tests and

interviews, but that selection is voluntary. At times, though, the

auailability of IOTA funds induces the School to place trainees in courses

beginning at that time. The answer "indicated abilities" to both the

testing and interviewing question meant that the respondent was guided

by the tests and interview into a particular training program. The large

number who reported that neither test nor interview influenced selection

of training program is difficult to explain in that the School advised

the workers to take particular courses based on these pre-training devices.

Perhaps the workers were not aware they were guided on the basis of the

test and interview.

The typical training course ran for 3 months and met about 40 hours

a week. Of the 47 who undertook training courses, only 11 dropped out.

Of these 7 had not missed a class before dropping out, thus indicating

that absenteeism was not arielement in failure to finish the course. 5,

or almost of the dropouts left the training program to take a job and

3 quit because of poor health. One did not respond and only 2 left because

of dissatisfaction with the program.
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All but 3 of the 47 who participated in training programs reported

that they received financial assistance while in training courses, prob-

ably contributing to the very low dropout rate, when 2 who quit to take

paying jobs are excluded. It is interesting to note that while the

group responded that they averaged about $50 per week, almost as much

as they averaged from job earnings when employed, in support from MA

allowance, welfare, etc. while in training, 30 claimed that this financial

support was not sufficient.

Most workers were favorably impressed with the training courses

they took, which for the period of the interview had been in building

maintenance, janitorial services, and small appliance repair, but their

opinions as to the benefits of the course in getting jobs were mized.

Table 6 sirrmarizes their attitudes toward the training course taken.

In general, the above data indicate that while the trainees liked

the experience of attending the course, and thought their instructors

were good (Could this also indicate a reticence to critici7e at the

personal level?) they thought they might have profited more from a

different program and felt that their courses were too simple. Other

complaints along this line referred to the courses' being too long and

repetitious.

Very significant answers were given to two important questions on

the effectiveness of the courses as aids to getting jobs. When asked

if retraining aided them in finding employment, 20 said "yes" and 20

"no," the other 7 being uncertain or not responding. But when asked if

having completed a training program helped them get the particular job

they held, of those responding only 14 said "yes" and 24 "no."
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Table 6.

Attitudes Toward Training Course

Did you like the course?

Very much

Pretty 17211

}ot much

8

24

10

177.

51%

91%

Uot at all 4 97.

N,A

were you in the right course for you:

1 27,

Yes 11 2370

Uo 20 43Z

Uncertain 60000 12 25%

970

Level of Course:

Too easy 20 43%

Uncertain 16 340

About right 5 11%

Too hard 5 11%

1 2%

Coverage:

Too narrow 16 34%

About right 23 4970

Too much 7 157

1 270

Teacher:

Excellent 11 2370

Good 25 5370

Average 5 1170

Poor 4 97.

N.A 2 47.
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There are two possible explanations to these seeming inconsistent

responses. In some cases, the jcb currently held was not one for which

the worker tl-sined, leading to a negative answer to the second question,

but still allowing for a positive answer to the first in that prior jobs

could have been in the field of the training program. Another reason

for the preponderance of negative responses to the second question was

that the workers confused the mechanics of job placement with the

technical requirements of the job. The Vocational School does not place

workers in jobs, but the Employment Servit. uses training records in

placing workers for specific jobs. Thus, perhaps in some cases the

workers were unaware that they were placed because of having completed

a training program. They could only judge, perhaps incorrectly, whether

the job required the techniques and skills acquired through training.

Further, in some cases even if these skills were not actually required,

their possession was instrumental in their being referred and hired.

For these reasons, there might be a bias toward the workers' under-

estimating the value of training and/or having completed a training course

in getting work.

Repeated dissatisfactions with training reflect the strong condition

of the Milwaukee labor market. Nany respondents claim that they could

get and hold their jobs without training. Further, they are discouraged,

while in training, at the prospect of prepazing for jobs which pay no

more than work requiring no tn.ining.

These problems are difficult to overcome unless more of the older

workers are trained for jobs requiring more skill and responsibility.

Obviously, it is difficult to begin training programs for older workers
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which will take a long time before shills are learned and developed.

Thus it seems that the greatest hope for improving ermloyability of

older workers in a tight labor r.:arket lies in retraining, or, more

exactly, modification of skills of older workers. Most workers were

placed in programs that would lead to, at best, semi-skilled work.

This was true even of those whose education and existing skills indicated

that realignment of skills could be made. In short, training programs

could well be designed for equipping older workers, with capability,

into new but similar work to which they had been previously trained.

In placement, too, the Employment Service can not only try to

induce employers to hire older workers, but can also advise firms to

adjust job duties to make use of skills of older clients, when possible.

There does not seem to be nuch discrimination on the basis of age as

such in the currently strong labor -market, buc firms take a long view of

training; many older workers could probably have their skills retooled

in a relatively short time, especially if firms would bend job require-

ments somewhat to meet their skills.
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MOM?' An CONCLUSIONS

Gerald Somers and Graeme NcKechnie

The four experimental community projects described in this report

are valuable primarily as a demonstration of the special measures required

for effective job placement among older workers. Only limited direct

economic benefits can be reported. However, some approaches and tech-

niques are found to be more successful than others, and emphasis is

given to the importance of proper planning and administration.

A pattern is seen to emerge in the recommendations for improving

the effectiveness of future projects. These recommendations, stemming

from a careful analysis of the experience in each community, represent

a major contribution, and, in themselves, provide a justification for

the experimental and demonstration projects.

I. Goals and Plans.

In each of the communities, initial objectives were either

wholly abandoned or substantially altered. In the original conception,

there was to be a concentration on a specially disadvantaged group,

the hard-core unemployed over 50 years of age; and training, primarily

on the job, was to be accorded a major role in their labor market

rehabilitation. Although there were some variations among the projects,

there was a general departure from the original target group and from

the proposed training techniques as the community agencies progressed.
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Even though almost all of the workers served by the agencies

were over 50 and one-fourth were over 60, there is some evidence of

"creaming'' in their selection. They appeared to have somewhat fewer

disadvantages than the universe of unemployed older workers from which

they were selected, and in many cases, age was their only labor-market

handicap. Nonetheless, most were hard-core unemployed. About one-

fourth of those studied were non-white. Over one-third had completed

high school, but almost one-half had stopped their formal education in

elementary school. Approximately one-third stated that they had

recently been prevented from working because of health problems.

In North Carolina, a controversy over goals and target groups

developed among the administrative personnel. An original conception

of tracking down potential trainees in the most depressed conditions

of the rural hills was soon abandoned as impractical, although some

continued to urge this effort. In the end, a more likely group of

trainee prospects was interviewed, and even so, those actually selected

for training were better educated and younger than the average of

those interviewed. Finally, the ts,pe of training received was very

limited, not directly related to labor-market opportunities, let alone

the on-the-job requirements of particular employers.

In Baltimore, too, there was a substantial departure from original

goals and targets. The program was initially designed to provide sub-

professional on-the-job training opportunities in community service

agencies. But the assumptions behind this approach proved to be wrong,

and the project was changed twice. When it became apparent that older
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recruits care unwilling to accept menial positions and potential public

employers -.ere unwilling to accept the low OJT subsidy-payments, the

efforts were turned from public to private employers, and then away

from an emphasis on training to simple counselling and job development

activities. In the process, much of the original Experimental and

Demonstration flavor of the project was lost, greater selectivity devel-

oped, and it became essentially an effort to find jobs for workers

whose fifty-plus status vas their only handicap.

The Boston project also moved from an initial plan for placement,

training, and job development to an almost exclusive concentratim on

placement. As in th-, other communities, the immediate pressure to

find jobs and income for the older-worker clients led to a by-passing

of the time-consuming processes of training. Plans for a careful

research evaluation were also sidetracked because of the operating

agency's necessary absorption in day-to-day placement activities.

Although recruitment techniques were efficient and wide-ranging, there

was clearly a selective preference for white-collar, better-educated

workers, and in spite of the fifty-plus goals of the program, one-fifth

of those serviced were between 45 and 49 years of age.

The stated goals of the Milwaukee program were never fully

approached. Community agencies, private employers and vocational edu-

cation institutions were to cooperate in a progrf.;:. of testing as a

prelude to training and placement of hard-core unemployed workers dis-

placed because of plant shutdown relocation. Although tests were

administered, they had little relation to any training or job placement

which might have later- occurred. The project agency did not increas6-,
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training or job development activities, Tests produced no research results.

A pattern is seen to emerge in each of the communities studied--

one of departure from original goals and, to some extent, from original

target groups. In the absence of careful pre-planning and tight disci-

plinary c*ntrols over objectives, the pressurcs of practical needs

seem to lead away from more complex, long-range and time-consuming

goals such as training, counselling or research evaluation, to an activ-

ity with a more immediate payoff: direct job placement. And there is

a constant temptation, under these same pressures, to move from selec-

tion of the most disadvantaged to concentration on the lease disadvan-

taged workers in the given age category.

The Package of Services

The original conception of the demonstration projects was to

combine a package of services to increase the employment of older v.)rkers.

The contents of the package were to be determined by the needs of the

workers selected in each community project, but they were thought likely

to include basic education, testing, counselling, training (preferably

OJT), job development and job placement through employer contacts. As

has been toted, training efforts were generally abandoned, especially

on-the-job training. The reasons for this failure cited by the John F.

Kennedy Center in Boston are also applicable to the other communities

and are significant for the planning of future projects of this type.

Essentially, the characteristics of the selected clients were not suited

to the OJT openings; the beginning wages and the location of the train-

ing slots were not such as to motivate older workers; and just as the

older workers considered training to be a questionable investment for
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aemselves, so did potential em,iloyers.

In the three Incze cities the labor market uns tight in 1966,

and jobs requiring lou- level skills could be fcund for even disadvantaged

older upekers without extensive training. For better jobs at higher

levels, the considerable costs of bringing such workers up to satisfactory

standards through training ;sere felt to be greater than the limited poten-

tial life-time stream of benefits.

In the rural area of N,rth Carclina the training problem was of

a different order. Few jobs of any kind were available locally, and the

older workers were not likely to move for employment. Insisting on carrying

out initial training plans under these circumstances resulted in such non -

market oriented courses as cooking and sewing. Courses in basic adult

education were found to be necessary for a number of the older worker

clients, and they proved to be popular. Basic education might well have

been expanded as one of the project's major contributions. Literacy training

accorded benefits in its oun right, but it was not used as a base for fur-

ther job-oriented training.

Just as disappointing as the departure from training plans in

these projects was the limited impact of job-oriented testing and counseling.

only in Milwaukee was there a substantial amount of testing, and this was

oriented tooard experimentation with the testing process rather than toward

labor-market activity. _Men some of these workers later entered 1..D.ITA

courses they were si==en the customary GATB tests rather than any modification

which might have steed from the test experimentation. Lptitutde tests

were given to a small group of workers in the i;orth Carolina project as a
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that those tested, pith limited education and ability, experienced diffi-

culty in follo3ing directions in a codified test battery. Here, too,

little progress was ode in adapting conventional tests to the needs of

older workers.

Skilled counselir- --ad be expected to play a major role in pro-

jects designed to foster e-I,Loyoent for disadvantaged older markers.

is generally recognized, and substantiated in these case studies, unemployed

older workers frequently lack the motivation to seek training and employ-

ment, and they are often unaware of the recuirements and procedures of

job-seeking. Employment-oriented counseling faced a challenging oppor-

tunity in these projects. Unfortunately, this type of counseling seems

to haw_ had relatively_ small participation in the package of services.

although counseling interviews were conducted in the North Carolina

project, the advice given was primarily concerned with the clients' personal

problems and with information about medical and community welfare services.

Similarly in interviews with the nonprofessional group in Boston and in

the initial phases of the Baltimore project, counseling took the form, of

and welfare advice and referral. Although counseli'ng of this type

may be a prerequisite to the labor-market rehabilitation of hard-core

unemployed workers, it may contribute little to employment success unless

followed up with advice directed to labor-market preparation and information.

Labor-market oriented counseling in Baltimore was widely used only

in furthering the self-help activities of the relatively skilled Talents

Group. Although project officials there and in Boston felt that they had
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engcged in cczisiderable counseling, realtively few of the workers indicated

that they bad received or benefited from counseling. This discrepancy

was partly a definitional problem, but in view of the workers' reaction

it can only be assumed that much of the counseling was ineffective in

guiding workers to employment opportunities. There is evidence that the

limited contribution of counseling, in Zaktimore at least, ster.med from the

inexperience of the project staff. It is re?orted that the effectiveness

of counseling improved greatly in the final phase of that project. klost

notable in this improvement was an increased awareness of labor-mar kf_t needs

and opportunities in relation to the worker's qualifications and potenti-

alities. An increasing effort was made to relate the characteristics of

particular clients to the requirements of specific job openings. Thus

counseling was increasingly meshed with job development and placement.

It was in their job development activities that the proiect staffs

in Baltimore and Boston showed the greatest energy and ingenuity. Even

in tight labor markets, employers have to be sold on the hiring of older

workers, and there is an important rale for third-party intervention on

behalf of job-seekers in their effort to make contact with potential jobs.

Job development in Baltimore went through three, increasingly sophisticated

phases: first, there vas a general job search for primarily unskilled

openings in public and other non-profit community service agencies. Although

363 job opportunities were developed-only 13 workers were actually placed.

A somewhat higher placement ratio was achieved when the second phase moved

to general job development in the private business and industrial community.

In the final phase, specific jobs at an increasingly more skilled level
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to scu;_t for individual, better-qualified applicants in private industry,

job development specialist contacted over

300 lo fi ether t.erson or by mail, explained the t1 der Worker

rroject, and sollc_M. openings. For the more skilled Talents Group,

the JFK Center followed up want ads through the mail and, by enclosing

resumes and other information, attempted to convince employers of the value

of hiring particular older workers to meet their employment needs. This

mailing service was considered to be especially effective and was later

extended to all applicants.

In spite of these job development activities and the subsequent

concentration on job placement, it cann,A be said that the placement

services of the Baltimore and Boston projects were notably successful.

(The idilliankee and North Carolina projects were responsible for almost

no job development or placement activities). Even though the counseling,

development and placement functions were carried out with increa2ing

sophistication in Baltimore, the relatively low proportion of placements

to developed job opportunities remained essentially the same in the last

two phases of the project--an especially disappointing outcome in view of

the growing tightness of the labor market and the higher caliber of selected

applicants toward the project's end. In both Baltimore and Boston, a sub-

stantial number of older applicants who had contacted the project agencies

were self-placed, with little or no measureable aid from the agency. There

is little evidence that the self-placed fared less-well in the labor mar-

ket than those who were serviced by the concentrated.pb develczment and

placement acticites of the projects. (if course it may well be that Lae
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workers who benefited from these services were hard to ?lace and that

they would have had such less success without agency assistance.

Employment and Income 2ffects

The individual case studies contain a great deal of useful infor-

eati on the employment and income experience of the older-worker clients

following the services obtained in the community projects. In each case,

the 1- .rch investisator has attenpted to assess the labor-market benefits

of the prc.gram by com?aring clients' experience-with a "control" group.

Follow -up data were obtained through extensive interview and mail question-

naire surveys. In Buncombe County, itorth Carlina, the interview data for

the selected trainees were compared with earlier information obtained from

interviews with the larger mmber applicants for project assistance. In

bilwaukees clients who had participated in the testing program were compared

with a small number of unemployed older workers who had not been referred

to the project by the Employment Service because they were not laid

off as a result of plant shutdown or relocation. Comparisons in Baltimore

were made between those who were directly placed on jobs by the project

agency, those who were indirectly placed (clients who found their own jobs)

and those who were not placed. ;Jimilarly in Boston the "self-placed" clients

of the JFK Center were compared with those placed by the Center.

Unfortunately the "control" groups were not identical with the

study grotys in the characteristics of importance for labor-market success,

and so the results of these comparisons could not provide conclusive evidence

concerning the impact of particular services of the community projects. The

relatively small samples and the workers' problems of recalling employment
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These mezhodolozical limitations notwithstanding, these careful

research evaluations offer little conclusive evidence of significant economic

gains in employment or income that can be attributed specifically to the

vrojects themslves. In Rorth Carolina, only four of the 31 trainees had

jobs related to their training, and this is not surprising in view of the

fact that the training courses were not job-oriented. There is evidence

that those who enrolled in training were in the least need of training

Many of the hard-core unemployed had been bypassed. The employment and

income effects of basic education, counseling and other services could

not be detected.

dthough almost two-thirds of those tested in the Milwaukee project

took a government-sponsored training course, there is no evidence that the

project activity resulted ia their enrolment in the training programs or

that the ..roject was responsible for their subsequent labor-market experi-

ence. Thus the follow-up data on the Milwaukee workers offers an interesting

perspective on older - worker employment problems and training programs rather

than an evaluation of tha bCuil community project. ,lthough the interviewed

workers had improved their employment position relative to their pre-project

status in 1964, those who had not been referred to the project did as well

in employment and income as the project clients. The unemployment rate of

the client group (15 percent) was still five times the area rate in 1966.

And with over-two thirds earning less that 41 per hour, many of them were

at least as well off when receiving their training stipends of approximately

?50 per week.
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In Baltizore, 54 percent of the sc..3pe mere employed when inter-

vieved in the third quarter of l966, but Indirect ilzcements had a slightly

higher rate (70 percent) than Direct rlacements, with a low of 42 percent

among those not placed. No conclusive distinctions were found between the

earninb of those employed Prior to their current status and the earnings

of those employed at the time of the follow-up interview survey. However,

59 percent of those employed at the time of interview earned over 465

per week com.pared with 42 percent of the earlier employed group above

this earnings level.

The JR: center in Boston placed 36.1 percent of its applicants

directly and at the time of the follow-up survey, almost 70 percent rf

the MK-placed were working full or part-Uwe, compared with almost 75

percent of the self-placed. Less than 40 percent of the JFK-placed were

still on the JFK job, however. The self-placed were concentrated more in

white-collar job.,, and their mean earnings were 423 per week above the

mean for the JFK-placed. z. wealth of data on occupations and earnings and

training for the two groups in Boston are available, but as in the other

communities, no conclusive evidence is established for the specific

economic contribution of the community project.

Attitudes and Evaluations of the iorkers

The subjective evaluation on the part of project clients is a

major contribution of the case-study appraisals of these community projects.

Generalization in this concluding section runs the danger of doing violence

to the detailed tabulations in the individual reports. Gn f-he whole,

however, it can be concluded that the clients were pleased with their
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experience in the projects and with the project staffs, but in Iteepinz

-lith the objective findings, they were less certain about the contribution

th_ projects made to their employment and income.

jiestions designed to appraise adplicant motivations found variations

with respect to communities and interview s=ples. The most serious reser-

vations regarding employment attitudes were found among the rural group

in worth Carolina. But here, as elsewhere, there was some evidnece that

motivation for entry into employment-creating projects was closely linked

to the secure prospect of obtaining a decent job at the end of the road.

Counselling was criticized as not being sufficiently geared to specific

job availability. Training was viewed as less helpful when jobs available

without training paid as well as training-related employment. Similarly,

job placement activity was apprais J by the workers in terms of the com-

parative openings they could obtain on their own or through the assistance

of the regular Employment Service.

Thus, by and large, the older worker clients were grateful for, the

efforts of the ccmmunity projects, but they adopted a hard-headed approach

to the evaluation of project contributions to their welfare. dhether in

the de,ressed area of Buncombe County or in the thriving metroplitan com-

munities, the workers had to be convinced that their status was enhanced by

project services, beyond the level they themselves could achiev., in the

absence of such services. And this, after all, is a legitimate criteria for

any evaluation of manpower policies.

Attitudes and Evaluations of Employers

Some evidence on employer reactions to the community projects were
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obtained in Baltimore and Eostcn as part of the total evaluation. They

are generally quite favorable. In Baltimore, employers who had requested

information on the project all stated that the services were effective or

satisfactory. host of the employer representatives felt that older workers

ccmpared favorably with ether workers; and 88 percent said the older workers

could perform the type of work they had been hired to do.

In Boston, the employers were somewhat core mixed in their reaction

to the project and to the desirability of hizing older workers. Those who

had not hired applicants referred to them by tne JFK Center cited such

reasons as their low level of aptitutde, stability and physical ability.

In explaining the separation of employees from JFK-placed jobs in their

establishments, employers cited their physical inability to do the work and

their mental incapability among other reasons. In suggestions for improve-

ment of the project services, they stressed improved contacts with employers

and better counseling and training.

Costs and Benefits

The methodologica: problems which customarily beset cost-benefit

analysis of manpower programs are compounded in the evaluation of the four

community projects. Although rough, aggregate cost data are available,

in the sense of federal allocation and expenditures in each of tne cem-

nunity projects, there are serious difficulties in determining per capita

costs. Should these be established on the basis of cost per client contact,

per counseling interview, per direct placement, per indirect or self-

placement? While some of the clients obtained extensive services, involving

These methodological problems are similar to those described in detail
in an earlier report prepared for NCOA: G. Somers, Evaluation of Work
Experience and Training of Older Workers, Industrial Relations Research,
Institute, University of Wisconsin, 1967.
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a substantial amount of personnel time and that of training instructors,

others did little more than fill out an application form. And yet scrze

of the casual contacts were placed on jobs or placed themselves, and some

of those who received extensive services were not placed. Obviously the

per capita costs rise or fall depending on the choice of these alternative

inclusions.

there is a problem in determining the appropriate costs to

include. Should prior or ancillary services be included, such as the ABM

program in Boston which preceded and was later incorporated in the JFK

Center? Should the cost of the community agencies' self-assessment in

Flltimore and Boston be included, even though it followed the final place-

ment? Should the costs of11DTA. or OJT training be included (if they could

be determined on an older-worr-project basis) even though these services

were provided outside of the project agencies' staff? Should the costs

of the test experimentation in Milwaukee be included even though the results

were not used to aid training or placement?

Alternative per capita cost estimates, based on assumptions described

in detail in the individual evaluations were made in Baltimore and Boston.

In Baltimore, the average cost per client "(applicant) is placed between

$92 and $120, and the cost per job.placement ranges from $380 if indirect

placements are included to $850 if only direct placements are included. In

Bstou, depending on the assumptions made concerning inclusion and exclusion,

the estimated cost per client range. An $141 to $178; and cost per place-

ment ranged from $213 to $594. In Milwaukee the cost was $122 per person

tested, but substantial additional costs were incurred by other agencies for

those who were later assigned to BMA training.
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The determirtaticn of the benefits is plagued by even =ore unsurrount-

able difficulties. Becnuse the research evaluation was an after thought,

appropriate erployment and inccre data records were not maintained, and the

samples of intervierees who provideei such data in the follou-up evaluation

were seldom a completely accurate representation of the total clients served.

Fore important, the financial resources available for each community eval-

uation were not sufficient to permit the acquisition of comparable interview

data from a valid control group. Such a group would be similar to the

clients served in each project except that they received noneilof the pro-

ject services. The benefit evaluation must determine what would have

happened in the absence of the program. Such a comparison is especially

important in these studies because the erployrent picture brightened con-

siderably between 1960 and 1966, and the very tight labor market achieved

in the large cities by 1966 would permit a favorable before-after employment

comparison for most older workers, regardless of their participation in the

community projects.

In Boston and Baltimore, it was necessary to compare those directly

placed by the project agency with clients who were indirectly placed, self-

placed or not placed. The personal characteristics of these groups

differed, and since all had received some project services, the comparison

could not provide a measure of benefits based on a "with-and-without project"

comparison. No follow-up data were available for the comparison group in

North Carolina, and the absence of clearly-defined project services as

well as the small control group used in the Milwaukee evaluation renders

any benefit calculation there hazardous.

For these reasons, an effort to arrive at a precise cost-benefit
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fruitless and mislecdin3. Eouever, the data on costs and the wage and

employment data ccntained in the individual reports, when coupled with

subjective client and employer reactions, provide a basis for general

inference.

There is no reason to conclude that the Earth Carolina and Milwaukee

projects produced direct employr.ent and income benefits for their clients,

Although the costs of these projects were relatively small, they were not

offset by demonstrable economic gains. The possible benefits are not pre-

sently measureable--the satisfactions derived crcm literacy training, the

consumption benefits of cooking and sewing classes, the potential gains of

experimentation in testing, the possible awareness leading to future traininz

or employment, derived from contact with the projects.

In Baltimore and Boston the costs were more substantial. A. a result

of project services, jobs were probably found for some disadvantaged older

workers which might otherwise have not been forthcoming. But for most

of the clients there is no evidence that the costs incurred resulted in

offsetting employment and income gains, beyond those that night have been

achieved in the absence of the projects.

The basic rationale and the great opportunity of the projects was

the provision of a unique package of labor-matket services for unemployed

older workers--services.not available through the Employment Service or

other sources. The subjective evalwtions of clients and employers indicate

that this opportunity was largely missed. There was some evidence that the

services improved as greater experience was gained toward the end of the

Baltimore and Boston projects. This bodes well for a continuation of these
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projects. Lit cost of the clients covered in these case studies pzssesi

throuzl, tLe E:ro3rams too early to benefit frc= the acquired expeience.

They appreciated the kindness and sincere efforts of the project personnel

but could not attribute lobor-arket gains to these efforts.

In part, these results reflect the grave difficulties facing attempts

to floc= Siva for disadvantaged workers over 50 years of age. Mc ever, other

studies have shown that it is possible to notivate, counsel, train, and

place elder workers, giving them economic benefits which they would not

otherwise enjoy. And other experimental and demonstration projects for the

hard-core unemployed have had more favorable economic results. It is

instructive to give further thought to the reasons for the limited economic

benefits of the older worker-projects.

Retrospective V ew of and Administration

All of the community research investigators lay the principal draw-

backs at the doorstep of initial planning and project administration.

In conr:on with many ccmmunity action programs, there were serious

delays in implementing the projects after initial agreement. The delays

were aggravated because in addition to the Labor Department contract with

the prime contractor, the 1CQ, there was need to establish or gain the

cooperation of a local community agency, and there were inevitable problems

of couwittee recruitment and coordination pi proposals and plans. The

delays had harmful ncrale-diMxmbing effects everywhere, but they were

especially disastrous in Buncombe County, North Carolina. The causes of

the delays are not easy to pinpoint but they appear to be well distributed

across the three echelons of administration of the projects.
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Plans and goals were not sufficiently thought out. Further exp_ora-

ticn of the target population and the labor-market and co--unity possi-

bilitiesperhaps smaller pilot progrm-s--should have preceded the major

contracts. The lack of foresight in the Buncombe County plan is especially

noticeable. Conflict over goals developed, and certain goals were aban-

doned without sufficient cause, largely in response to pressures for

immediate results. In some cases, the goals were never clear.

Cooperation with the Employment Service, vocational educators, other

community agencies, and especially, employers was not arranged in advance

or was not maintained throughout the projects. ithout such cooperation

efforts at job placement of disadvantaged workers have little hope for

success.

The staff of the community agencies as insufficiently experienced in

handling t;:e employment problems of older workers; and the NCOP staff, which

night have provided such expertise, was apparently too limited to contribute

much. Only toward the end of the Baltimore and Boston projects was suffi-

cient experience gained to provide effective labor-market services.

The gains to be derived from experience apply to the project adminis-

tration as a whole. The concept of expert NCOA intervention between the

labor Department and an inexperienced (in older worker affairs) community

agency is a useful one. However, there were separate (PEP. contracts with

NCOA and each of the agencies. This reduced the effectiveness of NCOA control

over direction of the projects. Future arrangements of this type will

undoubtedly benefit from the demonstration effects of the first attempts.

As a result of this experience, NCOA negotiated a contract with 0E0 so that

the funds for 12 community projects came into NCOA. NCOA then selected the

communities and had some say over the direction of the local projects.
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Recommendations

The major value of these demonstration projects for the training and

placement-of 01de-corkers lies not in their direct economic benefits. The

value lies in the recommendations derived from these initial experiences

_tot improved projects in the future. After all, this is what E & D is all

about. Detailed recommendations are contained in the individual reports.

They can be summarized briefly as follows:

1. Plans and goals rust be based on a more careful analysis of the

older worker population and needs, as well as the labor-market demand and

possibilities for cooperation in each cor=unity. Coals should be clear,

agreed to by all cooperating parties, and adhere -i to in the absence of

coapelling reasons to the contrary.

2. Cooperation and agreement on goals and procedures should be clearly

established with the Employment Service, vocational educators, community

agencies and, especially, employers, before the project is initiated.

is important to form a committee of employers who will help guide the project

and agree to accept trainees and job placements.

3. The 'COA should play a more active role in providing expertise in

older workers' problems to the community agencies charged with local project

administration. W.C.O.A. would be in a position to have greater control

over the direction of the local project if funds for the community agency

were allocated through NCGA.

4. Training programs require pLior basic education in some cases, and

larger stipends to both trainees and OJT employers to provide motivation

and incentive. The type and duration of training should be geared to

client qualifications and labor-market possibilities.
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5 AL rolti-service pockaae, including testing, counselling, basic

education, training, job development, and placement should be provided;

the package composition for each client being determined by his peculiar

needs and employment potentialities. There is reason to believe that

training is less attractive to older workers and to their potential employers

than other components of the package. Eowever, studies have sham that

EDTA?-type training can be economically advantageous for many older workers,

and it should not be ruled out in a nolti-service employment program.


